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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

With so much being said these days about the pro

gressive movement in education and with an increasing

interest in Latin America, this study was undertaken to

accomplish two things. There was (1) the hope of dis

covering what critics object to in the present secondary

schools and how they would change them; and (2) how ideals

of progressive education could be incorporated in a course

of study in Latin American Relations, taught in the con

ventional high school.

I. THE PROBLEM

Statement of ~ problem. It was the purpose of

this study (1) to examine current literature on curriculum

construction to learn the objections raised by critics of

the traditional high school, and to ascertain what changes

they recommend; (2) to prepare a high school course of study

in Latin American Relations which would retain traditional

standards but which would also incorporate ideas of the

progressive movement; and (3) to summarize materials avail

able for such a course and to recommend the ones which

would be mO,st helpful.

, ,
J,' • )
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Importance of the study. There are very few high'

schools in the United states which afford students op

portunity to devote a full semester's work to the history

and problems ot Latin. America. It should be possible tor

students ot secondary schools to gain sufficient knowledge

and appreciation of the Latin Ame~ican situation that they

may show jUdgment as citizens in matters involving this

hemisphere. But with the current criticism ot the tra

ditional high school it is reasonable to wonder how such

a course could be intrqduced which would fulfill educa

tional needs in terms of progressive education. Very

rarely does it happen that a school may turn wholly and

at once from an old way of doing things to a new and dif

ferent pattern. Adults who govern our democratic commu

nities think of learning in terms of the public schools

as they knew them while students themselves. Therefore

the school cannot run far ahead but must lead the commu

nity, and try at the same time to keep an acquaintance

with the criticisms and programs of progressive education.

II. THE ORGANIZATION

Chapter II contains a review of the literature of

the present time on what is called Progressive Education,

ot suggestions tor ohange and ot the possibilities in terms

.,ot·thetraditional school. Probably tew movements have
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been sUbjected to so much adverse and unfounded criticism

as the progressive movement in education. The purpose of

the chapter is to summarize the objectives of progressivism.

Chapter III presents a tentative course of study in

Latin American Relations. The course should lay a founda

tion of appreciation and understanding which will lead to

the student's growth in citizenship and character. This

study grew out of an experiment in Wiley High School in

the teaching of a one-semester course in Latin American

Relations. While, on the one hand, there was interest and

curiosity among the pupils in Latin America, there was, on

the other hand, great difficulty in securing sufficient ma

terials and books tor use by the class. Over a period of

four years a fairly good library has been accumulated, but

many mistakes could have been avoided if a definite syllabus

for high school pupils had been readily available. Since

there is only one textbook on Latin America pUblished in

this country for use in high schools, there is excellent

opportunity for extensive use of a number of sources. The
-

drawback here is two-fold, however. One problem is in the

selection of books for the library. There is an abundance

of printed material on Latin America, but much of it is

unreliable. Up to about 1910 the writings were interesting,

but not always dependable. Since 1910 a more critical lit

eraturehas been developed. The other difficulty is that
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the material in the Bulletin of the Pan American Union

. and in the pamphlets published by the Union and by the

Division of Intellectual Cooperation,· while thoroughly

reliable, is nevertheless documentary rather than popular

in style. In short, these are often difficult for high

school students to understand. However, it is surprising

that they like the material and. get a great deal of help

from it.

Chapter IV therefore is devoted to a discussion

of materials, with recommendations and suggestions.

III • SIMILAR STODIES

The writer is acquainted with only two syllabi

for high school students. One, published by the public

schools of Dallas, Texas, in 1929, entitled History6L,

Outline !2!:. Pupils, is a forty-four page, paper bOUD.d

booklet. It is brief, but contains a bibliography and

general references at the end of each of seven units of

work. The other syllabus appeared first, as nearly as

could be determined, in 1936, under the name of Dr. A.

Curtis Wilgus, Pan American Union, and is entitled A

Syllabus for the Teaching of Latin American Historl in

~~ Schools. A revision was pUblished in 1940 which

consists of fifty-three mimeographed pages and contains

muoh recent material. Both of these syllabi were too,

general in nature to be of much help.
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IV. SEARCH FOR MATERIALS

In the search for materials the writer went to the

Congressional Library and to the Pan American Union. The

Hispanic Foundation in the former bUilding and the Columbus

Memorial Library of the Pan American Union have complete

files of books, documents, and periodicals on Latin America.

The interest and cooperation of the librarians and other

workers, as well as of the assistant in charge of the Di

vision of Intellectual Cooperation,were most helpful.

The Hispanic Foundation of the Library of Congress

was opened on July 1, 1939. The Foundation is entered from

the main reading room of the Congressional Library through

a corridor leading into a tapestried vestibule. Here are

vaulted ceilings, a Spanish chandelier, delicately tinted

walls, and a dado of bright, deep blue tiles from Puebla,

Mexico. In the reading room itself the colors gold and

blue are repeated in the dado and in the luxurious brocade

hangings at the lofty windows and at the wrought iron grilled

openings showing into the balconies of the stacks and ref

erence cabinets. At the far end of the gallery, which ex-
.

tends for about 130 feet, is a mural of marble and brilliant

colors, glowing with indirect light, showing the coat of

arms of Columbus. This mural was dedicated on the twenty

eighth of May, 1940, at an appropriate ceremony at which
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1 Mr. Summer Welles was the chief speaker. Handsome silver,-
'1
I

! toned tables with bronze lamps extend the length of the

room, matching in style the spanish-colonial carved doors.

The chairs are upholstered in a blonde leather which blends

well with the gold brocade hangings and the light Venetian

blinds. A scrolled panel above each door and balcony grill

contains the name of some historic or literary personality

of the Hispanic nations.

The reference librarian in charge of the Hispanic

Foundation made many helpful suggestions and arranged a

meeting for the writer with Mr. and Mrs. Murray Wise, both

doing research in the library. Mr. and Mrs. Wise had just

returned from Bogota where for seven years they had been

in charge of a Presbyterian boys' school. Mr. Wise is working

on a catalogue of periodical articles on Latin American and

related sUbjects which will trace even those publications

that are relatively unknown or suspended. Through the agency

of the Wises an interview was secured with Mr. Miron Burgin,

who is in charge of the work at present on the Handbook of

Latin American Studies, which is edited at the Hispanic

Foundation by its Director, Dr. Lewis Hanke, of Harvard

University. The Handbook is an annual selective catalogue

listing with notes and critical articles the most worthy

publications of the year relating to Hispanic America. The

I fourth' edition is now being prepared,the.first covered the
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pUblications of 1935. In spite of the fact that the writ~r's

interest was in work having to do with secondary schools

rather than in that of college level, Dr •. Burgin maintained

that the interest of th~ Foundation extended to all who were

interested in the study of Latin America.

At the Columbus Memorial Library of the Pan American

Union a very complete catalogue records their thousands of

scholarly references on all the Latin Americas in their va

rious phases. All citations are classified under the names

of the countries. The Library in conjunction with the Di

vision of Intellectual Cooperation has files of useful mim

eographed material, such as a twelve page list of Current

Periodicals Printed in English Relating Exclusively to

Latin America.

In the same wing with the Columbus Library are the

offices of the Division of Intellectual Cooperation. One

of the ohief interests of this division, of course, is the

teaching of Latin American Relations in the schools of this

country. An immense amount of mimeographed material is
-

readily available, some of it free, the rest at a very nom-

inal cost. Any teacher undertaking the work of introducing.

a oourse on Latin America should register with the Division

of Intellectual Cooperation at once.

The opinion of many workers in this field seems to

be that teachers should not refrain from offering a course

because they feel insufficiently grounded in the sUbject.
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Anyone willing to work and to learn will find a great

. stimulus and a material benefit in the Division of Intel-

leotual Cooperation and the other experts in the field

in the great libraries in Washington.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Some of the most .frequent questions asked among

teachers and of them are, "Just what is the progressive

movement?" "What does it mean to schools as they now

exist?" "How far afield does the following of interests

take· classes so organized?~ "What is all the talking

about?"

This chapter contains a summary of findings from

books and periodicals as to the history of the progressive

movement and its chief characteristics. Likewise considered

in this chapter is the implication of the new philosophy

with regard to social studies, and the outlook for the

future.

I. THE HIGH SCHOOL DURING THE

NINETEENTH CENTURY

The attempt to reorganize the high school on the

basis of pupil and social needs dates back more than a

generation. The history of the high school shows a con

tinuous lag between its stated purpose and its performance.

The first high school, established in 1821, was intended

to fit a child "for active life and eminence in his profession
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whether mercantile or mechanical." No word of college

. preparation is mentioned here. Nevertheless, in spite of

its stated aim, the secondary school soon became an agency

directed to the priming of candidates for college. Re

peated protests brought an attempt by the National Educa

tion Association to set up different standards. An elab

orate committee arrangement, with a preponderance of college

teacher members, produced a.report in 1893 which in no way

corrected the existing situation. Justification of the aca

demic nature of the high school was r~iterated often in the

declaration that preparation for college' was preparation

for life. However, after the report of the committee of

1893, new sUbjects and variations were added to the sec

ondary curriculum.

Continued dissatisfaction with the high school led

twenty years later to the appointment of the Committee on

Reorganization of Secondary Education. Its labors continued

from 1913 to 1918. In the latter year the committee set

forth the famous seven cardinal principles. These are

still goals to be reached, after twenty-two years.

1
L. W. Webb, chairman, High School Curriculum Re

organization (Ann Arbor, Michigan: The North Central As
sociation,1933), p. 5.
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II. NEW DEVELOPMENTS

By 1920 the newly developed sciences of psychology,

sociology, and social psychology had affected a real rev

olution in the thinking of educators. But in spite of the

change in thinking, there had been no very evident change

in secondary education. In 1918 there had been established

a committee which is still operating, the Committee on Stand

ards for Use in Reorganization of Secondary School Curricula.

Earlier a committee on Unit Courses and Curricula had been

set up, showing the trend of thought. Since 1932 the focus

of attention has been turned toward functional units con

cerned with health, leisure, vocations, and social relation

ships. These last reflect the seven cardinal principles.

The decade of the twenties had been spent in lively contest

over new educational principles worked out largely by lab

oratory schools from 19l0'to 1925 in experience curricula.

The Progressive Education Association had been formed in

1918, dedicated to the idea that the curriculum should

fUnotion to the improvement of life. and liVing.

Meantime, the enrollment.of the seoondary school

had exper~enoed phenomenal growth•. In 1890 there were

202,963 pupils in the high sohools of the country. By

1930 the number had reaohed 4,399,422, with a peak in 1935
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of 6,719,000. This last figure represents an increase

of 3310 per cent over the number for 1890.

III. DISSATISFACTION WITH TRADITIONAL

SECONDARY SCHOOL

The critical attitude toward the secondary school

of today seems to have developed out of a final realization

that the schools are now enrolling, by hundreds of thousands,.

pupils the type of which the schools did not receive a gen

eration ago. Today the classrooms are fUll of students of

a non-intellectual, non-academic nature. The schools enroll

them, but do not enlighten all of them. Eight years of work

by the Society for Curriculum Study as reported in the Cur

riculum Journal reveal in the contemporary secondary school

an almost complete lack of functional content; lack of con-
'~. i

r: tinuity; and prevalence of compartmentalization. In other
Lj

~ words, the present school "doesn't go anywhere and doesn't
3

get anywhere."

2
Samuel Everett, editor, ! Challenge to Secondary

Education (New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, Inc.,
1935), p. 193.

3
R. W. Tyler, "Secondary Curriculum Improvement,"

Curriculum Journal, 10:64-65, February, 1939.
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Dissatisfaction seems to center on these accusa-

tions: deadening routine; failure to reach the great ma

jority of admittedly non-intellectual students; autocracy

throughout; "doses and dabs" of bookish experiene:es; and

resultant personality defects as revealed in failure to

live satisfactory individual and social lives.

IV. TEE PROGRESSIVE MOVEMENT

The call of the progressivist is for the application
4 .

of science to the philosophy of education. Hogben, speaking

as a scientist, attacks the present educational system in

his plea for "knowledge for use." He explains that our an

tiquated organization is a relic of the days of the Refor

mation, when the Puritans originated the grammar school to

spread the art of reading. The Puritan school was functional.

Greek was not taught to satisfy curiosity nor for its own

sake. The promoters of pUblic education then had a firm

conviction as to what they wanted taught. In his entreaty

for functional schooling today, Hogben quotes Thomas Henry
-

Huxley's adVice, "The great end of life is not knowledge

but action."

4
Lancelot Hogben, The Retreat !!:..Q!!! Reason (New York:

Random House, 1937), p. 77:--
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Emphasis in progressivism falls upon suoh matters

·as funotional eduoation, id est, one which reveals itself

in desirable social and individual behavior; democratic

practices; activities ang experiences; and community tie-

up. Needs and interests are mentioned. Other terms in the

progressivists' vocabulary are core curriculum, broad fields,

and integration.

The whole new school movement has its roots in the

knowledge of the mind and society as revealed in the fairly

recently developed experimental and applied psychology, and

in sociology, likewise a newcomer as sciences go. Physio

logical psychology places emphasis upon the learner and

his ability to recreate and transform experience. The hope

of the world lies, of course, in the fact that human nature

is capable of change and that "the human species possesses
5

a nervous system of marvelous potential flexibility."

The sociological point of view stresses man's susceptibility

to change. Being modifiable by thought, says the sociologist,

man is capable both of self-analysis and of influence by

and of others. Biologically, man is capable of variable

responses and of reconstruction of experiences. Social

5
L. C. Marshall and R. M. Goetz, Curriculum Making

in Social Studies (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1936),
p. 13.
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contacts, with interaction of culture and inherent qual-

-ities of the individual, produce personality. Since man

is more and more constantly called upon to readjust and

to adapt, the school should furnish such experiences as

will help the individual and the group to develop the power

to adapt in a valuable way.

The psychological basis for the reorganization of

seoondary education may be found in Dewey's definition of

the mind as "the power to understand things in terms of the
. 6 .

use made of them." Thus mind is not a thing but a function

of pointing or leading, which "is nature's way of intro

ducing foresight, purpose, intention, into behavior," says
7

Bode. To continue his summary, it may be said that the

new theory is that learning and habit formation result

not from repetition but from coordination which adapts to

situations as they occur. The new school therefore will

provide opportunity for reconstruction of experience in

a variety of circumstances since the purpose is to set up
8

situations similar to life-itself. As Bode explains,

6
Boyd Henry Bode, How We Learn (Boston: D. C.

Heath and Company, 1940), P:-2~.

7
1Q.2..~.

8
I., ~., pp. 245-246.
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students do not go to school to draw upon a store of knowl~

-edge in the same way that a railroad car goes to the mine

to get a load of coal.

True learning in the new sense can be gained through

activity and not otherwise. In the traditional school the

activity was the teacher's; in the ~ew school, attention is

directed toward the learne~. All writers seem agreed that

a feeling of satisfaction and accomplishment is a necessary

emotional background for the learning experience. The pupil

should begin with what h~ knows and can do, in order to fa

cilitate learning. At the same time, remembering that ex

perience is continuous, progressive education attempts to

keep the school from being cut off from life outside and

also from too much compartmentalization within. Walls

between the various branches have not been conducive to

seeing life as a whole. The objective now is to connect

learning with living.

The new school, furthermore, keeps as a conscious

aim the matter of socialization. The shift from the pri

mary to the secondary group, the growth of the larger self,

and development of world-mlndedness, should be a primary

conoern of the school. Perhaps the progressives have

stressed too much the saoredness of the intidivual. Like

nesses among men are as oommon and qUite as important as

~ndivldual differences. A balance must be sought between
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individualism and social rights. Undoubtedly interde

.pendence is the mark of civilization and appreciation of

that fact is fundamental to socialization.

V. ANALYSIS BY LEADERS

The origin and present status of progressive educa-
9

tion has been discussed recently by Kilpatrick. According

to this authority, the new education differs from tradition

in its stress upon pupil initiative and upon faith in pupil

ability to learn in experiences. It believes in the re

sponsibility of students. While it starts with worthy pupil

interests, the school expands those interests. Origin of

progressivism is to be found as far back as the dawn of the

ethics of democracy, Kilpatrick believes. More specifically

it can be traced to the reform movements of the eighteenth

century led by Pesta1ozzi, Froebel, and the Herbartians.

The humanitarianism of the closing eighteenth century shows

an intense regard for the human personality and for democ

racy. The present movement, however, stems from the writings

of John Dewey in the years 1895 to 1897. The most signif

icant sources of the new ideas were "Interest Related to Will".

9
Symposium, "What Is Progressive Education?",

Progressive Education, 17:321-327, May, 1940.

"
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and "My Pedagogic Creed." Little but discussion followed

these publications till 1914 when the Community School was

founded in St. Louis. By 1940 enough has been accomplished

to convince Kilpatrick that the chief unfavorable reaction

is from opponents who are fearful of the threat to their

positions. While not all that has been called progressive

has been good, very few who have. really tried it have gone back

to traditional methods. Th~y have proved that the individual

learns and lives properly in a social group, making a re

sponsible attempt to help continue and to improve the sur

rounding life.
10

In the same article, John Francis Cramer explains

that the creed of progressivism rests upon faith in the

dignity of the individual; awareness of the development

of the individual and of his needs and interests; and con

viction that education comes through the activity of the

child, not of the teacher.

From Prescottts valuable book, Emotion and the Edu
11

cative Process, it is learned that the new philosophy

breaks openly with the old on the question of'direct teaching.

10

11
David Alfred Prescott, Emotion and the Educative

Process (Washington, D. C.: American Counci1--on: Education,
mm-;-P. 189.
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For generations education depended upon punishments and

fears, direct inculcation of precepts and rules. Hope of

heaven and fear of hell furnished a central purpose. The

new philosophy aims at developing an individual trained by

adjustments in changing situations so that he will mature

fully and satisfy his own and society's needs in a valuable

way. The new psychology 1s not yet satisfied, however, that

it has produced an effective method of development of the

wholesome personality. But there are no such easy answers
12

as the old methodology took for granted, Prescott concludes.

Still another phase of the progressive education

movement with at least some of the leaders is the belief

that the school should take the leadership in bringing about

a new social order. There is considerable difference of

opinion on this topic. The German schools are a liVing

example of how such an agency may spread an ideology. Their

policy, however, has been dictated by an authoritarian state.

American schools are considered to be dedicated to the search
13

for truth. Dr. Harold Benjamin, dean of the School of

Education in the University of Maryland, is firmly convinced

12

13
Harold Benjamin, Oommunity Forces and the School

(Personal Growth Leaflets, No. 13_ Washington, n:-o.:
~ational Education Association, 1939), PP. 4-5.
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philosophy.

• •In opposition, Dr. Benjamin contends that" •community.

that in the search for truth the school should become a

powerful behavior-changing institution. Many strong groups

are united with the average citizen in the belief that schools

must teach those ideas which are current and popUlar in the

~4

~., p. 14·

the real reason why pUblic education is still subordinate to

other behavior-changing forces in -the community is that the

ruling groups of our communities are afraid of the democratic

possibilities of pUblic education just as they are afraid
14

of democracy in general." _

The moderate opinion seems to be that, regardless

of how far the school should go in taking the lead in social

reorganization, it must undoubtedly "prepare the child to
15do better the desirable things which he will do anyhow."

: To accomplish their aims, the leaders in progressive

education would have the curriculum revised in terms of their

15
L. Thomas Hopkins, Curriculum Principles and

Practices (New York: Benjamin H. Sanborn and Company;mrr;-p:- 19.
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VI. PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE

The school curriculum is the sum-total of educa-

tional experiences which students undergo. Progressive

education would shift from a sUbject curriculum of spe

cialized branches of learning to a body of activities

deliberately set up in terms of the-needs and purposes

of the students. The new experience curriculum, teacher

guided, would be planned to produce habitual intelligent

individual and social behavior in the pupils. The subject

curriculum of the traditional school is academic and au-

thoritarian. The experience curriculum would stress dem

ocratic procedure and emphasize emotional and physical

outcomes as well as intellectual ones. Such a curriculum

is based on the conviction that textbook and conventional

methods do not develop problem-solving ability, social

adaptability, nor self-direction. Living in a society

which is far from static requires a high degree of power

to adapt. Living in a democracy calls for cooperation,

self-control, respect for others, and a willingness to

help improve conditions. These qualities can be learned

only in well rounded social experiences. It is accepted

that the schools have failed in the past to turn out cit

izens who read to find the answers to their problems, who

think clearly, and who act wisely in pUblic affairs •
.,
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Of course, it is likewise true that never before have the

schools had people enrolled on such a scale as might be

called universal. But it is regrettable that radio, press,

and screen are geared to a low intellectual level. Hence,

schools in a democracy must provide practice in democracy

and the chance to develop good taste, love for justice,

willingness to be courteous, and desire to settle differ

ences peaceably. Progressive education believes activities

to be the only source of these forms of knowledge.

In the traditional high school not learning but credits

and hours have been too much the center of attention on the

part of the students and teachers as well. There has been,

the progressives think, too much separation of courses with

a failure to produce real interest in learning. They ac

knowledge the fact that crowded schools and administrative

problems have tended to delay any breakdown of departmen

talization. Because of the narrow focus resulting from

walls around subjects and courses, too many students have

failed to see values in learning and have passively sat

through a required number of classes for more or less the

required number of hours and years. Thus the emphasis is

wrongly placed upon time served instead of upon learning.

Newer types of curriculum are being developed to

meet the needs and interests of the large number of young

p~ople.who are now both freed to and required to enter the
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public educational system. As entry into industry has

been postponed and compulsory education laws have raised

the school age, the secondary school has indeed become

the poor man's college. But its values as such are ques

tionable, say the progressives, unless reorganization takes

place.

VII • BASES FOR NEW CURRICULA

In the years between 1920 and 1930, two investi

gations pointed the way to the "needs and interests" cur

riculum. In reorganizing the Los Angeles curriculum, Bobbitt

classified adult activities into ten fields. Charters, of

Carnegie Institute, preparing to revise the work of Stephens

College, analyzed the work of women throughout the nation.

At the same time the North Central Association, using the

seven cardinal principles, was working out a simi+ar re-
. 16

organization. In the 1930's the tyranny of college en-

trance requirements was discarded by twenty-seven high

schools in favor of experimentation with curricula. As a

result of such efforts new nomenclature' found its way into

contemporary writing and speech. Among the most common

16
L. Thomas Hopkins, Integration, Its Meaning and

A~~lication (New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, liiC:'",
1 7), pp. 210-212.

'f
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Biological, social, and self needs.

Immediate and remote.

Periodic and continuing.

Physical, mental, and emotional.
17

Childhood and adulthood.

2.

1.

3

4

5.

17

terms are core-curriculum, broad-fields, experience cur-

Another suggested experience grouping is summarized

VIII. NEEDS AND INTERESTS GROUPINGS

riculum, fusion, and integration. All are devoted to the

breakdown of extreme specialization to the advancement of

a more nearly whole and realistic view of the world of

knowledge and of life. The following of the new plans would

reorganize the school administration and the school day,

and would eventually replace old measurements and stand

ardizations with individualized and socially desirable

goals.

K. E. Oberholtzer, "Let's Look at the Curric
ulum, It Nation' s Schools, 22: 24-26, December, 1938.

There have been varied groupings of needs and in

terests to take the place of the sUbject curriculum. Some

classifications are made on the following lines:
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18
William L. Wrinkle, The New High School in the

Making' (Cincinnati: American Book Company, 1938f,p.)I'.

1. Experiences in natural and physical envi

ronment. (Science).

2. In communication. (Literature and language).

IX. CRITICISM ANSWERED

With people. (Social studies).

Types of art.

- 18
Socializing activities.

Physical activity.

3.

4.

5·
6.

Contemporary writin~ gives a positive and unequivocal

answer to the most common of criticisms of the new school,

namely, the caviling at interests. Detractors seem to think

that all child interest is shallow or ~~volous. On the

contrary, it is surprising how serious and even stern are

youth's purposes and Wishes, even atter curiosity has been

thwarted consistently in the traditional school system.

Writers on the field-ot-interest approach warn that wisdom

and discretion on the part of the teacher will avoid su

perficial and flighty tendencies. True guidance would

naturally begin where the student is. If his interests

are unworthy, it is just there that the challenge to the
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teacher is to be found. In answer to the wild and furious

gossip about interests by opponents of the progressive

movement, one writer has said that it is " ••• fatuous

to believe that all curriculum development should spring

from the immediate felt need unless perhaps we hold to

the view that all school work should be developed without
19

any preconceived plan from day to ,day."

X. BRIEF EXPLANATIONS OF BROAD-FIELDS, CORE

CURRICULUM, AND EXPERIE;NCE CURRICULUM

20
As to the meaning of the new terms, Hopkins gives

some general and helpful explanations. More progress in

the broad-fields curricula has been made in junior than in

senior high schools, and, of course, the lead in the pro

gressive movement has been taken by the elementary schools.

Houston, Fort Worth, Wilmington, and the State of Texas

schools have organized their entire system around fields

of interest. The pioneer in this movement was the Exper

imental High 'School of the University of Wisconsin, where

19
K. E. Oberholtzer, "Letts Look at the Curriculum,"

Nation's Schools, 22:24-26, December, 1938.
20

L. Thomas Hopkins, Integration, Its Meaning and
A~~lication (N.ew... YOrk. : D. Appleton-Century Company, Inc:-,r 7l.,ChapteJ,"BX): , XII, and XIII.

"
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the whole curriculum was grouped around health, community

living, use of leisure, and vocations. Six fields are

required of all students from the seventh through the tenth

grades in the secondary school of the Colorado state College

of Education. Those fields are, the arts and crafts, lan

guage arts, physical activities, science, social-economic

studies, socialization and guidan~e. In 1935, ten Chicago

high schools began an experimental program along similar

lines. Results in the broad-fields curriculum usually are

found in improved learning situations. They are unhindered

by such relics of the sUbject curriculum as time schedules,

marks, and credits, all of which are outside the learning

situation.
21

The core curriculum, Hopkins continues, starts

with areas of sUbject matter designed for all, with vari

ations in the amount and kind of materials according to

individual needs and purposes. The "core" is a group of

objectives toward which all are moving. There is no fixed

body of content nor of requirements. The interests and

goals of each student determine the development of learning.

This scheme has been set up in the Virginia elementary

schools around eleven major functions of life. In practice,

21
12.£. cit.

"
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however, the oore ourrioulum has not yet reaohe~ real ma-

turity.

In similar fashion, the experienoe ourrioulum is

not yet followed entirely by any sohool at present. It is

a fully integrated arrangement to help the ohild develop

interests, find worthwhile purposes, think through problems,

work with others or independently; and rely on his own

jUdgment. It is espeoially devised to oorrelate with oom

munity life. The Norris Sohool in Tennessee approaohes

attainment of these standards in several ways. The biology

students undertook the task of ridding the town of fly

breeding and mosquito-breeding plaoes. This involved the

soienoe of the laboratory, language arts, sooializing

aotivity, planning prooedures, working independently and

with the oommunity as well, aooomplishment, and evaluation.

The Norris Sohool Cooperative is a oomplete growing and

marketing enterprise, with a five-aore traot of ground for

cUltivation. In this unit all the separate "branches" are

fused and integrated by a central purpose. Relation with

the adult world is a natural concomittant. In such ex-

perience curricula, gUidanoe is synonymous with learning,
22

and the old type of administration is eliminated. Child

22
~., p. 275·
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experience is bound up with adult experience as an integral!

p~rt of community life, and is directed toward building of

social intelligence.

XI. SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE SOCIAL STUDIES

The implication for the social studies is especially

significant. The term itself, tt so·cial studies, tt indicates

an appreciation of overlapping and fusion. Nevertheless

in actual practice the schools still retain the separate

courses and little integration exists so far. The following

is unfortunately true:

It is much simpler for the teacher of history
to claim that history makes a fundamental contri
bution to citizenship than it is for him to attempt
to revise the academic content of the history course
so that it will have some bearing on the citizen
ship habits of the students; therefore the claim
is made but the practice remains unchanged.23

For a beginning in vitalizing the social studies

there is general agreement that when extra-curricular func

tions become curricular the real shift in philosophy and

method will be achieved. Clubs are doing the functional,

student-initiated type of work which would revive teaching,

23
William L. Wrinkle, The New High School in the

Making (Cincinnati: American Book Company, 1938) ,p."'"97
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now deadened by the sUbject-matter-set-out-to-be-learned

tradition. Undoubtedly, however, a great drawback to such

shift is the old problem of marks and standards, a problem

of administration. Yet far too many things are being done

now in clubs which should be part of the classroom activity

and experience.

"Seeing the whole." The social studies teacher can

at least make progressive use of one of the first methods

developed for "seeing the whole," xhe unit assignment. The

National Survey of Secondary Education calls the unit the

greatest innovation in the last twenty-five years. It de

veloped in several places under at least seven different
24

names. Of these various types, the Morrison unit-mastery

plan probably remains the most outstanding. Its formula

is: pretest; teach; test reSUlts; teach and test again to

the point of actual learning.

Laboratory, problem, and project methods. Probably

the terms most commonly used in the experience-curricula

as developed during the last thirty years have been these:

laboratory, problem, and project-methods. The first named

24
A. K. Loomis, "Modern Classroom Techniques in the

Secondary School," Department, of Secondary School Principals'
'BUlletin, 22:26-34, November, 1938.
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is undoubtedly fairly widely accepted in principle though

its operation is prevented by lack of classroom libraries

and movable furniture. It'presupposes easy access to a

wide range of references and an informal arrangement of

furniture which "nailed down" desks do not offer. However,

its spirit is often present in the traditional classroom,

evidenced in the so-called socialized approach, to be

mentioned later.

There is not a well defined distinction between the

project and problem methods in so far as is discoverable.

Kilpatrick first used the term project in 1917 to identify

anyone of four kinds of student-initiated and student-
25

developed types of activity.

According to Wesley, in his book, Teaching ~ Social
26

Studies, the following summary reveals something of the

two methods:

The project is essentially an elementary school

method which involves activities. The problem is primarily

an intellectualizing activity which may involve projects.

25
Walter S. Monroe and Arlyn Marks, "General Methods

of Teaching Evaluated, Results of Research," Educational
Administration and Supervision, 24:581-592, November, 1938.

26
Edgar B. Wesley, Teachin~ the Social Studies New

York: D. C. Heath and Company, 19 7r;-pp. 529-538.
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Projects will certainly involve problems requiring some

reading and study for meeting an intellectual challenge.

The fact of the challenge seems inherent in the problem.

Some authorities insist that there is no distinction since

both project and problem rest upon the need for a felt chal

lenge to which the child responds and for the solution of

which he accepts responsibility. The project is thought

of as producing some additional accomplishment of a ma

terial sort, over and above the intellectualizing of ex

perience. This is revealed in the tepees built by second

grade children, as material results existing in addition

to the mental training involved in creating the tangible

product. The advantage of both methods is in the basic

realization of the need to learn, as well as in the op

portunities offered for the exercise of individual abili

ties. Both are accompanied by self-criticism and recog

nition of values. One danger of either method lies in

the failure to evaluate results, which may lead to a

false sense of competency and complacency. Another danger

is that the need for drill and for necessary fundamentals

may be overlooked or undervalued.

Socialized recitation. The socialized recitation

was the object of much discussion during the 20's and on

into the 30's. After all the details have been cleared

away it is evident that probably the term socialized
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approach or socialized attitude is a preferable one. The

sooialized recitation is marked not by any particular or

ganization, though student chairmen may have charge, but

by attitude. The presence .of a challenge is evident by the

concentration on ideas and learning. There is little evi

dence of anxiety about oredits to be earned or impressions

to be made. There is less of oompetition and more of co

operation than in the more formal type of passive-pupil,

active-teacher recitation. The attitude is socialized

in that it transcends the individual and elevates group

activity and cohesion. In its finest development there

is complete self-forgetfulness. There is a business-like,

active interest on the part of all, in the degree that they
27

can contribute. To paraphrase Hampton, its great value

lies in its encouragement of self-expression, free and

full, and in its development of self-reliance, industry,

and initiative.

Controversial questions. The position of the social

27
Vernon B. Hampton, New Techniques in Social

Science Teaching (Stapleton, NeW York: John Willig Press,
1936), p. 185.
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Rockefeller Foundation Report of~. The respon

sibility of social science has been described in the 1939

"Improving Social Studies Instruction," Research
BUlletin, Vol. 15, No.5, November, 1937llJashington, D. C.:
Research Division, National Education Association), pp. 220
226.

34
is sure to be a focal

28
studies teacher, says Wrinkle,

point. Current questions are always many-sided and there

fore controversial. The teacher's position must be that

of the searcher for truth, Wrinkle urges, and never that

of one who disseminates his own ideas. At all times dis

cussion should end with the teacher's proposal, "Why don't

you ask your parents what they think about this?" In that

fashion the problem is taken out into the community. This

outcome Wrinkle considers excellent.

In a research bulletin of the National Education
. 29 '

Association, the reason most frequently given by teachers

for avoiding controversial questions was "fear of outside

pressure groups." , There was little avoidance because of

administrative objections. In elementary schools and junior

high schools the chief reasons were disapproval of parents

and lack of maturity of pupils.

28
William L. Wrinkle" The New High School in the

Making (Cincinnati: American Book Company, 1938),:p.-sD.
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35
The social studies~

30
report of the Rockefeller Foundation.

Good teaching. In the kind 01' teaching which is

capable of pr~ducing realistic insight, a lifetime sense

01' values, and ability to live effectively, the natural

drive comes only trom student pur~ose and need. Learning

"The Responsibility of' Social Science; Excerpts
From the 1939'Heport of the Rocketeller Foundation," The
a,ivlo Leader _ ! t 1 and 3, April 29, 1940. -

according to this report, present the central intellectual

challenge of the day. No longer will simple techniques

and devices satisfy the need of social studies teaching.

"Highly specialized and complex methods are necessary. Methods

as intricate and varied as the prOblems themselves must be

developed and employed by hlghlyskilled men and women working

under t,he most f'avorable cond,itions." The complex truth

of' today must be approached by many different methods and

types of mind before it can even be apProximated. "Society

should be deeply concerned, not with ridiculing failures

or condemning those whose tindings it does not approve,

but with aiding that small minority of pioneers whose work

in the social studies is reaching up to new levels 01' achieve

ment." Their new ideas should be hospitably and honestly

analyzed, the report concludes.
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is effective in so far as it comes in response to personal

interest. Socialization can result only from action in

social situations, not from verbalizations. Practice in

complex experiences alone is sufficient to render the in

dividual able and .mature. Very often pupils need to be

thrust into self-directed enterprise, when their immaturity

has been so long continued that they wish always to be led

by the teacher. Man, naturally social, nevertheless needs

training before he can become adequately socialized.

The assumptions of the new learning are in general

expressed in the following summary:

1. Life is or can be made worth living.

2. Democracy promises more for each citizen

than does any other form of government.

3. Each generation must examine critically and

improve its culture.

4. The school should not be cut off from life

but tied up wi th the community.

5. Teachers are better trained guides of youth

than are other leaders, such as parents and government of
31

ficials.

31
James A. Michener, editor, The Future of the

Social Studies (Philadelphia: Nationar-Council for Social
Studies, 1939), p. 133.
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Activities. The so-called recitation or textbook

method, characterized by question and answer situations,

has done much to prevent social learning and has created

the impression that there are "right answers." School

work has too often been marked by arbitrary conclusions

rather than by utilization of many sources to meet needs
32

of a complex problem. Materials can be handled in va-

rious ways to conform to the principle of activity. (A

list of suggested activities is given in Appendix A.) An

activity is valuable so long as it is of pupil benefit and

conforms to pupil interest. It is of pupil benefit if it

provides for self-expression, permits construction of better

habits and skills, offers opportunity for self-development

and social cooperation, is suitable to the child and makes
33

a revelation of his further needs.

Principles. Among the principles which should

guide the social studies teacher these may be included:

-32
Donnal V. Smith, Social Learning for Youth in

the Secondary School (New York·: Charles Scribner's Sons,
19)7), pp. 80-82.

33
Ibid., pp. 93-94.
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final.

38
1. Every person, pupil or teacher, is inher

ently worthy and capable of becoming a finer, happier,

more useful person than he now is.

2. The function,of the school is to help students

and teachers grow into the finest personalities they are

capable of becoming.

3. Growth comes through doing together things

which favor the welfare of all.

4· Differences of opinion are healthy results

of limited individual experiences.

5. Exchange of viewpoints widens everyone's

understanding.

6. Growth is continuous and no solution is

Teacher training. In the book, The New High School .
35 --

School in the Making, Wrinkle draws the conclusion that

a broad, liberal education should precede training for teaching.

34
Anonymous, "A Workshop Participant Back on the

Job," Educational Method, 19:220-229, January, 1940.

35
William L. Wrinkle, The New High School in the

Making (Cincinnati: American B'O'Ok Company, 1938) ,P.29l.
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It is unfortunate, he thinks, that specialization has been

emphasized to the extent that ignorance and superficiality

have characterized many members of the profession. The

new teacher of the new school must have a social viewpoint

gained from a thorough knowledge of the social forces at
-

work in the world. The basis for a social philosophy is

to be found in a sound knowledge of the social studies.

Likewise the teacher must have a knowledge of science and

the arts. Other characteristics will include facility in

the use of oral and written English, and good taste and

habits in reading. The colleges themselves must develop

integrated courses based on functional values, according

to Wrinkle. The time element as a qualification for grad

uation will be abandoned. All writers on the topic of

teacher traini3~ would now place far less emphasis on orig

inal research.

Too few teachers continue to go to school and to

keep up with educational trends. It is not perhaps so much

where they attend as that they do go to summer sessions.

Conventions, professional books, and educational journals

all would help the teacher become a real civic and school

leader.

36
l£!!., pp. 291-292.
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Emotional attitudes. Some of the worst elements

of. bad teaching succeed not only in stifling interest, but

even in arousing aversion both to social studies and to so

cial, political, and economic problems. Current bad prac

tices include learning facts without their use and copying

facts without seeing meanings. Recitations which repeat

the text, fail to make use of references, ignore meanings
37

and rel~tionships are futile and harmful. Classroom ex-

perience should create emotional attitudes and appreciation~.

No student should remain passive and unmoved. There should

always be something for him to enjoy, "always an aroused
38

attitude toward a character or a principle."

39
Techniques. Hugh B. Wood thinks that the ideal

curriculum would utilize these techniques, as well as

others:

1. Community sur'Vey

37
E. M. Hunt, "Bad Teaching," Social Education,

3:1-3, January, 1939.

38
L. R. Custard, "Appreciation Hour in Social Sciences, T~

Junior College Journal, 9:319-321, March, 1939.

39
Hugh B. Wood, "The Integral Organization of the

Curriculum," Curriculum Journal, 11:61-65, February, 1940.
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2. Exoursions to enrioh ourrioulum

3. Committee reports, whioh would give ex-

perienoe in independent and in oooperative work

4. Visual and auditory aids

5. Dramatizations

6. Laboratory experienoes

7. Sohool-oommunity p+ojeots

Some reasons forbad teaching. Among some of the

reasons for bad teaohing are to ~~ found low salaries, poor

libraries and equipment, inadequate supervision. The tra

dition of testing is a bad influenoe also. Developed in

the 20's, statistioal devioes for measurement led to over

emphasis of high test soores as proof of good teaohing.

Instead of pupil goals related to development of worthy in

terests, ability to get along with people, and to find and

evaluate faots, administrative ambition emphasized harmful
40

inter-pupil and inter-sohool oompetition. Newer methods

would substitute evaluation for measurement, with the real

and final test, of oourse, being aotual behavior in life

situations.

Heavy teaohing loads also impair servioe and other

wise hamper professional growth. Faotors whioh oontribute

40
E. M. Hunt, "Bad Teaohing," Sooial Eduoation,

3:'1-3, January, 1939.
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to the load are not only number of pupils and classes but

also undemocratic administration, bad pupil morale, un

satisfactory teaching assignments, and poor health, which

may be a by-product of any or all of the above. Other

burdens which autocratic administration imposes are new

procedures and philosophies, added without time for teacher

adjustment; committee work; reports; and unsympathetic at

titude. Social science teachers are especially burdened

by need for constant study and re-learning. The scholar

ship of even the most hard working has been strained by

new developments in current affairs as well as by those

in educational philosophy. A vast amount of daily prep

aration is required in teaching the social studies. These

are all conclusions reached by a study of teacher opinion

on teacher loads, conducted and reported by the Research
41

Division of the National Education Association.

XII. POSSIBILITIES FOR CHANGE

42
Prescott reviews the possibilities for change

41 E. M. Hunt, "Teacher Loads," Social ,Education,
4t77-79, February, 1940.

42 .
Daniel A. Prescott, chairman, Emotion and the

Educative Process (Washington, D. C.: American CounCII
on Education, 1938), pp. 222-223 and 272-273.
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by saying that in general there is no need for a bag of

t~icks in motivation. The procedure which is needed is

to offer experienoes which will orient the child in the

physical and social world, among the ethical, aesthetic,

and spiritual realities. The teaching personnel should

be intelligent, sympathetic, skilled in getting along with

children. They should be free from domination both from

within ~d without the school. Furthermore, integrated

studies are needed for the integrated personality, since

true orientation cannot evolve out of a piecemeal ex

amination of life. An investigation quoted by Presoott

shows that pupils in overwhelming numbers find their

teachers attractive. This proves the schools fortunate

in their personnel, he concludes, and therefore quite

likely to succeed in curricular changes, which in the long

run depend on the teacher.
43

Wrinkle holds that the chief block in the path

of reorganization of the secondary school is not to be

found in college requirements, attitude of pUblic and

parents, nor in restraints of legislatures and pressure

groups. He, along with other writers, holds the real

43
William L. Wrinkle, The New High School in the

Makins (Cincinnati: American Book Company, 1938) ,p.4E.
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obstacle to be the self-satisfaction of the high school

administrators and teachers. He lists "fear of non

conformity, the assumption of vested rights, the greater

respect for sUbject matter. than for children" as the real

causes of delay. Change will come slowly, in his opinion,

and only then through the teacher~

In summary, then, the progressive leaders call for

a new way of looking at the school; a shifting of emphasis

from sUbject values to human values. Instead of talking

democracy, they would practice it; they would loose the

power of student interests and needs upon the curriculum.

They would tear down the wall between sUbjects deliberately.

They would keep the student active, for there is no activity

without learning of some kind, and no real learning except

for use. They remember Browning's precept that to know

what to do and to fail to act is the greatest of all crimes.

They have faith in human personality and the power to im

prove. All the literature seems to point to the respon

sibility of the teacher as the only hope of a new order.

The challenge of progressive education is to the class-

room teacher.

For the present problem, then, of making a course

of study in Latin American Relations, there are some in

ferences to be drawn from the preceding pages. There is
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evidently little to be done by the average teacher in

breaking down compartmentalization. That must wait upon

further findings in experimental schools and upon admin

istrative changes. The mo~t helpful conclusions to be

drawn from the progressive movement would include a few

plans that could be practiced in almost any school. One

of these would be the continuation and extension of the

practice that many good schools have always maintained,

namely, that of informal cooperation of the social studies

department with the art, music, English, industrial arts,

home economics, mathematics, and other departments, for

mutual help. These departments named here can offer

helpful coordination with ,a course in Latin American Re

lations. Musical programs, posters, study of modern and

Indian art, models, cooking, the Mayan arithmetical system,

and many other items suggest points of contact. If the

contention is correct that change can come only through

the teachers, there is plenty of opportunity for patient

and profitable effort here.

Since the great emphasis seems to fall upon activity

and functional learning, the course as presented here offers

a long series of activities adaptable to various needs.

"Learning for use" is very easily accomplished in a Latin

American Relations class, since' the intellectual achieve

m~nt of whatever amount seems generally dynamic, and
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unlimdted opportunities arise where students want to tell

others what they have learned. Possibilities for community

tie-up are also very wide in such a course, both for students

to furnish programs outside the school and for travelers to

relate their experiences in the classroom. Individual

abilities can be cared for, because of the variety of ex

periences which can afford learning. For the non-bookish

student· there is much to be learned from pictures, stories,

films, and making of models, charts, and the like. Some

growth in the ability to ~ntellectualize experience can

be accomplished because of the freshness of material and

the attractiveness of some books and magazine articles.

The socialized approach can readily be achieved. This is

true even if the SUbject matter is relatively new to the

teacher, for the work can become a pioneering experience

for al~, in procedure as well as in materials for learning.

Without doubt a broader understanding and sympathy should

be developed by realizations growing out of the scope of

the SUbject as well as by the comparatively simple and

fundamental knowledge acquired. By all means the teacher

must check and evaluate material with the students to help

them maintain the attitude of the learner and to avoid com-
A

placency. A democratic atmosphere and practice can help

destroy the passive-pupil, active-teacher situation,
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for if the students feel a challenge and accept respon-

sibility, growth in self-control and initiative should

follow. It seems wise t 0 let them pay attention to what

is or seems important to them, and then to use that as a

basis for real learning.

More important than anything else probably is the

recognition in the teacher's philosophy of the worth and

value of each individual in the class.

With these ideas in mind, the following tentative

course in Latin American Relations is offered. Credit

for the style of arrangement belongs to Dr. Waldo F.

Mitchell, who very kindly suggested what he had found to

be the most satisfactory system.

. I



CHAPTER III

A COURSE OF STUDY IN LATIN

AMERICAN RELATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

There is probably no need today to explain why

our high schools should offer a course in Latin American

Relations. Almost overnight the European crisis has made

the average citizen of the United.States conscious of the

need for solidarity in the Western Hemisphere. While it

is fairly easy to think in local terms, a more especially

trained mentality is needed for thinking in international

terms. A little newspaper reading in the last few weeks

could have been a liberalizing and socializing influence

to the man in the street. More is needed, however, than

mere recognition of the desirability of union in action.

Really effective cooperation must have the force of mu

tual understanding, for as boundaries widen and space in

creases so does the power of ignorance and rumor. Our

contacts with Latin Americans are so impersonal and in

direct that a conscious effort must be made to furnish

the understanding and sympathy which are sometimes hard

to arouse i01l10re intimate groups. The Latin Americans

want to be understood. They are as they are not from pur-
"

pose and design but because of interaction of forces
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over hundreds of years. They do not want to have their

lands looked upon as romantic, exotic fields for adven

ture. They themselves harbor many mistaken views about

the Anglo-Americans. There are specific reasons for those

impressions. Rather than making the Latin-Americans bear

the blame for such views, it is probably wiser and better

for Anglo-Americans to Ugo the second mile tt in establishing

sounder. understanding.

Explanation of organization and arrangement. The

work of the course in Latin American Relations is divided

into six units which are: (1) Unit One. The Americas;

(2) Unit Two. Europeanization of the New World; (3) Unit

Three. Independence Achieved; (4) Unit Four. Problems

of Independence; (5) Unit Five. Latin America Today;

and (6) Unit Six. Pan Americanism and the Monroe Doctrine~

At the beginning of each unit are an introductory

. overview, a list of objectives, and a word list. The main

body of the unit is devoted to a set of activities, each

item of which is accompanied by a definite list of refer

ences, so as to facilitate learning by reducing the time

spent in looking for appropriate material. The readings

are arranged alphabetically, with the text named first in

almost all cases. In listing therreferences the plan

was to give full identification by naming author or authors
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as well as the name of the book at first reference only.

After the first reference to a book has been made, later

mention of the same volume is made by the name of the writer

or writers only, unless mor~ than one book of the type ex

ists. For example, there are three works of William R.

Shepherd, all of which are described in the master bibli

ography. Reference to anyone of these in the Assimila

tive GU~de will be made by naming the author and the book

as well; id est, Shepherd, Historical Atlas; Shepherd, The.

Hispanic Nations of the ~ World; or Shepherd, Latin~

ica. The complete bibliography on pages to con

tains evaluations for choice of books for the library or

the classroom. At the close of each Assimilative Guide

are to be found suggestions for additional activities and

a new type test.

II. UNIT ONE. THE AMERICAS

Overview. More than half of the Western Hemisphere

consists of that section of the world known as Latin Amer

ica. It may be thought of as all the regions south of the

Rio Grande, exclusive of some small colonial possessions of

England, France, and Holland.

Why are these regions called Latin America?

Anglo-America? Are the people living there Latins?

pr~vailinglanguageof Latin origin?
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The five W's of the newspaperman would make a good

slogan for one who desires better relations among the Amer

icas. The five W's are who, what, where, why, and when.

If the people in both Anglo and Latin America were fairly

capable with regard to the five W's, there might be a stur

dier basis for friendship.

Who are they? The people, ·their origins, their in

terests, their troubles, their hopes?

Where are they? Recently the radio and press have

pUblicized the fact that there are twenty-one members of

the Pan-American Union. You can see the flags of twenty

one republics in the hall of nations in the Pan-American

BUilding in Washington. In the conference room there,

around the massive nineteen foot mahogany table there are

twenty-one stately chairs. How many of you could name the

twenty-one republics? And describe their location?

What are they? How large? How much like our country?

How different? What do people do for a living in each coun

try? How do their people entertain themselves? Is their

daily life like yours? Are their ambitions like yours?

Why are they what they are? What are the reasons

for the dictators we hear about? What makes them mili-

taristic, readier to depend on the bUllet than the ballot?

When did events occur that are of interest to them?

Wh~n did Miranda fail because of the testimony of his
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lieutenant Bolivar? When did Chacabuco make history for

Chile? When, if ever, did any events occur which were

not military but peacefully progressive?

There is a strong element of anti-Americanism among

the Latin Americans. Not the least reason has been their

conviction that Northerners are patronizing in their at

titude. They still fear domination and control in spite

of the recent good neighbor policy.

Strong cultural ties of knowledge and appreciation

are slow to build. Education is usually considered a, .

tedious process, though admittedly the only hope of the

world. For individuals it need not be so slow, and cer

tainly not painful. Let us think out the things we par

tiCUlarly want to know, list them, and go about discovering

the most satisfactory means of answering our own questions.

First of all, what is this Western Hemisphere?

Note: Group discussion may follow here, developing

questions and concepts which may tie up with Unit One.

They may add to or elaborate upon some of the suggestive

projects offered below.

A pretest is an interesting and valuable procedure

in many.ways•. Itcaneliminate from future study any ele

ments already well known, and can suggest their use as

basis for other research or actiVity.
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Preview of the unit .Q!!. The Americas. The unit on

The Americas covers the following main points:

I. Introduction

A. The Land Divisions

B. Early Peoples

C. Products and Resources

This is a practical as well as a natural topic with

which to start. If textbooks are used, there is some delay

as a rule before their arrival. A better reason is that

in the first part of the unit special opportunity is of

fered for search for materials. In the absence of an ade

quate classroom library, examination of the school library

will bring to light references of value to the course.

Students will bring in books which will be helpful. An

effort to arrange a classroom library usually originates

from the students themselves. Old copies of the National

Geographic ~&igazine and of geographies are helpful. A

class scrapbook of clippings and one of illustrations will

be useful for further reference. Class commi~tees, per

manent or temporary, allowed to select their own chait'men,

may choose to study special problems. Agre.ement should

be reached by students and teacher as to elements to be

considered in grading. In the appendix of this study is

inoluded such an estimate Sheet, the product of work

.,
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of several classes. (See Appendix B, page 195.)

The use of a textbook can be defended. Primarily

it is of help to the less advanced student, offering him

something to use as a guide. The only text available is

entitled History of Latin America, by Webster and Hussey,

D. C. Heath and Company. It is not a satisfactory book

for high school students. Classes enjoy William Warren

Sweet's college text, A History of Latin America, The

Abingdon Press. The book is very readable but is too

expensive for use by secondary schools. It is advisable

to have a number of copies in the school library.

Only so much geography is to be taught as is wanted

and needed. Many students have an urgent desire for or

ganized knowledge. They have reached a phase where such

information fills a real need. In the case of others,

no more specialized material is required or welcome than

the immediate problem requires. This is an individual

matter and will be so recognized. The make up of the

class from term to term calls for constant reorganization

of material and choice of material.

Objectives of Unit One. The objectives for the first

unit on The Americas are as follows:

1. To acquire a working knowledge of place names,

including names of all states, large rivers, and important
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cities.

cassara
manioc
tapioca
yerba mate
quinine
caoutchouc
chocolate
coca
cacao

Inca
Chibcha
Atahualpa
Manco Capac
Q,uetzalcoatl
barbarism
savagery
quipu
monolithic
phonetic
glyphs
1325
Tenochtitlan
nitrate
asphalt
chicle
llama
alpaca
vicuna
huanaco
maize

Caribbean
Yucatan
Martinique
Curacao
Titicaca
Antilles
Cordillera
Andes
twin continents
Iguassu Falls
Anahuac
chimborazo

-llanos
Maracaibo
Parana
Orinoco
Magdalena
Amazon
La Plata
Maya
Aztec

"
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Word list for Unit One. A knowledge of the following

2. To appreciate the fact that geographical

conditions in South America have made development there

more difficult than advancement in North America.

3. To appreciate the fact that civilization

is a relative term.

4. To learn the chief ,features of each of the

three civilizations, Mayan, Aztec, and Inca.

5. To appreciate our dependence upon materials

native to this hemisphere.

words is desirable:
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Assimilative guide for Unit One. The Assimilative

Guide for The Americas includes activities and references

for study of the topics, Introduction, Land Divisions,

Early Peoples, and Products and Resources.

THE AMERICAS

I. Introduction: Read to find the source of the name,
America. Argue for and against the choice.

Webster and Hussey, History of Latin America, pp. 61-62
Bryce, South America, Chap. XIV, pp. 484-488
Carpenter's Reader, South America, Chap. I
Fiske, Discovery of America, Vol. II, see Contents
James and Martin, The Republics of Latin America, p. 3
Richman, ~ Spanish Conquerors, pp. 65-66; bib. 221-222
Robertson, History of Latin American Nations, pp. 33-35
Sweet, A History of Latin America (1929), p. 54.
Wirth, Development of America, p. 29.

A. The Land Divisions

1. Make a chart or line graph showing the com
parative size of the two continents. Con
sult the two references, Jones and Carpenter's
Reader, named below, for models.

In the same fashion compare Anglo- and Latin
America as to size and population.

Compare the chief geographical features of North
and South America, rivers, lakes, mountain
systems, latitude and longitude.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 1-4
Aikman, All American Front, Chap. II
Bryce, South America, pp. 488-490
Carpenter's Reader, South America, pp. 13-18; p. 391
Jones, Tom, .!g, Introduction to Hispanic American

History, pp. 3-5
Moore, A History of Latin America, pp. 12-28
Pan American PampliIets:

Latin America at a Glance, pp. 1-5
~ Americas, pp.-1-5
Ask Me Another, Quiz #3

Shephera, Historical Atlas, l28b, 136, 179-80

.,
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Sweet (1929), Chap. II, part 1
Williams, The People and Politics of South America,

Chap. I

2. Draw a line south from New York City on a
map of the hemisphere to show why some
people advocate the name East and West
America.

Map, p. 17, Seeing South America, Reid, Pan Amer
ican Union

3. On an outline map of the Caribbean region
locate the colonial possessions of European
countries.

Webster and Hussey, map, p. 1711
Rand-McNally Map of Caribbean
Shepherd, Historical Atlas, pp. 213, 105, 179-80
Time, July 29, 1940 .

4. On an outline map of Central America show the
present states and their capitals.

Note: In making maps it is wise to use color
sparingly. A colored band within the bound
ary of each country makes the region distinct
and aids in legibility. Such a map is more
attractive than one more strikingly decorated.
Print names neatly in horizontal lines. Typ
ing may serve for some maps if printing is
not possible. Be sure the names are spelled
correctly. All maps should be finished in
ink after approval by committee. Use capi
tal letters for names of states, mountain
ranges, lakes, and rivers; lower case letters
for names of cities.

Shepherd, Historical Atlas, 213.

5. Locate on a map~f South America the regions
where you would expect to find tropical cli
mate; temperate climate. Read to find the
nature of the climate in those places.

1
After the first reference to a book has been made,

the name of the author, alone, .will be used to indicate the
reference. A full description of each book is given in the
bibliography of this study, pages to •
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Explain this: Climate is vertical

as well as horizontal.
Explain this: Christmas is a summer

holiday.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 8-9
Bryce, pp. 38-39; 51; 431; 492
Carpenter, South America, pp. 18;21
Rand-McNally Map, A Century of World Exploration
Sweet, pp. 33-35
Williams, map, pp. 16-17

6. Find three large cities in South America
whose latitude in the southern hemisphere
approximates that of Mexico City, New
Orleans, _and New York. Compare their
climates with those cities in the north-

- ern hemisphere.

_7. By study of a-relief map of Mexico tell the
class what varieties of climate you could
expect to find there.

Robertson, p. 8
Magruder, National Governments and International

Relations, p. 147 ---
Shepherd, Historical Atlas, pp. 186-87
Williams, M. W., frontispiece

a. Ask people who have visited Mexico what
kinds of clothing they took for the
trip.

b. Find out by reading or by interviewing
travelers what preeautions are advis
able in regions of high altitude.

c. Make a bar graph showing the contrast
between the sea level of Mexico City
and your own city.

Mexico ~Motor, pamphlet of A. A. A., Washington,
D. C.

8. Make a comparison of North and South America
with respect to the rivers and lakes to be
found in those regions.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 5-6
Moore, pp. 18-20
Pan American pamphlets, mim., ~ Americas, pp. 3-4
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Reid, Seeing South America
Robertson, pp. 3-5; 7-8
Sweet, pp. 32-33
Williams, M. W., Chap. I

Show how Central America and Mexico contrast
with the other portions of the western
hemisphere in respect to physical features.

Webster and Hussey, pp~ 6-7
Robertson, pp. 6-e
Sweet, pp. 35-36
Williams, maps, frontispiece; pp. 16-17

10. Read the account of Nicaragua's climate given
in Britannica to explain the difficulty of
building a canal through that region.

11. On a map of the western hemisphere indicate
the frigid, 'temperate, and torrid zones
and compare the stages of civilization
in the various zones.

12. Find out where the Humboldt Current is and
compare or contrast it with the Gulf Stream.

Bryce, pp. 38, 39, 43, 489
Webster and Hussey, p~ 8

Additional Activities for A. The

Land Divisions

1. Examine a copy of the Bulletin of the Pan Amer
ican Union. Write a brief description of
its makeup and select material from one or
two articles to review for the class in a
two or three minute talk.

2. Use the film, South America, from Indiana Uni
versity's Visual Education Service.

Discuss the chief parts of the film before
using it in class. If possible, have outlines
of the material in the hands of the class.
Pamphlets on the films are supposed to be
sent to the teacher, but this is not always
done.
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This particular film shows:
a. Position of South America on the globe
b. The Andean Highlands
c. The Eastern Highlands and lowlands

Introductory scenes show a train of llamas, a
mountain lake in Chile, and a river in Colombia.

The film shows how geographical conditions have
hindered the development of the continent.

3. Film: Central America

a. Locations
b. Industries
c. Products

4. Using the film on Mexico from Indiana University,
note the following:

a. Locations where civilizations first developed
b. The winds which affect climate
c. The three elevations and their diversified

products
d. The products and occupations

5. The class as a whole, or by committee groups,
may make a relief map of South America. The
most satisfactory, but most expensive can be
made on a maisonite base, about 36" by 30",
using a prepared plaster available at paint
shops. Three-ply board might be used for a
base, and clay or flour and salt mixture for
the map. It is interesting to imbed a small
mirror in the mixture to represent Lake Titicaca.
A large map can be completed in as short a time
as three days, using the prepared mixture,
which dries rapidly.

The outline can be sketched by some artistic
member of the class or by some art student.

Indicate the political divisions and chief cities,
assigning separate countries to individuals or
committees. Poster paint colors the mixture
well. White paint offers chance for variety
when mixed with the primary colors. The
background may be painted dark blue.

6. Examine and explain the memorial stamp picturing
the three Americas.
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General References for A. The

Land Divisions

Webster and Hussey, Chap. I
Aikman, All American Front, Chap II
Britannica
Bryce, South America
Carpenter's Reader, South America
Indiana University Visual Education Department:

Films on Mexico, Central America, and South
America

Jones Tom, Introduction and pp. 9-15
Moore, pp. 12-28
Pan American Union, Mimeographed Pamphlets:

The Americas
ASk Me Another, #3
Latin-America at a Glance

Rand McNally Maps: 
The Caribbean Regions
South America
Century of World Exploration

Reid, Seeing South America, Pan American Union
publication

Robertson, pp. 1-8
Sweet, Chap. II
Williams, M. W., Chap. I

B. Early Peoples

1. Copy on the board or on a wall chart the
"Comparative Chronology of the Old and
New Worlds" as shown in The Introduction
to Latin American History by Tom Jones,
P7 46. Explain the periods portrayed.
If not available, make an original chart
or time line to show the relative time
locations of European and American cul
tures.

Histo-Map, Rand McNally

2. Prepare· to discuss what Jones means by saying
that civilizations are neither good nor bad,
but simple or complex.

3. Decide what theory you think reasonable as to
the origin of man in this hemisphere and
prepare to present your arguments.
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5. Locate on an outline map the homes of the
four native civilizations.

Explain why some authorities are unwilling
to call the American natives the Red Race.

4·

Webster and Hussey, pp. 13-14
World Almanac, 1939, p. 852

Webster and Hussey, pp. 11-12
Moore, p. 41
Robertson, pp. 10-12
Williams, Chap. II, pp. 17-19

Webster and Hussey, pp. 14-15; ~p, p. 13
Robertson, pp. 12-14

8. Make a chart or outline showing the chief
events of Mayan history, relating their
times to European events. Are there
Mayas today?

Webster and Hussey, pp. 11-21
Adamic, House in Antigua
Fiske, I, p. 131 on, esp. pp. 135-137
Jackson, Notes .QB. !! Drum

W~bster and Hussey, pp. 13 and 17
Jones, Tom, Chap. I, esp. p. 16
Moore, p. 42
Robertson, pp. 13-17 (map)
Williams, M. W., Chap. II

6. Explain to the class why the term semi
civilization is applicable to these
peoples by explaining Webster's def
inition of civilization. Apply Webster's
definition to the world today.

Webster's Unabridged Dictionary
Jones, Tom, pp. 39-40
Prescott, Conquest of Mexico, p. 33
Webster and Hussey, pp. 31-32

'7. Use the map to explain why it would be dif
ficult to study the Indians by language
groups. Write an illustration on the
board of their characteristic polysyn
thesis.



Jones, Tom, pp. 15-22
Moore, pp. 43, 47
Stuart Chase, pp. 23-28
Robertson, pp. 26-27
Williams, Chap. II

9. Contrast Mayan architecture and sculpture
with those of the Greeks and decide which
represented a higher development.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 19-20
Chase, Mexico, p~. 32-36
Fiske, I, pp. 136-137· .
Inman, p. 3~

Jopes, Tom, pp. 17-18
Moore, pp. 44-46
Robertson, pp. 27-28
Williams, Chap. II

10. Solve a problem using the Mayan bar and dot
numerals. Show the advantage of the prin
ciple of local value. Compare with our
Arabic numerals.

Webster and Hussey, p. 21
Williams, (1930), p. 32

11. Explain how the Mayan calendar differed from
ours. What does the calendar reveal about
their knowledge of astronomy?

Webster and Hussey, p. 21
Moore, pp. 44-45
Robertson, p. 28
Stuart Chase, Mexico, p. 27.
Williams, p. 33-34

12. Compare Mayan writing to other forms of writing
in terms of the three steps of development
(i. e. picture, syllable, sound writing).

Webster and Hussey, p. 21
Moore, p. 46
Robertson, p. 28
Williams, pp. 31-32

13. Prove that the Aztecs and Mayas are different
in origin and civilization.
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113-116; 117-118
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Webster and Hussey, p. 22
Jones, Tom B., pp. 22-27
Moore, pp. 47-4~
Robertson, pp. 29 and 30
Williams, pp. 37-38

14. Using the chart from Jones, p. 46, relate
events in Aztec history with contemporary
affairs in Europe. (See #1, this section.)

15. Compare and contrast Aztec government and
political organization with that of Indians
in regions of present day United states.

Webster and Hussey, p.
Chase, pp. 53-57 .
Fiske, I, pp. 104-106;
Moore, pp. 48-51
Prescott, Book I, Chap. II
Robertson, pp. 30-32
Williams, pp. 38-41

16. Examine various accounts of Aztec social
and economic life to discover what your
life might have been had you lived as
one of them.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 24-26
Chase, pp. 47-53
Moore, pp. 49-50

,Prescott, Book I, Chap. V
Robertson, pp. 32-34
Williams, pp. 42-45

17· Contrast Aztec science with that of the Mayas.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 25-26
Chase, pp. 45-50
Moore, p. 53
Prescott, Book I, Chap. IV
Robertson, p. 34
Williams, p. 46

18. Decide whether or not the Aztec religion in
any way resembles that of the ancient peoples
of Egypt or Greece.

Fiske, I, pp. 119-120
Moore, pp. 50-53



Prescott, PP. 36-45
Williams, pp. 43-45

19. Compare the Chibchas with the Mayas and
Aztecs as to location and advancement.

Webster and Hussey, p. 27
Jones, Tom B., pp.35-36
Robertson, pp. 24-26
Williams, pp. 47-49

20. Explain the terms "Children of the Sun,"
Megalithic CiVilization, and Quechua
peoples.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 27-29
Prescott, Book I, pp. 735-736
Richman, p. 162 .
Robertson, p. 19
Williams, pp. 49-51

21. Explain to the class why the Inca Empire is
called a highly organized, regimented, re
ligious despotism.

Webster and Hussey, p. 29
Jones, Tom, pp. 30-35
Prescott, Book I, Chap. II
Richman, pp. 162-165
Robertson, pp. 20-22
Williams, pp. 52-58

22. Compare and contrast the Incas with the Mayas
and Aztecs with regard to:

a. Occupations
b. Government
c. Scientific knowledge
d. Intellectual advancement
e. Religion
f. Architecture and SCUlpture
g. Domestic animals

Webster and Hussey, pp. 28-32
Inman, pp. 39-40
Jones, Tom, pp. 30-35
Moore, Chap. IV
Prescott, Book I, Conquest of ~j esp. Chap. IV

and V
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Richman, pp. 162-166
Robertson, pp. 20-24

Additional Activities for B.

Early Peoples

1. Read portions of Prescott's account of the
civilization of the Incas, Book I, and
report to the class. This may be divided
among members of a committee for panel
or symposium.

a. Read and report on Book I, Prescott's
Conquest of Mexico, pp. 9-116.

Chapter I: Extent; geography; Toltees;
Aztec Empire; Tenochtitlan.

Chapter II: Government; judicial system;
taxes; communication; warfare; degree of
civilization; present descendants.

Chapter III: Mythology; Aztec gods; priest
hood; education; temples.

Chapter IV: Writing; manuscripts; arith
metic; calendar; astronomy.

Chapter V: Farming; foods; metal work;
arts and crafts; commerce; social customs.

b. Prescott, Conquest of Peru, Book I.
Chapter I: Geography; origins; royal family.
Chapter II: Arrangement of Empire; laws

and courts; land distribution and agri
culture; social security; occupations;
roads and ports; military policies.

Chapter III: Religions, gods, festivals.
Chapter IV: Education; quipus; reckoning

of time; scientific agriculture; eatables.
Chapter V: Llama, alpaca, huanaco, and

vicuna; great hunts; tools; metal work;
architecture, character of the people.

2. Prepare a poster relating to some phase of
Indian culture. This may contain copies
of some of their writing, art, or material
remains.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 15-32
Carpenter's Reader, South.·America, pp. 104-110; 115

3. Prepare the front page of a Maya, Aztec, Inca,
or New World newspaper, with "flash news" or



"odd news." Want ads could be included.

4. Make a three-column list of chief facts
about these three peoples and their civi
lizations, locations, and leaders.

5. Copy for your notebooks and put on the
board the Inca prayer, Inman, pp. 40-41.
Of what does it remind you?

Cleven, Readings in Hispanic American History,
pp. 3-61

Moore, Chap. III, Mexico
Moore, Chap., IV, Peru .
Prescott, Conquest of Mexico, Book I, Chap. I-V

General References on B.

Early Peoples

Webster and Hussey, pp. 11-32
Bulletin of Pan American Union, Vol. 71, Sept.,

1937, pp. 672-76, "The Mayas, America's First
High Civilization," by H. L. Spinden

Chase, pp. 23-28; 32-36; 45-50; 53-57
Gann, Thomas, The Glories of the Mayas
Hewitt, Edgar L., Ancient Life in Mexico
Hispanic ~erican Historical Review, Vol. 17, pp.

151-159, "Prehistory in Middle America"
Jones, Tom, Chap. I
Means, Ancient Civilizations of the Andes
National Geographic Magazine, Vol. 17, #6, pp. 724-50,

Aztecs
, Vol. 17, #5, Mexico

~N~i~l-e-s-,~Blair, Peruvian Pageant
Prescott, Conquest of Peru, Book I, Chap. I-V
Robertson, Chap. I
Williams, Chap. II

C. Products and Resources
/

1. Read to find how many American products are
indispensable in today's world. Decide
what item~ in your diet and environment
for one week are native to this hemisphere.
List them.

Webster and Hussey, p. 10
Carpenter's Reader, South America, passim.
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Chamberlain, The American Stakes, pp. 178-179
Pan Americ~n B~lletin LXX, #12, Dec., 1936, pp.

932-935, "Unexploited Products of the Amazon
Region, tf Silvino da Silva .

2. Explain how limited animal life affected
the progress of native civilization.
Report on the American camel.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 10-11
Robertson, p. 10

Prepare reports on native American products
iIi which the' class' i·s most interested,
such as: maize, potato, tomato, chiple,
quinine, asphalt, tapioca, pineapple,
rubber, tobacco, coca, cacao, yerba mate.
Distinguish between native products and
those which grow well, but are of eastern
origin.

Prepare an order list of commodities American
in origin needed in American homes which
could b~ secured from various shops.

3.

4·

Webster and Hussey, p. 10

6. Arrange an exhibit to include food and medic
inal products of South and Central America.
(Yerba mate maybe purchased at well-stocked
grocery stores.)

7. Investigate the value. of nitrate and its by
products to see why Chileans had a low tax
rate for a long time. Put on the board the
diagram of a nitrate bed as shown in Car
penter's Reader, p. 139.

Carpenter" s Reader, passim.
Field Museum Pamphlets
Pan-American Union pamphlets on Commodities
Pan-American BUlletin, Oct., 1936, Chocolate
Pan American Union, mimeographed pamphlet, "Eco

nomic Gifts of America to the World"
. , ~~ Another, Q,uiz #4

Readers· Dl.gest, "The Saga of the Potato," February,
1935

5. Plan a house which could be built and furnished
with native woods.

.,
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Its Wax,"

Bryce, pp. 207-210
Carpenter, pp. 138-142
Duggan, p. 120 f.
Inman, Latin America, Its Place in World Life,

pp. 189-192 --- -- ----
Pan American pamphlet, Nitrate Fields of Chile (5¢)
Robertson, p. 307
Shepherd, Latin America, pp. 156-157

8. Find out why Chile is no longer in the
position of a monopolistic power. Con
sult the chemistry classes about manu
facture of nitrates.

9. Report to the class Shepherd's account of
the resources of Latin America.

Shepherd, Latin America, pp. ~16-121

Additional Activities for C.

Products and Resources

1. See Carpenter's Reader, South America, pp.
394-395, for ideas to be used in making
bar graphs.

2. Select some pictures from Carpenter's
Reader to describe to the class.

Additional General References

Enock, G. Reginald, Republics of Central and South
America

Jones, Clarence F., South America
Peck, Annie S., Industrial and Commercial South

America ---
SQuth American Handbook
Verill, A. Hyatt, Foods That America Gave the World
Whitbeck, Economic GeographY 2f South-xmerICa
Magazines:

Pan American Union Bulletins:
Vol. 73, #3, "Agriculture in Stamps

American Republics," pp. 176-187.
Vol. 73, #1, "The Car~auba Palm and

pp. 31-42, January, 1939
Vol. 71, #1, "Coffee and the Bogota Conference,"

pp. 39-45, January, 1937
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Fortune, "South America, the Continent," Vol. 16,

#b, pp. 92-106, 172, 175, 178, 180
Hispanic American Historical Review, "Summary of

Our Knowledge of Archaeology of Maya Area," Vol.
17, pp. 151-159

National Geographic, "Mexico, Land of Lakes and
Lacquers," "In the Empire of the Aztecs," Vol.
17, #5 and 6, pp. 633-648 and 724-750 resp.

Culminating activities for Unit One. 1. Reread as

signments for this unit carefully. Check over any class

notes y~u may have. Prepare a list of twenty items which

you think would be suitable for testing your knowledge of

the Americas.

2. Prepare an exhibit for the school bulletin boards

of posters, charts, papers, et cetera, prepared during the

study of this unit. Select those which you think would give

the most information and would create most interest in Latin

America.

Tests ~ Unit One. There are two tests on Unit One.

The first is a completion test and the second is a descriptive

test. Directions are given with both tests.

Completion Test

DIRECTIONS: Write the word or term which best completes
the sentence in the blank at the right hand of the page.

1. The American Mediterranean is a term applied
to (x)

2. The Antilles is another name for -l!l

" 3. A South American state about the size of New
England is (x)
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13. Iguassu is the name of the beautiful __~{=x~) __
in Brazil.

Man first appeared-in the New World during the
age of European development.

16.
(x)

14. The three greatest rivers of South America are:
a. Amazon
b. Orinoco
c. (x)

15. The most important export of Chile is (x)

4. A river in South America which is really an
arm of the sea is (x)

5. Mountains in South America which correspond to
the Rockies are (x)

6. A lake which lies 12,000 feet above sea level
is (x)

7. Four large islands of the West Indies are:
a. Cuba
b. Haiti
c. Jamaica
d. (x)

8. One state in South America which has no seacoast
is (x)

9. The republics of Central America are:
a. Panama .
b. Nicaragua
c. Guatemala
d. El Salvador
e. Honduras
f. (x)

10.· The name Humboldt is applied to (x)

11. Quito is the capital of the South American re-
pUblic of (x)

12. Buenos Aires is the capital city of (x)



DIRECTIONS: Fill in the blanks in' each test item to com
plete the description. Note the topic at the head of
each column. For illustration see lAo

.
17'. Three of the most advanced civilizations of

the New World were:
a. Inca
b. Aztec
c • (x)

SIGNIFICANCE OR
DESCRIPTION

capital city

capital city

important god

Lake which is really
an arm of the sea

important domestic
animal useful for
food, fibres, and
burden bearing

native product now
most necessary in
commercial and in
dustrial world

important city

Mayan city

Indian corn
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Brazil

Description Test

18. A calendar and a system of writing were unknown
to the (x) civilization.

19· Montezuma was the name of the (x)
ruler.

20. Atahualpa was the name of the (x)
ruler.

NAME PLACE

lAo (x) Lima Peru

1. Rio de Janeiro

2. Q,uetzalocoatl

3. New World

4. Maracaibo

5. Tenochtitlan

6.
-

Chichen Itza

7· Peru

8.



13. United States

10. on surface of
globe

73
SIGNIFICl1NCE OR

DESCRIPTION

measures distances east
and west from Green
wich, England

used for keeping records

advanced social and
economic organization,
with a science of
agriculture

owned by Holland

author of books, Oon
guest 2f Mexico-and
Conquest of Peru

export of great im
portance to trans
portation in the
United States

cure for malaria

rubber like fluid
used in the manu
facture of chewing
gum

refers to the use
of enormous stones
in architecture

PLACE

Venezuela

Mayas

Bark of a tree

Yucatan

Latin America

Paraguay

NAME

9. Quipu

"

11. "Children of the
Sun"

12. Curacao

-

20. Megalith

18.

19. Cacao

14. Bar and dot

15·

16. Yerba mate
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III. UNIT TWO. EUROPEANIZATION

OF THE NEW WORLD

This unit on Europeanization of the New World is

divided into three main topics, each of which is treated

with its own overview and assimilative guide. For this

reason the objectives and word list for the entire unit

are placed first. CUlminating activities and a test for

the entire unit come at the close of the unit.

Objectives of Unit Two. The objectives for this

unit on Europeanization of the New World are:

1. To learn that the Latin Americas could

more accurately be called Indo-Americas.

2. To see that the Spanish colonial' system,

complex and cumbersome, offered no training in democracy.

3. To appreciate the nationalistic character

of mercantilism and its part in the downfall of Spain.

4. To realize that the problems of modern

Spain grew out of the past; out of failure to experience

the modernizing influence of the three revolutions, re

ligious, social, and industrial.

5. To learn that the qualities developed in

the Spanish people by the Reconquest affected the Empire.

,6. To understand that Portugal early developed

f~iendly relations with England on the basis of reciprocal
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fleet system
Porto Bello
Vera Cruz
Acapulco
presidio
mission
hacienda
reduction

Creoles ,
Council of the Indies
House of Trade
audiencia
viceroy
captain general
intendant
cabildo
favorable balance

mercantilism
encomienda
New Laws
Las Casas
asientos
mestizos
zambos
Peninsulare

Word list for Unit Two. The student should become

familiar with the following words:

A. Spanish and Portuguese Backgrounds

1. Overview. The expansion of Europe into Asia and
Africa is quite different from its expansion to
the Western Hemisphere. Events today particularly
emphasize the distinction. Just now Japan is making
vocal her idea of the Orient for Orientals. Up
to the present the most characteristic feature
of Asia since 1500 has been the European struggles
for influence there. The native people have re
tained their own cultures. Europeanization has
been a veneer of government officials and com
mercial domination. In Africa the patchwork ap
pearance of the map itself testifies to the par
titioning of peoples and lands, here also dominated
politically and economically, but not culturally,
by Europe.

The New World, however, .~became Europeanized completely.
The number of the Indians in North America was com
paratively negligible. In the regions ~outh of'the

trade and has maintained them to the present day.

7. To realize that the explorers were truly

courageous and religious as well as cruel and ambitious.

8. To appreciat~ the position of the Indians

today who are in the main so poor as to be practically



Rio Grande, Indians existed in greater numbers,
but did not successfully exhibit the warlike
nature of the northern tribes. So that in spite
of the vastly superior number of Indians, Latin
America has its name because of its Europeaniza
tion by Spain and Portugal. No understanding
of how this came about is possible without a
knowledge of Spanish and Portuguese backgrounds.

The people of Spain and Portugal are themselves
quite different from the other peoples of Europe.
They are the most Oriental of all Europeans ex
cept the Russians. Their history has been more
closely tied with Africa than with the rest of
western Europe. In fact, it has been said that
Africa begins at the Pyrenees. Those mountains
during the centuries have acted as a barrier to
isolate the Iberian peninSUla.

The people of the peninsula represent a mixture of
many hordes of i~vaders. (However one group, the
Basques, in the north, are considered almost pure
descendants of the Neolithic inhabitants.) As
wave after wave of invaders swept into the land,
and remained, their various qualities have com
bined to create an unusual people, who must be
studied to be understood.

The geography of Spain is another cause for the
peculiar nature of the Spanish people. A study
of the surface of Spain shows natural boundaries
of a sort capable of turning its various locali
ties into self-conscious island regions. The
rivers do not encourage intercourse, but rather
act as barriers. The mountains and rivers tend
to cross the peninsula in east-west lines. Living
within geographical units the people developed
fierce local pride and have been unable to dis
place sectional ambitions with an interdependent,
cooperative attitude.

Among the invaders of the peninSUla there appeared
in 710 A. D. men of a militaristic religion, Mo
hammedanism. This group is known as the Moors,
who had reached into France by 732. Forced back,
they remained in Spain for many centuries. As
rulers they were exceptionally tolerant. This
may be for the reason that their purposes were
economic rather than religious. Both Jews and
Christians flourished during the Moorish period.
The highest degree of civilization of that day
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existed in Spain. With the development of mil
itarism" in the Christian Church at the time of
the Crusades, a similar change became evident
among the Christian princes in northern Spain,
where they had remained after the great Moorish
invasion. Their first wars against the Moors,
it is stated, were not religious crusades but
forays for plunder or land. It might be noted
that the Crusades of western Europe also had
some of the qualities of raiding expeditions,
individual purposes being economic as otten as
religious. The long centuries of warfare in
Spain against the Moors continued beyond the
time of the crusades of the other European
states. The period from 711 to 1492, when the
final overthrow of the Moors was accomplished,
is known as the Reconquest. The eight centuries
of religious warfare mad~ the Spaniard fanat
ically religious, intolerant, indifferent to
SUffering, and full of contempt for labor and
for arts of peace. The power of the clergy
was greatly strengthened, as was also their
wealth. Continuous warfare increased the ten
dencies to live in cities. With the subsequent
persecution of Jews, Spain lost her most help
ful classes. Arts and manufacturing deteri
orated or disappeared. Farms were deserted,
and some whole districts have never yet been
repeopled since the expUlsion of Moors and
Jews.

After the conquest of the Moors there was no
honorable life for the Spaniard." Thirst for
adventure, fanatical zeal, and greed for plunder
could not find satisfaction in the peninsula.
Just at that time the New World was discovered,
to become the convenient field for the Spaniard
with no opportunity to exhibit his prowess at
home. So to the new world came the Spaniard,
impelled by the three gis, glory, gospel, and
gold.

The Spanish crown had grown to be a model of auto
cratic authority and the chief agent of the Pope.
This latter fact was true in spite of the fact
that Ferdinand and Isabella, the Catholic Monarchs,
had reorganized the Church in Spain and controlled
it. Exclusive power of the sovereign was extended
to new lands as they "Were gained.

In t~~.light Qf contemp~rary events it is inter
esting to trace the history of Spain to the



present. To understand the recent civil war
we must realize that even as late as 1936 Spain
had had no Reformation, no French Revolution,
and no Industrial Revolution. To put it another
way, the Protestant Revolt had no effect in Spain.
The ecclesiastical power in Spain by 1930 was
political and economic as well as religious.
The Jesuit order owned the subway of Madrid and
by its investments controlled many industries
and shipping companies. The revolt in the civil
war was not against religion but against wordly
power of the clergy, as in the Reformation.
There had been no leveling of feudal classes
such as had resulted from the French Revolution.
Feudal landholding and serfdom were the rule.
One noble owned a tract the size of Belgium.
Three dukes in 1930 owned over 420,000 acres,
and employed in harvest time one million people.
Poverty has been Spain's main problem. Peasants,
if allowed, worked about three months a year,
at 28 pesos a month. Thousands of beggars at
tested national poverty. The highest rate of
illiteracy in Europe, 45 per cent, showed the
failure of the schools to educate. No modern
ization of industry had occurred as had revo
lutionized ways of getting a living in other
parts of western Europe.' Spain was trying to
modernize herself in a short time. The forces
of reaction were able to engage outside inter
ests with the results that we see today. The
whole situation is so complex that almost any
phase can be used to exert influence as prop
aganda.

Portugal as'a separate country owes its existence
to history, not to geography. It experienced
the same invasions as did Spain. But in 1095
a French knight, as a reward for his help in
the local crusades against the Moors, received
as his wife's dowry a portion of the west coast
as a fief. By jUdicious and determined resis
tance the region was maintained and its boundaries
were increased, so that it achieved real nation
ality by the end of the fourteenth century. Not
the least influential element in Portugal's
successful independence is the long alliance
and friendship with England, beginning first
in 1385, and remaining to this day. Becoming
self-conscious so early, and wishing for means
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of expressing herself, Portugal turned to com
merce. The sea lanes to the Orient by way of
the Mediterranean were monopolized by the Italian
cities. But under the leadership of the wealthy
and brilliant third son of one of Portugal's
kings, this little country took the lead in what
became a glorious period of discovery and ex
ploration. It was to the Portuguese that the
first success came in the discovery of a new
way to India. But it was ~o the glory of the
Spanish crown that the New World was discovered.

The period of eXploration and· discovery occurred
at the time of the Renaissance in western Europe.
Those students who have not had any work in world
history will need some help from the others at
this point. Interest in nature, in new ways of
doing things, and in new enterprises character
ized the centuries betwe~n 1300 and 1600.

2. Assimilative guide~ The suggested activities for
material ~ncluded in part A of Unit Two follow:

a. Put on the board a map of the Iberian penin
sula showing the following places:

Rivers: Douro, Ebro, Guadiana, Guadalquivir,
Tajo

Cities: Cadiz,. Seville, Bilbao, Barcelona,
Madrid, Oporto, Lisbon

Indicate mountain ranges, especially the
Pyrenees.

Shepherd, Historical Atlas, 82-83
Webster ana Hussey, 39, 49

b. Using the map, decide what natural factors
have affected Spanish history. Show that
Portugal has no natural boundaries.

Shepherd, Historical Atlas, 82-83
Relief map of Europe
Webster and Hussey, same

c. List, date, and characterize all the peoples
Who have entered Spain and contributed to
its racial content~.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 33-38
Rippy, Latin America in World Politics, pp. 1-3
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Robertson, p~. 48-50; 51-53
Sweet, pp. 16-21
Shepherd, Historical Atlas, 45; 46-47; 50-51; 52;

53; 54-55;57; 58-59; 66-67; 70-71; 77; 104D

d. Explain by what influences it was possible
for Spain to escape the Dark Ages experi
enced by the rest of Western Europe.

Webster and Hussey, p. 37
Pahlow, Man's Great Adventure, pp. 399-402 (Report)
Shepherd, Historical Atlas, 100-
Sweet, p. 22

e. Give Sweet's interpretation of the early wars
against the Moors in Spain. What authority
does he have for his statement? Show the
great contrast betwe~n the Spanish crusade
and the European crusades.

Sweet, p. 24

f. Work out in class a list of the characteristics
of the Spanish people which resulted from the
Reconquest, racial elements, and the geogra
phy of the peninsula. Describe the social
classes and occupations.

Hume, ~ Spanish People, Chap. I-III
James and Martin, pp. 2-4
Prescott, Conquest of Peru, pp. 829-830
Robertson, pp. 48-50-----
SWeet (1929), ~p. 23-29
Williams, pp. 64-101

g. Report from Cheyney, European Background of
American History, Vol. I of American Nation
Series, Chap. I on oriental trade. Decide
why western Europe found such trade so im
portant. Compare with commodities imported
today by the United States from the Orient.

John Chamberlain, The American Stakes, pp. 155-156;
160; 162-163; 16);166

Fiske, I, pp. 269-285
Harding, New Medieval and Modern History, pp. 134-136
Richman, The Spanish Conguerors, Chap. I
Shepherd, Historical Atlas, 98-99; 179-180
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h. Arrange a committee report on the Renaissance
to show that the period of discovery and
exploration was one phase of that period.

Webster and Hussey, Chap. III, pp. 52-57
Pahlow, Chap. 34
Prescott, Conquest of Peru, Book II, Chap. I,

pp. 825-828 .
West, Modern Progress, pp. 217-222

i. Write a series of articles for a newspaper
headed "Did You Know That ••• ?" Include
in the series the main facts about the
origin of Portugal; her long friendship
with England, with references to the Treaty
of Windsor and the effect of reciprocal
trade favors on such relations; and the
work of Prince Henry.

Fiske, I, pp. 316-331
Jones, Introduction to Hispanic American History,

pp. 57-60 --
Moore, Chap. VI
Pahlow, pp. 513-515
Stephens, ~ Story of Portugal, Chap. I-V
Webster and Hussey, pp. 52-55

j. If the class has never had such an experience,
a committee may prepare a primitive compass,
using a bowl of water, a straw or piece of
cork, and a magnetized needle.

k. The importance to the sailor of latitude and
longitude may be demonstrated. Show how
location is determined today.

Harpers, June, 1940, "The Millionth Map," esp. pp.
70, 72 , and 74
1. Work out a dramatization of Marco Polo's

travels to show their value in the geo
graphical renaissance.

Fiske, I, pp. 315-316

Note: Pupils by this time have- enough general information
to decide upon which country each one will select for
special study. The Pan American Union has a five cent
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pamphlet on each nation. The South American Handbook
and the Statesman's Yearbook have dependable statistics.
Books of general travel give interesting sidelights and
descriptions. Some of these are listed in the bibliography.

B. The Period of Discovery, Exploration, and Conquest

1. Overview. You have had other work in your school
career which has led you into the stories of
discovery. Let us see if there is anything
new in the way of looking at the period. Prob
ably before now you have thought of this era
in terms of its effects on your life. Let us
broaden our concept of your life to include
other peoples of this hemisphere.

The people of Latin America are less like you
than unlike you. It takes more mental exer
tion to understand them and their history than
it does to understand the Canadians, for ex
ample. Even so close as Mexico is, we have
more chances for misunderstanding them, and
they, us, than we have in the case of Canada.

Let us begin with the period of discovery and
conquest to note the differences. We have
observed the difference already between the
native cultures south and north of the Rio
Grande. Was the region to the north much
affected by Spanish conquest? Why or why not?
How far did the Spanish explorers range into
the present United states? How is this country
different from Latin America as a result of
the fact that France and England were allowed
to claim it? What traditions were there of
a land to the west? Did everyone believe the
earth to be flat? Just where did Columbus
go in his travels? What were his rewards?

Once the western region had been discovered
how did the Pope serve as an internationa~
court of decision?

Were the Spanish conquerors trUly brave? Were
they greedy? How can you reconcile the fact
of their religious motives with their blood
thirsty behavior? How far did they extend
Spain'sempire in fifty years?

These are among the questions that you should
be able to answer when we finish our own
explorations.
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2. Assimilative guide. Suggested activities for
materials included in part B of Unit Two follow:

a. Read tq find new ideas about the life of
Columbus and about his character. Decide
what qualities of his are especially val
uable.

Fiske, I, Chap. V; Vol. II, Chap. V and VI; esp.
pp. 23-24; 96-99; 106-111; 119; 125; 193-197

Jones, Introduction to Hispanic American History,
Chap. III, pp. 61-75

Pahlow, pp. 44~-450; 513
Richman, ~ S5anish Conquerors, Chap. II
Sweet, pp. 43- 2
Bolitho, William, Twelve Against the ~, Christopher

Columbus, p. 69

b. Make a list of terms or words which you
consider important, found in your reading.
Include such terms as astrolabe, compass,
st. Brandon's Isle, Atalantis, Prester
John, Marco Polo. Explain.

Webster and Hussey, ~p. 52-57
Fiske, I, pp. 313-316; II, 46 ; 47; 49; 64; 73
West, Modern Progress, pp. 217-222

Using the map, A Century of World Exploration,
l4~0-1580, Rand, McNally and Company, tell
the story of Columbus's four voyages, and
the purpose and results of each.

Sweet, pp. 46-52
Fiske, Vol. I, Chap. VI
Shepherd, Historical Atlas, 105; 184

~. Explain to the class why it is that, in spite
of Columbus's accomplishments, we have so
little real knowledge of him.

e. Find out where the body of Columbus is buried.

Pan American BUlletin, December, 1936, Vol. LXX, No.
l2,~p. 936-942, November, 1938, Vol. 72, No. 11,
pp. 672-673

f. Examine "the work of Magellan and prepare to
prove whether he or Columbus was the greater
explorer.



Webster and Hussey, pp. 63-64
Robertson, pp. 69-70
Encyclopedia, Larned, History for Reading and Ready

Reference
Fiske, Vol. II, pp. 420-449
Shepherd, Historical Atlas, 177

g. Tell the story of Balboa to emphasize what you
consider his outstanding characteristics.
What motives prompted him? What difficulties
did he experience? What became of him?

Webster and Hussey, p. 87
Richman, The Spanish Conquerors, Chap. III
Robertson~p. 67-69
Sweet, pp. 61-63 .

h. Prepare to write a hea~line account in class
of the most outstanding events in the life
of Cortez.

Chase, Stuart, Mexico, Chap. IV
Jones, Introduction to Hispanic American History,

pp. 82-91 --
Prescott, The Con uest of Mexico, Books IV, V, VI,

and VII (Selections ---
Richman, The Spanish Conquerors, Chap. IV
Robertson, QP. 70-73
Sweet, pp. 65-75
Shepherd, Historical Atlas, 106

1. The brothers Pizarro and the wealth of Peru

(1). Read to decide how much similarity there
is between Cortez's conquest of Mexico
and Pizarro's expedition in Peru.

(2). Write a story of the coming of Pizarro
as it would seem to one of Atahualpa's
courtiers.

(3). Tell the story of Atahualpa.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 73-76
Prescott, Peru, Book II, Chap. VII
Richman, Chap. VI . '
Robertson, pp.74-80
SWeet, pp. 75-83
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(4). Tell the story of the last days of Pizarro •.
Write on the board the estimate of his
character as given in the poem by Southey.

Prescott, Peru, Boo, IV, Chap. V., pp. 1091-1097

(5). Contrast Spaniards with English.

Prescott, p. 829
Shepherd, Historical Atlas, III

j. On a map of the western hemisphere, prepare to
write the names of other explorers, both Spanish
and Portuguese, to show the extent and the 'time
limits of the period of exploration. Tell the
most interesting phases of the exploration in
each case. How far had Spanish exploration
extended by 1580? '

Webster and Hussey, Chap. III
Rippy, p. 4
Robertson, Chap. III
Sweet, Chap. V and VI
Shepherd, Latin America, Chap. I
Shepherd, Historical Atlas, 105; 107-108; 106; III

128B and C; 136; 190-191 '

k. Explain how the Pope in 1493 acted as an inter-
national power for peace.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 53, 62, 113
Richman, p. 78 (note)
Robertson, p. 66
Sweet, p. 4~

Ref., Pan American BUlletin, LXX, #12, Dec., 1936,
t1A Tribute to Columbus," p. 941

1. Looking back over the history of the English
colonies, what contrasts with the Spanish
explorations seem'most striking? Write a
list of five contrasts to be placed on the
board for discussion.

'Additional Activities

Papers may be written for filing and reports may be
given on the great explorers 'and conquerors. Stories
of Marco Polo, Balboa, Cortez, De Soto, and others

I beyond the familiar and trite textbook material are
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especially desirable.

General References

Cleven, Readings in Hispanic American History, pp.
62-220

Kirkpatrick, E. A., Conquistadores
Robinson, H. M., Stout Cortez

C. The Period of Colonization

1. Overview. Spain was the fi~st modern nation to
establish a colonial system. More than a century
before the English trading companies were licensed,
powers of government had been granted to Columbus
as he started on his great enterprise. The con
querors took political power with them into the
regions they subdued. In old Spain the governor
of a frontier province had been called adelantado.
This name was assigned to the conquerors. Grad
ually, however, seeing the need for stronger ties
with Spain, the crown set up a collective power,
th~ audiencia. Such a body in Spain was a higher
court over one or more provinces. Adapted to
the New World, it had all governmental functions,
among its duties being religious instruction of
the Indians, judicial and political authority,
and military power in the absence 'of the king's
representatives. The conquering adelantado was
soon replaced by a personal representative of

, the king, called the viceroy, who was the pres
ident of the chief audiencia, without a vote.
As the boundaries grew and colonial enterprises
increased, more audiencias were added to the
original important ones. The later ones, es
tablished within a viceroy's jurisdiction, were
presided over by presidents and the district
was called a presidencia. Likewise, captaincies
general were established, the captain-general
being president of the local audiencia and at
first subordinate to the king's viceroy, but
later independent.

The regions of the New WO.rld were divided into
Kingdoms, at first only two, New Spain (Mexico)
and Peru. The most significant point to be
remembered is that when the Pope issued the
bull establishing the line of demarcation, he
granted the .title ill21' to the Spanish nation,



but to the crown of Spain. Thus the colonies
were not such in the usual sense, but were
kingdoms united in the person of the king.
Understanding of this fact explains both the
completeness of royal despotism during colonial
days and the ease of transition to independence
in the nineteenth century when Napoleon dethroned
the Spanish monarch.

Almost immediately upon the discoveries of Columbus,
the king set up a council to assist him in the
work of governing. This was the Council of the
Indies. It was an executive, legislative, and
jUdicial body, with·supreme power over the new
possessions. An economic body was created some
what later, the Casa de Contratacion, 'or India
House or House of Trade, which exercised com
plete monopoly over trade and emigration. Its
records are of immense value, for all ship owners
and pilots were required to keep daily account
of all matters. This India House remained power
ful until 1790, though somewhat weakened when
trade restrictions were relaxed by the reforms
of Charles III.

The monopolistic control of trade as set up by
Spain was not extraordinary in those days. The
principle of mercantilism was commonly accepted
as a policy among the new nations of western
Europe. England accepted the same doctrine
and practiced it among her colonies. She simply
lacked the machinery for enforcing it. The
English colonies were allowed to establish
themselves for the same reason that the Spanish
colonies existed, namely, the enrichment of the
mother country. One feature of the contrast
was the fact that there was no gold nor other
treasure at hand in the "worthless territories"
of the northern regions. Spain's flash of glory,
paid for by stolen gold, was followed by in
creasing poverty at home. The ill-gotten wealth
seeped out of Spain to countries which could use
it readily in productive enterprises. We must
see what there is· about mercantilism which is
its own defeat.

The whole colonial system was a confused and con
fusing arrangement. The policy of the crown
was to set one group of officials to check and
spy upon another. Distance from Spain; diffi
culties of transportation and communication
with the New World; the presence of a native
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class low enough in the scale of civilization
to permit sUbjugation, exploitation, and even
extermination; all these reacted to neutralize
the good intentions of the Spanish rulers and
to make colonial government inefficient where
not absolutely corrupt.

2. Assimilative guide. The following is the set of
suggested activities for the study of part C
of Unit Two:

a. Prepare to conduct a conversation on the fate
of the Indians in the.Spanish colonies.
Compare and contrast with Indian history in
the United States. Explain Spanish terms
used in connection with the Indians. Show
why negroes were brought to the New World.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 86-92; 113, 114
James and Martin, PP.42-46
Moses, pp. 94, 95, 104, 113, 121, 142, 146-57, 180,

192, 221, 307-310
Prescott, Conguest of Mexico, footnote, PP. 203-209
Robertson, pp. 87-88; 91; 109
Sweet, pp. 50, 58, 59, 60-61, 79-80; 123-125; 130-137
Pan American Union BUlletin, LXX, #10, pp. 794-795,

"Gracias a Dios, Honduras," October, 1936

b. Read to find how the Church dealt with the
Indians and what the effect is to this day.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 87-92
Fiske, Mrs. Morton of Mexico, Chap. IV, VIII, X
James a~Martin, pp. 46-49
Moses, Chap. X; also pp. 215 and 222
Shepherd, ~ Hispanic Nations in the New World,

pp. 8-9
Shepherd, Latin America, Chap. V
SWeet, pp. 135, 138-142
Williams, Chap. VII

c. Copy on the board an enlargement of the two
charts on page 4 in Jones' Introduction to
Hispano American History, showing racial--
composition of Latin and of Anglo-America.
Explain the terms used. Find the names
Peninsular, Creole, and Zambo and explain
their meanings.



Webster and Hussey, pp. 92, 93, 113, 114, 210-217
Inman, pp. 76-78
James and Martin pp. 59-61
Moses, pp. 270-280 (on slave trade)
Shepherd, The Hispanic Nations of the New World,

pp. 2-4
Shepherd, Latin America, pp. 29-38

d. Study the Spanish commercial monopoly to
explain:

(1). "Mercantilism was the superstition
of the age."

(2). The fleet system and the fairs; prices.

(3). How the English were able to smuggle
in goods by the asiento of 1713.

Moses, pp. 281-283

(4). How mercantilism caused the downfall
of Spain.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 99-103
James and Martin, pp. 49-56
Moses, Establishment of Spanish Rule in America,

Chap. II; also pp. 207, 289, 2~292; chap. XI,
"Spain's Economic Policy in America"

Rippy, pp. 5-7
Shepherd, Latin America, Chap. IV

e. Read material on the Spanish colonial system
and come to class prepared to work out a
diagram to show the main features of the
government.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 95-99
Moore, Chap. VI (very good explanation)
Moses, Chap. IV
Shepherd, ~ Hispanic Nations of the New World,

pp. 10-11
Shepherd, Latin America, Chap. II
Sweet, pp. 105-114
Williams, Chap. V, VI

f. Economic conditions in the colonies

(1). Immigration to the English colonies
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in North America brought thousands
of people to better their economic
status. Read to find out at least
two reasons why only limited immi
gration occurred in the Spanish
colonies.

Webster and Hussey, p. 101; 103-104
James and Martin, p. 58
Moses, pp. 284-290; Chap. XII, "Spanish and English

Colonies in America"
Shepherd, Latin America, pp. 81-84

(2). Occupations in the Spanish colonies.
Explain how the Spanish colonists
made money. Contrast distribution
of wealth with that in New England.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 103-104
James and Martin, pp. 56-57
Moses, Chap. XII" "Spanish and English Colonies"
Robertson, pp. 80-89
Shepherd, The Hispanic Nations of the New World,

pp. 4-7
Sweet, pp. 117-121

(3). Compare taxation in Spanish colonies
with that in the United States today.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 104-105
Moses, pp. 291-292
Robertson, pp. 102-103
Sweet, pp. 125-129

g. Social conditions

(1). Show how cities in Latin America were
designed. Diagram.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 105-106
Robertson, p. 100

(2). Describe possibilities for travel.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 106-107
Sweet, pp. 121-123

(3). Decide where opportunities for education
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were freer, in New Spain or in New
England. Compare the intellectual
life of the two.

James and Martin, pp. 61-64
Moses, p. 178, Chap. XII, "Spanish and English

Colonies in America"
Morris, Charles, Historical Tales, The Romance

of Reality
Shepherd, Latin America, Chap. VI
Sweet, pp. 142-143

h. Draw a map of Hispanic .America showin.g the
divisions as they existed about 17eO or
1800.

Webster and Hussey, p. 99
Robertson, p. 149
Shepherd, Historical Atlas, 214-215 (inset)
Sweet, p. 153 .

General References

Cleven, Readings, pp. 221-404
Garcia, Calderon, Latin America, Its Rise and Progress

CUlminating activities for Unit Two. The following

suggestions may be followed in reviewing the material covered

in this unit:

1. Check over the list of objectives for this

unit. Prepare to explain how and to what degree you think

each has been realized.

2. Have a contest between two groups selected

in the class period, using the Word List to test their knowl

edge.

3. Prepare floor talks on the topic, tfWhat I

Have Learned About the Europeanization of the New World."
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Two peoples who inhabited Spain before the Romans

a. Celts
b. Visigoths
c. Phoenicians
d. Moors

2. One of these rivers flows through Portugal:
a. Douro
b. Ebro
c. Parana

1. Spain has never experienced the modernizing
influence of the three movements known as:

a. The Reformation
b.. The Dark Ages
c. The Industrial Revolution
d.The Reconquest
e. The French Revolution

Multiple Choice

DIRECTIONS: Check all the answers which seem correctly
to complete the meaning. Check by encircling the letters
of the item, as "a," "b," or nc," et cetera.

parts, mUltiple choice and true-false. Directions are

given with each part.

were:

5. The Basque people are located around the city

a. Cadiz
b. Toledo
c. Bilbao

6. Spain's high peak of civilization in the years
from 711 to 1492 reflected the-influence of:

a. The Romans
b. The Visigoths
c. The Moors

of:

3. A river which forms part of the border of
Portugal is:

a. Orinoco
b. Guadiana
c. Ebro
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No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

1. Spain and Portugal occupy the Iberian
Peninsula.

2. Acapulco is a city on the west coast
of Mexico.

3. The Spanish body which had control of
colonial government was called the
Council of the Indies.

4. Jesuit missionaries established a
paternalistic communism in what
is now Argentina.

5. Las Casas was viceroy of Mexico.

6. The geography of Spain tends to unite
the Spanish people.

7. The people of Spanish America who are mixed
Spanish and Indian blood are called:

a. Peninsulars
b. Creoles
c. Mestizos

10. The highest colonial court was called:
a. The audiencia
b. The encomienda
c. The Presidio

8. The conqueror of Peru was:
a. Pizarro
b. Cortez
c. Luque

9. The first circumnavigation-of the globe orig-
inated under the command of:

a. Magellan
b. Sir Francis Drake
c. Marco Polo

INSTRUCTIONS: Read each of the following sentences carefully,
then draw a circle around the word "yes," if you agree with
the statement. If you disagree, draw a circle around the
word "no.n
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men as Newton, in astronomy; Rousseau, in social matters;

Montesquieu, in governmental principles. Voltaire was

one' of the most original and prolific writers of the

NoYes

IV. UNIT THREE. INDEPENDENCE

ACHIEVED

Overview. Do you remember having read about the

intellectual revolution in the latter 1700's? Revolutions

occur in ideas first, before they take place in world

events. The revolution in ideas was conducted by such

94

7· The Moors in Spain treated the
Christians with liberality. Yes No

8. During the Middle Ages the Church per-
formed many services now rendered by
the civil government. Yes No

9· During the time of Ferdinand and Isabella~
freedom of religion was encouraged. Yes No

10. Friendship between England and" Portugal
dates from the nineteenth century. Yes No

11. There is a strong respect for labor
among the Spanish people. Yes No

12. Barcelona is on the Bay of Biscay. Yes No

13. One motive for Spanish expansion
to the New World was desire for
better land. Yes No

14· Portugal began its history as a fief
under Count Henry of Burgundy. Yes No

15. New Spain was the name of the viceroyalty
in what is now Mexico.
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revolutionary minds. Becarria advanced new theories on

prison reform. Diderot proposed and carried out the idea

of an encyclopedia to contain all this revolutionary thought.

At first the ideas were popular with the crowned heads of

Europe. Catherine of Russia ordered a set of the encyclo

pedia. However, a realization of the fact that these ideas

meant democracy and the downfall of. the privileged orders

soon removed the upper classes from the number of the dis

ciples of the humanitarian movement.

You probably know that Jefferson was steeped in

these French revolutionary theories, which he expressed

s~ effectively in the Declaration of Independence. Our

own Revolutionary War and later our Constitution testify

to the power of the idea of the value of human rights.

The example of the Americans, together with the influence

of revolutionary thought, led France in 1789 to the over

throw of the Old Regime, with the absolutism of the king,

power of the clergy, and privilege of the nobility as its

chief characteristics.

Of course, the French Revolution became so involved

that it finally enabled a single individual to secure con

trol for himself. But as Napoleon's armies spread over

Europe, they likewise spread the theories of democracy.

When Napoleon entered Spain he met two real causes of re

siSttance, the climate, and the warlike nature of the Spanish
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people. His removal of the Spanish king and his substi

tution of his brother Joseph led the American colonies to

revolt. "The old king or none," they cried, referring to

Joseph as "the intruder king." The Spaniards ~n Europe

refused the rule of Joseph, and set up local committees,

called "juntas," to exercise control. In the New World,

the official class and the conservatives, on one hand, and

the liberals on the other, disagreed as to policy, but

eventually sentiment for independence grew stronger. Re

strictions on reading, established by the Church as part

of the Counter Reformation, had been evaded in various

ways, so that revolutionary ideas had become fairly well

known. In 1810 a series of uprisings began simultaneously

in all of the viceroyalties, under various circumstances.

For more than a decade and a half the struggle oontinued.

Ferdinand was restored to the throne in Spain, but had not

learned much by his experience. The colonies in the mean

time had tasted freedom and the profits of unrestricted

trade. Great leaders were available; England was not hos

tile to the movement; and the United States was benevolently

interested. So that eventually, in spite of the indifference

of the natives, the resistance of the official class, the

hardships of distances and lack of roads, and the arrival

of troops from Spain, the Spanish possessions escaped the

rule of Spain. All that remained of the Spanish Empire
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in the West could be found in the islands of the Caribbean.

The wars for independence are spoken of as lasting

from 1810 to 1826. There were some earlier attempts in

Venezuela, led by a man who lived ahead of his time.

Miranda, educated in Europe, experienced in French Revolu

tionary tactics and at home in England, came to be known

as the Precursor of the revolution. His personal tragedy

followed an earthquake in Venezuela which was used by the

conservatives to prove to the people that independence was

against the will of God. One of his assistants, Simon

Bolivar~ became the great leader of independence in the

North, aided by Sucre. In the South, San Martin of Argentina

and Bernardo O'Higgins of Chile were the outstanding revolu-

tionaries. The names of some of the battles, stories of

exciting and courageous undertakings, should be part of the

knowledge of North Americans out of courtesy to the people

of those regions who followed our example toward indepen

dence. They read our constitution, studied our Declaration

of Independence, examined the speeches of Washington for

leadership. Henry Clay's speeches in Congress were read

to revolutionary armies for their inspiration. It is too

bad that such a promise of friendly relations was not

achieved fully. The Monroe Doctrine was set forth toward

the close of the period, guaranteeing the independence of

those countries already freed. In the first twenty years
I
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of the century the United States itself had gained mate-

rially from the disintegrating Spanish Empire by acquiring

Louisiana and East and West Florida.

(It would be interesting here to use the material

from the Pan American Union which discusses the days on

which Latin American countries celebrate their independence.)

Objectives for Unit Three. Listed here are the

ogjectives for the unit on Independence Achieved:

1. To realize that a revolution in ideas pre

cedes a social or political revolution.

2. To understand that the person of the king

was the tie between the kingdoms in the New World and the

one in Europe.

3. To observe that liberal ideas seeped into

the Spanish colonies in spite of severe restrictions against

reading.

4. To note that the movements for freedom began

simultaneously in 1810, after earlier attempts in Venezuela.

5. To learn the history of Brazil and to contrast

its movement for independence with that of Spanish America.

6. To discover why the wars for independence

lasted so many years.

7. To learn the nature of the American "Balkans."

0,



2. The immediate causes.

1. The remote causes of the wars for independence.

Iturbide
Morelos
Hidalgo
Junin
Maipo
Paez
Pichincha
"ploughing

the seas"
ecclesiastics
Pedro
Souza
"Intruder King"
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Sucre
Cochrane
Boyaca
Chacabuco
Congress of Tucuman
Army of the Andes
La Banda Oriental
"Earthquake Republic"
The Precursor
The "Balkan States

of America"
Toussaint L'Overture
Rousseau

Index
Aranda
liberal
radical
conservative
reactionary
Continental System
juntas
Miranda
Bolivar
San Martin
O'Higgins
Paulistas

Bryce, South America
James and Martin, pp. 79-83
Rippy, pp. 24-33
Shepherd, The Hispanic Nations of the New World,

pp. 12-15
Shepherd, Latin America, pp. 60-72
Sweet, Chap. XII
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Inman, pp. 93-95
James and Martin, pp. 83-84
Rippy, pp. 34-36; 37-46
Shepherd, Hispanic America, pp. 17-20
Shepherd, Latin America, pp. 72-74

3. Reasons why the wars lasted so long.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 119-120

,,4. Miranda as the Precursor.

Word list for Unit Three. A knowledge of the fol

lowing words and terms is desirable:

Assimilative guide for Unit Three. Following are the

activities suggested for use with this unit:

A. The Wars for Independence. Prepare a radio program on
the following topics:
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Biographies of Bolivar
James and Martin, pp. 82; 86
Shepherd, Hispanic Nations, pp. 15-16
Sweet, pp. 165-167

5. Who's who in the wars for independence.

Webster and Hussey, Chap. V
Inman, pp. 95-102
James and Martin, pp. 85-86, synopsis; 86-109
Shepherd, Hispanic America, pp. 22-27; 30-47
Sweet, Chap. XIII

6. Interesting stories and outstanding events.

a. The Army of the Andes.

b. Paez and the llaneros.,

c. Bolivar t s exploits.

d. The names of some battles and the signif
icance of each.

e. Evaluation of Bolivar and San Martin.

f. Comparisons and contrasts with the American
Revolution.

Bring materials to class and block out talks
in committees and class groups.

General References

Webster and Hussey, Chap. V.
Britannica
James and Martin, Chap. III
Robertson, Chap. VI
Shepherd, Latin America, Chap. VII
Sweet, Chap. XIII

B. Sketch a large map of South America on the blackboard,
write the names of important events in the wars for
independence,and indicate the regions in which the
different leaders prevailed.

James and Martin, p. 81
SWeet, p. 171

"
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C. Independence of Mexico

1. Show how the first revolt in Mexico was a native
uprising against the whites.

Webster and Hussey, p. 125
Inman, pp. 101-102
James and Martin). p. 334
Robertson, pp. 105-169
Shepherd, The Hispanic Nations, pp. 27-28
Sweet, pp.-rB6-190

2. Explain how the next two movements differed from
the first.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 125-126
James and Martin, pp. 334-335
Robertson, pp. 178-180 .
Shepherd, Hispanic Nations, p. 48
Sweet, pp. 190-191 '

3. Contrast the first government of free Mexico
with the second as to dates and nature.

Webster and Hussey, p. 126
Gruening, Mexico, pp. 38-43
James and Martin, pp. 335-336
Robertson, pp. 478-480
Shepherd, Hispanic Nations, pp. 49-50; 72-75
Sweet, p. 191; 257-258

D. Brazilian Independence

1. An agricultural colony

a. Show how Portugal acquired claims to Brazil
and how these claims were established.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 56, 62, ill

b. Tell how the earliest colonies were established.

c. Compare the captain-donatory system with the
patroon system in New Netherland.

d. Put a list on the board of names important
in early Brazilian history.

e. Explain how the occupations of the country
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would hardly have interested the Spaniards.

f. Locate on the map the regions where the Dutch
established control; the French; the regions
of gold discoveries.

g. Describe the share of the Jesuits in the opening
up of Brazil.

Sweet (1929) pp. 98, 101, 103

h. Indicate the preponderance of Negro population
in Brazil.

James and Martin, pp. 64-78
Robertson, pp. 139-151
Sweet (1929) pp. 103-104
Shepherd, Hispanic America, pp. 10-11
Shepherd, Latin America, pp. 14-17
Stephens, H. Morse, The Story of Portugal, Chap. X

2. Describe the events in Portugal which led to the
transfer of her government to Brazil.

Shepherd, The Hispanic Nations, pp. 28-29

3. Outline the steps which led to Brazil's inde
pendence.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 111-115; 127-129
James and Martin, pp. 110-125
Robertson, pp. 153-160
She:Qherd, The Hispanic Nations, pp. 28-29; 52-55;

76-79
Shepherd, Latin America, pp. 77-79
Stephens, Chap. XVI, XVII, XVIII
Sweet, pp. 183-186

1. Read to discover why the name "Balkan states"
of America has been applied to this region.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 126-127
James and Martin, pp. 371-372
Jones, Tom, pp. 391-397
Robertson, pp. 444-448
Shepherd, The Hispanic Nations, pp. 175-176
Sweet, p. I92
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CUlminating activities for Unit Three. For unifi

cation of these sections the following suggestions are

given:

1. On a map of the western hemisp~ere indicate

the general boundaries of the Spanish American Republics

of 1828; the remnants of the Spanish Empire; and the Empire

of Brazil.

Shepherd, The Hispanic Nations, opp. p. 60

2. Exercises on Mexico and on South American

Independence, pages 108-112.

General References

Angell, Hildegarde, Simon Bolivar
Ybarra, T. R., Bolivar, the Passionate Warrior
Cleven, Readings, Part III
Garcia Calderon, Latin America, Its Rise and

Progress, Book I, Chap. III --- ---- --
Pan American Union, Pan American Patriot Series
Robertson, W. S., Rise of the Spanish American

Republics
~~~~, The Life of Miranda, 2 Vols.
Bulletin, Pan-xrnerICan Union

Vol. 64, No. 12, Devoted entirely to Bolivar
(December, 1930)

Vol. 64, No.6, Short articles on Sucre (June,
1930)

Vol. 67, No.6, Devoted entirely to Miranda
(June, 1933)

~ £a Unit Three. ,The test on Unit Three is of

the matching type. Directions are given with the test.

Matching

DIRECTIONS: Put the number in front of the name which
most nearly matches.
"
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1. Miranda I. The Chilean leader in

the wars for independence

2. Bolivar II. Semi-feudal landholder
in Brazil

3. San Martin III. British admiral who helped
the war on the west
coast

4. O'Higgins IV. The Precursor of Inde-
pendence

5· Cochrane V. The Great Liberator

6. Sucre VI. Bolivar's helper in upper
Peru

7· Hidalgo VII. Peasant leader who later
became president of
Venezuela

8. Paez VIII. Mexican Indian priest who
led first revolt against
Spain

9. Captain-donatory IX. The creator of the Army
of the Andes

10. Maipu X. Battle which made Chile
independent

Exercises on Unit Three. The following two exercises

may be used in the class period for review or may be prepared

outside for use in the classroom. In either case, reference

books may be used.

Mexico

In Mexico the extreme poverty of the peasants in

creased the country's tendency toward militarism because

the soldiers, being fed and clothed, were reluctant to return
"
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-Mexico lacked a --------

to _ Like all Latin American countries,

class to act as a buffer

between other classes and to weld them together.

For thirty years after independence, the outstanding

figure in Mexico was the cruel and treacherous -------
Though elected president on the Federalist ticket, he turned

Mexico into a -------- unit like France. He helped

involve Mexico in a war with the United States over the

of Texas. The part played by the Northern re-

public in this drama is not above reproach, since the im

mediate cause of the war was the entry by our soldiers

into ----- territory. By the treaty of

in the year , Mexico lost __

of her territory. More territory was handed over in 1853

by the , in return for $ _

Santa Anna was finally forced out of the country in

the year and the Mexican party came

into power. They reestablished the system

of organization of the country and granted such liberal

rights as __ and __ In regard

to the clerical party and its power they _ eccle-

siastical privilege.

The great man of this period was a full blooded __

by name _ He was so firm a believer in free-

d f t he individual that he instituted two especial reforms", om or
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in regard to religion, and
------

-But his domestic successes were not enough. Unable to meet

foreign obligations Mexico was blockaded by

The truth was that one

___________ , had imperialistic motives.

________, and _

of these countries,

When this fact came to light the other two countries with-

drew, and Napoleon ---- sent over an army which was

as Emperor of the

supported by Juarez's enemies, the ----------
or group.

This regime under

party

Second Mexican Empire remained until after the _

in the United states. Another reason for the withdrawal of

this European country was their fear of the

armies in Europe.

As Sweet explains, the former president,

was restored and ruled till his death in 1872.

There followed the long despotic rule of Porfirio

While his administration was marked by

undoubted _ progress, and by successful

relations, he was wholly indif-

ferent to the welfare of

The revolution closing his career in the year ___

brought into power. This excellent idealist

was overthrown by Huerta, whom the United States refused to

'j- During this period trouble broke out
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with our occupation of

~f intervention by ---------
The new Constitution of was never-------

really enforced until recent years under President -----
South American Independence

The wars for independence in South America lasted

for about ________ years, from 18__ to 18

Among the causes for the movement to achieve freedom

from Spain must be listed the importance of liberal thinking.

Revolutionary ideas about the rights of man and about de

mocracy had been advanced by brilliant thinkers some time

prior to 1789. Among these writers had been
---------

________, and • It was the influence

of new ideas which brought on the French Revolution in the

"annus mirabilis," (To the same influence also

must be attributed in part the American Revolution.)

The percursor of South American independence was ---
a Creole. The movement began in Venezuela, partly

because it was chiefly __ in its ways of getting

a living. It was likewise influenced by British commerce and

political thought, being closely located to the British

owned •

The leader who styled himself the Liberator was by no

means the high type of individual we might hope to expect.

By name, , he was nevertheless a powerful--------
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military leader and founder of governments. It is ac

"knOWledged that he freed and established, among others,

the two present countries of and ------
For selfless devotion, courage, and ability, un-

doubtedly was the greatest of the South

American leaders. In his creation of the Army of the Andes

he had the valuable aid of the Chilean exile,

Anyone who claims acquaintance with South American

history should be able to name some of their battles com

parable to Yorktown and Bunker Hill. Three of these are

_________, and _

The greatest stronghold of Spanish royalist power

was in This was the objective of the Army

of the Andes. The attack would have been useless without

the Pacific fleet under the command of the British admiral,

The cause of independence often was desperate and

frequently seemed hopeless. There were several reasons

for the long drawn-out nature of the contest. Two of these

reasons were:

"

>-----------------
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v. UNIT FOUR. PROBLEMS

OF INDEPENDENCE

Overview. The age of the dictators followed the

acquisition of independence. In the words of Shepherd,

"the colonies had gained independence without liberty and

statehood without respect for law." Quoting further,

Shepherd says:

It must be remembered that what the leaders
of the (revolutionary) movement had in mind was
not the establishment of a democracy of the Greek,
French, or American, type, but rather an assurance
that the classes already in control should be freed
altogether from interference on the part of the
mother country and its representatives.2

The dictator was the successor of the Spanish

viceroy, but he had no legal restraints. To be sure

there were long and elaborate written constitutions set

up to befit notions of the outward signs of democracy.

But true democracy was out of the question for several

reasons, not the least of which was the appalling il

literacy of the great percentage of the people. Selfish

ambitions hidden behind a blaze of political theorizing

led to a long series of so-called revolutions and rever

sals of one dictator in favor of another. Political

2.
, William R~ Shepherd Latin America (New York:

Henry Holt and Company, 1914), p. 86.
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parties appeared with high sounding names which might as .

. well have been reduced to the terms "Ins" and "Outs."

Quarrels over the type of government, whether federal or

unitary; the nature of the misnamed presidency; the posi

tion of the Church, all intermingled in the history of

the dictator versus liberator period. In Mexico, the

number of these saviors of the country was almost unbe

lievable. In other countries some of the most fabulous

creatures of history held sway for considerable periods.

There were wars ~nd boundary disputes to enliven

the relationships among the countries. Bolivar's dream

of a federated union of the Latin states was lost because

of the nationalistic ambitions of the caudillos, and. the

traditions of old Spanish provincial boundaries.

From 1826 to 1876 the Hispanic American nations ap-

proached a new era, with dictators decreasing in number,

and giving place to autocratic presidents who continued

in power by the convenient method of reelection. But these

presidents had fairly modern ideas, so that after 1876 a

new day had dawned. This was quite evident by 1900.

Objectives for Unit Four. Listed below are ob

jectives of the unit:

1. To learn that the governments of Latin

America have never been and are not now democracies.
"
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2. To realize that the Latin American revolution

is a contest between the "Ins" and the "Outs," with com

paratively little shedding of blood.

3. To see reasons for the contests between the

federalists and those who believe in a unitary government.

4· To understand that dictatorship; is not new

in Latin America and to discover how it differs from European

types.

5. To know the stories of some of the "caudiLl-os"

and to measure their influence.

6. To realize that Mexico's history has been

a long parade of caudillos.

7. To appreciate the fact that, in spite of many

causes of conflict, wars between the states have been com-

paratively few.

, Word list for Unit Four. A knowledge of the following- -- -- --- ---
words is desirable:

caudillo
illiteracy
"Ins"
"Outs"
"liberator"
militarism
federal

unitary
Rosas
Francia
Carlos Lopez
Francisco Lopez
Moreno
Pedro II

Santa Ana
chameleon
Paraguayan War
War of the Pacific
Gran Chaco
Daza
Tacna Arica

Assimilative guide for Unit Four. Following are the

activities suggested for use with this unit:

A. General Nature of Political History, 1826-1876
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1. Find two quotations of Bolivar which express his
despair at the idea of self-government in Latin
America. Explain.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 130-131
Shepherd, Latin America, pp. 86-87
S~ep~erd, The Hispanic Nations, p. 57, 66, 67
Wl1llams, p. 350

2. Make a study of the word militarism, then make
a comparison of Latin American and contemporary
militarism.

Webster and Hussey, p. 132
James and Martin, p. 105
Shepherd, Latin ~~erica, p. 83
Williams, pp. 352-354

3. Select four reasons why the countries would be
called republics in name rather than in fact.

Bryce, South America, pp. 536-548, esp. 536-39
James and Martin, pp. 105-107
Magruder, National Governments and International

Relations, pp. 195-196
Shepherd, Latin America, pp. 82-83; 90-92
Shepherd, The Hispanic Nations, pp. 80-83

4·

5·

Have a committee study pages 539-541 in Bryce and
explain his opinions to the class. (South America,
Observations and Impressions)

Decide what you think a revolution is and tell
the class what the nature of Latin American
revolutions has been.

. '

".,

"

Webster and Hussey, pp. 131-132
- Magruder, National Governments, p. 196

Shepherd, The Hispanic Nations, pp. 86-87

6. Make a parallel list of the beliefs of the two
parties. Get a clear understanding in class
of the meanings of unitary, federated, parlia
mentary, and presidential systems. Try to
diagram the first two.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 131, 148, 151
James and Martin, pp. 108-109
Shepherd, The Hispanic Nations, EP. 83-85
Shepherd, Latin America, pp. 87-~9
Williams, PP. 354-355
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B. The Dictators

1. Give a report on Rosas, the Roberspierre of
Argentina.

Chapman, pp. 327-330
Inman, p. 136
James and Martin, pp. 160-161
Jones, Tom, pp. 30e-309
Shepherd, The Hispanic Nations, pp. 87-92

2. Read to find out the means by which Dr. Francia
kept Paraguay a quiet state.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 137-138
Chapman, pp. 347-349
Inman, pp. 141-142
James and Martin, pp. 324-325
Jones, pp. 312-313
Shepherd, pp. 22; 32-33
White, El Supremo

3. Tell the story of Francisco Lopez in Paraguay,
who went to war with his neighbors and practi
cally annihilated his country. Compare with
contemporary affairs. Contrast with his father,
Carlos.

Chapman, pp. 349-352
Inman, pp. 141-142
James and Martin, pp. 325-326
Jones, pp. 313-316
Shepherd, The Hispanic Nations, pp. 92-99
Williams, pp. 620-625

The Puritans in Massachusetts had a theocracy.
Read about Gabriel Moreno to find how Ecuador's
dictatorship by the Church differed from that
of Massachusetts.

Chapman, pp. 387-388
Inman, pp. 144-145
Jones, Tom, pp. 365-366
Shepherd, The Hispanic Nations, pp. 99-102
Williams, pp. 541-545
Wirth, pp. 57-58

5.
"

Decide why you would or would not have liked to
live in Brazil during the reign of Pedro II.
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Chapman, PP. 307-311
Inman, pp. 145-147
Jones, Tom, pp. 327-329
Shepherd, The Hispanic Nations,
Williams, pp. 697-704

6. Mexican "liberators," fifty of them in twenty
two years.

a. Read to discover why Santa Anna was said
to be like the tiger for cruelty and the
chameleon for shiftiness.

b. Show his responsibility for the revolt
of Texas.

Jones, Tom, pp. 370-373; 375
Shepherd, The Hispanic Nations, pp. 104-105;

106-107 .
Williams, pp. 443-452

7. Contrast the South American dictator of this
period with the one of the present day.

Aikman, Chap. XI
Jones, Tom, pp. 431~432; 469-470
Shepherd, Latin America, pp. 83; 85-87

C. Wars Between the states of Latin America. These have
not been as numerous as might have been expected.
Between 1896 and 1900 there were five major wars
and some minor conflicts. Three of them occurred
in the Plata region, CUlminating in the Paraguayan
War. The other two grew out of rivalries between
Chile on the one hand and Peru and Bolivia on the
other. The latter of the two western wars left
a question unsettled till our own time.

1. Uruguay, a bone of contention between Argentina
and Brazil, finally became independent in 1828.
Find the reasons for Great Britain's interest
and intervention.

"

• t

Webster and Hussey, p. 144
Chapman, p. 343
Jones, Tom, Chap. 32, pp. 399-402
Williams, pp. 634-535
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2. Compare the Paraguayan War with the recent conflict'

over the Gran Chaco.

Jones, Tom, pp. 460-464

3. Explain to the class how the tricky Daza, dictator
of Bolivia, brought on a war which left Bolivia
without a seacoast. Read to discover how the
United States shared in the final settlement.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 136-137
Jones, pp. 346-34tl
Williams, pp. 571-574

CUlminating activities for Unit Four. For unification

of the materials studied, the following suggestions are given:

1. Reread the objectives for this Unit. Vvrite

a question or a true-false statement which could apply to

each objective. Write out any question you may have in your
Ii
t mind in case any objective is not clear to you.
1
" 2. Using one sentence for each item, write a
1\
I; statement identifying all terms in the word list of this
"t:

Uni t. '

General References

Cleven, pp. 459-611
Chapman, C. E., Republican Hispanic America, Chap.

VII, "The Age of the Caudillos"
Inman, Latin America, pp. 106-115
Jones, Tom, Chap. 32
Wilgus, South American Dictators

Test on Unit Four. The test on Unit Four consists-----
of two parts. Part One is a descriptive test and Part Two

is an essay type test. Directions are given with both parts.
"
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Part One

DIRECTIONS: Read the headings of the three columns. In
each test item there is a blank in one of the columns.
Decide what word or expression will most clearly complete
the identification. Fill in the blank.

WHAT

Example:
(x) Castilla

1.

WHERE

Argentia

Latin America

DESCRIPTION

Acting president,
1941

Tendency to settle
public questions
by bUllets, not
ballots

2. Dr. Francia

3. Argentina

4. Francisco Lopez

Allowed no one to
enter or to leave
the republic

Called the Robes
pierre of his
country

Went to war against
three neighboring
countries and prac
tically annihilated
his own

5. Gabriel Moreno

6.

7·

"

Ecuador

Brazil

Latin America

A model constitu
tional ruler who
took more interest
in popular welfare
than in politics.

Name applied to mil
itary chieftans
who took charge of
a country by means
of "revolution"



8. Gran Chaco

9. Tacna-Arica

10. Vargas

Part Two

117

Recently the cause
of war

Ownership left un
settled after the
War of the Pacific,
until 1929

Dictator of the
twentieth cen
tury, Latin Amer
ican type

DIRECTIONS: Read the following statements.

"These states have never been democracies in any
real sense of the word. They could not have been
real democracies. They are so racially composed,
very small peoples, spread over a vast area, with
no practice in self-government, that to expect them
to create and work democratic institutions was absurd.
Injustice is done the Spanish Americans by censures
and criticisms which ignore these facts."

1.

2.

3.

4.

5·

6.

7.

"

Explain in your own words the meaning of the above.

What did the early leaders think on this subject?

Give one illustration you have found in your study to
, prove or disprove the above.

What, in your opinion, is the hope for the future?

Name three questions upon which political parties in
Latin America have been divided.

Why do Latin American "revolutions" really not deserve
that name?

What is the chief difference between a unitary and a
federal type of government?

;" ;
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VI. UNIT FIVE. LATIN

AMERICA TODAY

Overview. Since 1900 the Latin American countries

have made great progress. Nevertheless, immigration, for

eign capital, and improved transportation have only begun

a slow process of development. It is the potentialities

of these countries which form their great attraction for

European and Asiatic totalitarian countries. Latin Amer

ican States can probably never become self-sufficient in

dustrially because of an apparent lack of coal and iron,

but manufacturing has made considerable progress. They

are still countries engaged largely in primary or extrac-

tive industries, lumbering, farming, mining, and cattle-

raising. Such development as they have experienced has

been through foreign capital gained by attractive conces~

sions~ It is that fact which is causing considerable hard

feeling in the nationalistic movement now attempting to

regain control of all resources. The influence of foreign

interests in political affairs and the existence of graft

have led to the present hostility toward the United States.

Since 1900 there has been an astonishing amount of

liberalism, revealed in social legislation. This has been

due probably to the following causes: immigration from

countries having a middle class; intellectual advance
"
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among the upper classes, who have seen such legislation

-in other countries; and the rise of a small middle class

of skilled workers. It is odd that the various laws pro

tecting labor, authorizing labor unions and strikes, cre

ating pension and the like have been passed with none of

the battles experienced in other countries. This is prob

ably because the numbers involved are comparatively small,

since industrialization is still young, and because the

companies affected are almost invariably foreign owned.

Another change in these countries is to be seen in

the somewhat greater stability of government. Old leaders

have passed away, and the new ones, while still "strong

men" are marked by some ideas of a modern nature. There

is no democracy, merely more stability. The most advanced

of all the countries is little Uruguay, whose "New Deal"

dates back to the first years of this century.

The World War marked a new era for the Latin Amer-

ican countries. A period of prosperity after 1920 brought

amazing advancement. Membership in the League of Nations

quickened interest in world affairs and brought a large

measure of prestige. The psychology of these nations is

such that this fact is worth mentioning. Normano speaks

at great length of their natural pessimism, descending

to them from Bolivar. Chapman spends some time describing

"their mental traits, springing from the evil side of individ

ualism, and the existence of widespread inferiority and
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superiority complexes. Aikman deals with this handicap

in his chapter entitled "Conditioned Thinking." These

c4aracteristics should be kept in mind at all times. They

will help explain the various upheavals that occurred in all

countries after the economic crisis' of 1929. They may also

help us understand the tentative liking for totalitarianism,

European style, which mayor may not prevail. There has

been considerable Fascist penetration as recent events

have revealed. Such attempts as Communism has made have

been invariably persecuted, and, of course, the name "Com

munism" has been used as a propaganda device where there

was really no such element present. Islands, however, of

Italian, Japanese, and German settlers are to be considered

focal points for propaganda and other influence. This seems

to be true mostly of the Germans, whose economic penetration

has been widely evident. German salesmen, bi-lingual, pa

tient, and willing to serve, have been quite a contrast to

the blatant, superior, English-speaking traveler from the

United States, anxious to get home to "God's Country.tt

Nevertheless, authorities on the subject seem to feel that

nationalism in Latin America is too strong to permit sub

servience to a foreign country, at least voluntarily. Bar

gaining with Europe will be for advantage rather than from

ideological considerations. Latin America has its own

brand of dictatorship.

.1
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The social problems are in many ways bound up with '

~conomic ones. The great majority of Latin Americans are

so desperately poor as to be literally a wantless people.

Though there are numbers of wealthy and cultured people in

Latin America, they are by no means the whole of the popu

lation. There are magnificent universities and there are

writers and artists, but the average Latin American is il

literate. In fact, the great majority of them are Indians

or mestizos, so that the name Latin American is inaccurate.

Authorities seem to agree that development of the

regions south of the Rio Grande wait for education, immi

gration, and capital. The race problem as we know it,

say many writers, does not exist. But with a racial group

such as the peon of Mexico and the Inca of Peru, there is

some kind of problem present, whether racial or not. Land

holding is of the feudal type. Advancement of the peon by

purchase of a farm for himself is out of the question.

Labor unions can't do much for progress since the regions

are far from industrialized. Serfdom as a problem still

awaits a solution.

Another factor in the socio-economic life is re-

presented by the Church. The Church is the oldest cultur

al agency in the Latin Americas. One country, Ecuador,

was even ruled by the Church for a period. It is hard

tor us in this country to realize what a state church
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means. Our southern neighbors know no other religious or- '

Eanization. We are used to what amounts to a competition

among churches. But there are comparatively few Protestant

organizations in Latin America. There has been some hos-

tility toward the Church, charging it with being curative

rather than preventive in its work. It is evident that

there is no education of the masses worth mentioning. But
3

the Church's task is monumental. Inman sees a new spirit,

he thinks, in the Latin Church since the World War, and

an evidence of awakened spiritual life as well. But he

fears, too, the danger of nationalism or totalitarianism

instead of religion as an answer to spiritual hunger. The

fact that nationalism is a religion with many people today

has often been referred to.

Perhaps in many ways the most crucial problem is

Latin America's need for capital. To quote Duncan Aikman

we find:

Latin America yearns for the development of
her resources which can only come through foreign
investments, but is passionately unwilling to pay
the price in the domination of her interests and
economies which capital exacts when development

3 Samuel GUy Inman, Latin America, Its Place in
World Life (Chicago: Milleet, Clark, and Company, 19)7),
p. 85.----
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-It is impossible to calculate accurately all the foreign

investments in Latin America, or the national wealth of

the republics themselves. However, they have entered upon

a period of freeing themselves from the control of foreign

capital, regardless of the outcome. Any attempt to combat

European dictation economically will have to be financed

by the United States, however, as the events at Havana

have indicated. Hemispheric solidarity depends upon the.

leadership and support of the United States.

Objectives for Unit Five. Listed below are the

objectives of the unit:

1. To realize the fact that progress in Latin

America depends upon immigration, foreign capital, and im-

proved means of transportation.

2. To understand that need for foreign capital

has led to situations which are now troublesome.

3. To see that Latin America needs are a temp

tation to the totalitarian countries.

4. To appreciate the fact that these countries,

only slightly younger than our own, are self-conscious and

anxious for the respect of the rest of the world.

4 Duncan Aikman, The All American Front (New York:
Doubleday, Doran and Company~nc., 1940), p. 238.
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5. To appreciate their art and culture.

6. To realize that they are more different from

us than they are similar to us and that we must study to

learn their problems.

7· To develop a willingness to improve relations

with the countries of Latin America.

8. To appreciate our interdependence and need

for cooperation.

Word list for Unit Five. ·A knowledge of the following

words is desirable:

Juarez
Porfirio Diaz
Madero
Carranza
Cardenas
Comacho
social legislation
ABC countries
Villa
expropriation
confiscation
ejido
peonage
Machado
Weyler
Batista
Grau San Martin
Platt Amendment

Trujillo
Haiti
Dominican Republic
Puerto Rico
st. Thomas
Integralistas
Fascism
barter system
Alessandri
Sarmiento
Justo
Terra
Ortiz
Busch
Benavides
Gabriela Mistral
Pan American highway
Gomez, Tyrant of the Andes

Assimilative guide for Unit Five. Following are the

activities suggested for use with this unit:

~
f
t
I.

A.

"

Mexico's Story and Struggles. Since Mexico is our
closest neighbor, prepare to explain what elements
in her past and contemporary history tend to hinder
or to help create cordial relationships with the
United States.
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1. Political history. Committee assignments follow.

Observe rUles of democratic procedure in dis
cussion. Get all the facts. Avoid hate, rage,
and sentimentality. Try really to think, not
merely to rearrange your prejudices. If nec
essary, defer jUdgment until you know more about
a sUbject.

a. Explain to the class why Victor Hugo classed
Juarez with Lincoln as America's two greatest
men. Do you see any ~imilarities? What con
trasts in their positions and problems?

b. Decide what opinions of Maximilian seem to be
most just. Give reasons.

c. Present to the class enough information on
Porfirio Diaz that-they may understand the
values and ,the disadvantages of his thirty
year rule.

d. "Diaz had set in motion forces that were soon
to destroy him."

Explain how foreign capital and land holding
led to revolution which overthrew the man
who had modernized Mexico.

Chapman, pp. 230-234

e. In the confused period following 1911, the
revolution came to a head with the Consti
tution of 1917.

Make and put on the board a list of the
"caudillos" of the period, 1911 on.

Show how the Constitution of 1917 differs
from our own Constitution in its contents.
Why could it not have been enforced as
a whole and immediately?

Webster and Hussey, pp. 153-165
Chapman, pp. 216-228; 229-30
Gruening, Mexico and Its Heritage, pp. 3-69; 638-653
Inman, pp. 148-149
Jones, pp. 375-383; Chap. 30
Shepherd, His;anic Nations, pp. 113-119; 121-126;

154-155; 19 -202
Sweet, Chap. 20
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2. International relations

a. Present both sides of the story of the Mexican
War in an effort to arrive at an unbiased
opinion. '

Webster and Husseyj pp. 156-157
Beard and Beard, History of the United states, 1927,

pp. 278-283 --- ---
Other American Histories
Inman, pp. 125-126
Shepherd, Hispanic Nations, p. 106
Sweet, pp. 259-260

b. Prove that the ABC countries were growing in
importance in 1914 by describing their ser
vices after the Tampico incident.

Webster and Hussey, p. 163
Chapman, p. 235
Gruening. pp. 579-582
Lata~e, From Isolation to Leadership, pp. 160-165
Near1ng and Freeman, pp. 92-111
Shepherd, Hispanic Nations,pp. 20~-206

c. Find out from neighbors or relatives about
Pershing's expedition to the Mexican border.
Check with printed accounts.

Webster and Hussey, p. 164
Aikman, pp. 260-309
Chapman, p. 236
Shepherd, Hispanic Nations, 206-212

3. Mexico's problems. Prepare for a panel discussion
on this topic.

Mexico illustrates the problems of all the Latin
American countries, and is really trying to ar
rive at some solutions. The reform movement is
nationalistic, as are all the present tendencies
in Latin America. Measures dealing with one
pressing problem raise issues in other fields, so

, that interlocking situations prevent amicable and
early settlements. The issues involved are con
cerned with land ownership; labor and industri
alization; serfdom or peonage; illiteracy and low
standards of living; the Church and State; foreign
investments; disorder; and above all, poverty.
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To get an unbiassed view, consult reliable sources.
(Avoid popular magazines.) The movement which is
called the Revolution began about 1900 and is now
in progress.

a. Land

Webster and Hussey, pp. 199, 223, 224
Carr; South American Primer, Chap. II (best)
Duggan, Latin America, pp. 29-31
Inman, pp. 380-382
Jone~, pp. 510-511; 513, 520·
Macgruder, National Governments
Sweet, pp. 342, 344
Whitaker, pp. 232-235
Williams, pp. 474-476; 489

-,

Magazines:
Pan American Un~on BUlletin,

"The Mexican Expropriation Law," Vol. 71, #3, pp.
286-288, March, 1937

"Agrarian Reforms in Paraguay," Vol. 70, !flO, pp.
e22-824, October, 1936

"Cuba Acts to Expedite Land Distribution," Vol. 72,
#12, p. 731, December, 1938 _

"Irrigation in Mexico," Vol. 71, #3, pp. 255-267,
March, 1937

Reader's Digest, October, 1937, "Mexico's Man of
the People -

b. Labor

Webster and Hussey, PP. 185, 189, 190, 199, 217
Aikman, pp. 144-150
Duggan, Latin America, pp. 36-38
____~-, The Two Americas, pp. 130-133
Gruening, pp.~5-399
Inman, Latin America, pp. 247-260; 382-385
Jones, Tom, pp. 528-529
Tannenbaum, Whither Latin America? Chap. on Labor
Whitaker, Americas to the South, Chap. VII, Sec. 6,

pp. 255-260 -- ----
Williams, pp. 488-489

c. Industrialization and foreign capital

Aikman, see Index under Foreign Investments and
Industries

Carr, pp. 43-46
Duggan, Latin America, pp. 23-29
_______, Two Americas, pp. 121-127
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Inman, pp. 385-386; 165-170
Jones, pp. 512, 513, 530, 556
Shepherd, Latin America, Chap. 13
Whitaker, pp. 230-231; 250-255

Magazines:
Hanson, S. G., "The Farquahr Syndicate in South

America," Hispanic American Historical Review,
Vol. 17, No.3, pp. 314-325

Mayers, H. W. D., "The Story of Iron and Steel
in Brazil," BUlletin, Pan American Union
October, 1938, Vol. 72, No. 10, pp. 590-599

Trueblood, H. S.,· "Trade Rivalries in Latin America,"
~oreign Policy Association Reports, Vol. 13, No.
13, pp. 154-154

(1). Oil

Aikman, pp. 121-1~2; 126-127 (does not present the
issue)

Jones, p. 529
Nearing and Freeman, pp. 84-92; 111-119
Whitaker, pp. 268-270; 242-249 (presents issue)
Williams, pp. 490-492
Pan American BUlletin, "Agreement on Expropriated

Property Between Mexico and the United States,"
Vol. 72 , #12, pp. 727-730, December, 1938

South American Handbook, 1940
Statesman's Yearbook, 1940

d. Church and education

Note: Beals, Coming Struggle for Latin America, has a list
of topics under the heading, Mexico, in the Index. How
ever, the International Relations section of the Handbook
of South American Studies, 1938, warns that this book is
stimulating but in many respects~'unreliab1e.

Aikman, pp. 65-66; 215-216; 251
Chapman, p. 226
Duggan, Latin America, pp. 14-21
Gruening, pp. 171-289; 515-533; 623-631; 653
Inman, pp. 396-399; 401; 113-115; 386
Jones, pp. 529; 525-526 ; 380; eSE. 521
Shepherd, Latin America, Chap. 16
Williams, pp. 492-495; 733

4. Make a summary of this study by deciding which
elements tend to hinder and which to help the
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building up of cordial relationship between
United states and Mexico.

General References

Hoover, H. S., The Resources of Mexico (180 North
Michigan Avenue,Chicago, Illinois, 50 ¢)

Jones, pp. 375-383; Chap. 30
Magruder, National Governments, Chap. VII

B. The West Indies

1. Cuban history and present status

a. Let one member report on Hume's interpretation
of Cuba's history.

Hume,Modern Spain, pp. 557-563

b. Compare this with other descriptions of the
Cuban crisis at the close of the nineteenth
century.

Webster and Hussey~ pp. 174-176
Chapman, pp. 183-105

c. Let a committee trace the history of our in
terest in Cuba.

Webster and Huss'ey, pp. 176-177
Chapman, pp. 102, 109, 126; 128-30; 147; 150-153;

156-159
James and Martin, pp. 405-413
Shepherd, Hispanic Nations, 111-113; 153; 158-164

d. Report the reason for the abrogation of the
Platt Amendment.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 178, 202, 205
Chapman, pp. 179-195
James and Martin, pp. 413-418

, Robertson, pp. 433-435
Shepherd, Hispanic Nations, pp. 162, 164, 221, 222,

223

e. Make a list to put on the board of Cuba's chief
problems, to show how international affairs
affect her welfare.



Webster and Hussey, pp. 202-206
James and Martin, pp. 418-428
Robertson, pp. 436-438

"

f. Find the reasons why the United States was
accused of excessive control preceding the
events of 1933.

Aikman, pp. 202-203; 256, 259
Beals, pp. 227-236; 207-210
Nearing and Freeman, Dollar Diplomacy, Chap. VI

g. Discuss the present,. regime in CUba, as to its
origins and chief characteristics.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 202-206
Aikman, pp. 256; 178-179; 202
Beals, p. 378
Chapman, pp. 194-195
Inman, pp. 273-275
Jones, Chap. 31
James and Martin, pp. 418-428
Magruder, National Governments, pp. 107-113
Normano, J. F., The Struggle for South America,

Chap. IV
Rippy, pp. 60-62; 98-99; 126; 277; 289
Shepherd
Sweet
Williams, Chap. on Cuba
Travel, "The Heart of Rural CUba," p. 12 ff.,

December, 1939
Pan American BUlletin, "The Havana Children's

HosJ2ital," Vol. LXX, #10, pp. 796-800, October,
1936

2. Give reports on problems and present governments
in Haiti and Santo Domingo.

Chapman, pp. 196-210
Magruder, National Governments, pp. 113-118; 118-127
Nearing and Freeman, Chap. V
Robertson, pp. 438-445
Shepherd, Hispanic Nations, pp. 225-26; 108-111;

104-165; 223-225; 234-235

Find the difficulties-which face the people of
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.

Chapman, pp. 211-215
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Magruder, National Governments, p~. 79-91; 91-94
Shepherd, Hispanic Nations, pp. 162, 224

4. Put on the board a list of the various countries
over which the United States has at one time
or another exercised a protectorate. Give the
date and stated causes. What have been the
results? What cautions would you suggest to
both sides?

Aikman, Chap. XIV, esp. 258-291
Inman, pp. 118-121; 126-130
Rippy, Latin America in World Politics, pp. 276-282;

2~3-289; esp. 288-2B9
Sweet, pp. 35~-360; 365, 364, 282; 361-368

General References

Fuller, R. N., 11Ameri can Achi evement in Hai ti , It
Current History, April, 1930, pp. 86-90

Jones, Chester L., et. al., The United States and
the Caribbean --- ---

Jones, Tom, Chap. 29
Meyer, L. J., "The United States and the Cuban

Revolution of 1917," Hispanic American Historical
Review, May, 1930, pp. 138-166

Munro, Dana G., ItThe Basis of American Intervention
in the Caribbean," Current History, September, 1927,
pp. 857-861

Normano, J. F., The struggle for South America, Chap.
, IV, "An Experiment"
Williams, Chapters on Central America, Haiti, Santo

Domingo, and Cuba

C. South and Central America

1. European and Oriental immigration

a. Contrast the nature of immigrants from England
and the United States with those from Germany,
Spain, Italy, Portugal, and Japan. Numbers
of immigrants. Their effects.

Aikman,PJ2. 267-269; 244, 295, 190, 198, 241-244;
268, 2~6

Beals, Chap. II, III,IV, ¥, VI
Carr, pp. 74-77; 94
Duggan, 1!£ Americas, pp. 128-13~

" Inman, Chap. III, esp. these tOP1CS; Hitlerism and
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South America, pp. 64-67; future of immigration,
pp. 69-76; also pp. 122-123

Rippy, Chap. IX and XIII
Shepherd,Latin America, pp. 126-129
Strode, South £l Thunderbird, pp. 332-334; 103-105;

9-10; 17-18; 127-128; 280-281; 282-283; 299-300
Whitaker, pp. 152-168; 206-212

b. Describe the military and naval "missions."

Aikman, pp. 280-281; 289, 290; 276-278
Beals, pp. 283-288
Whitaker, pp. 158-163; 59;69-74

c. Fascist penetration. What are the opinions
as to its power?

Aikman, Chap. XV; pp. 189-192
Beals, Chap. VI, X; pp. 278-279
Carr, South American Primer, Chap. XI
Inman, see Index under Fascism
Whitaker, pp. 91-96; 113-116; 128-130; 139-141;

146-147; 196-198; 201-206

2. Share in world affairs

a. Trade. Find statistics on commodities and
countries involved in foreign trade.

Make or copy charts on recent trade with
Great Britain, Germany, Japan, and the
United States.

Pan American Union Bulletins:
"Trade of United States with Latin America," Vol.

70, #10, pp. 800-801 (1935-36)
"Mexican Trade with Latin America," Vol. 70, #11,

pp. 847-850
"The Americas at a Glance," Vol. 72,.#12, pp. 698-

99
"Latin American Foreign Trade," Vol. 73, #4, pp.

228-236
"Commercial Relations Between Latin America and

the United states," Vol. 73, #9, pp. 510-518
"United states Trade with Latin America in the

Fiscal Year 1938-39," Vol. 73, #9, pp. 525-527
"Reciprocal Trade Agreement with Nicaragua," Vol. 70,

#10, p. 809
Commercial Pan America, a monthly review of commerce

and finance, Pan American Union, $1.00 per year
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Business Week
A Half Century of Economic Progress, 1890-1940, Pan

American Union Pamphlet
Carr, pp. 161-164
Duggan, Latin America, pp. 63-64
~ , The Two Americas, p. 110 ff.
Inman, PP:-)4E=)52
Jones, pp. 414-416
Rippy, Latin America in World Politics, pp. 276-282;

222-234 --
Shepherd, Latin America, pp. 168-179
Strode, South ~ Thunderbird, pp. 103-1°5; 283-284
Tannenbaum, Cha£. IV
Whitaker, pp. 168-185; 212-216; 216-219; 116-126
United States Tariff Commission Reports on Latin

American Trade .

b. Participation in world affairs. Let one group
of students represent the United states; another,
Latin America. Compare and contrast their par
ticipation in world affairs and relations with
Europe.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 240-242
Duggan, Latin America, pp. 55-56

, The Two Americas, pp. 197-228
~R~i-p-p-y-,~Latrn America in World Politics, Chap. 15

3. The countries, their chief characteristics, prob
lems, and personalities.

Here reports may be given by individuals on countries
they have chosen to study earlier. The class may
make a list of the chief problems, and of the terms
they consider most important, including political
and cultural leaders.

Webster and Hussey, Chap. IX
-Jones, Chap. 23 through 29
Normano, Brazil
Peck, Annie, Industrial and Commercial South America
South American Handbook
Statesman's Yearbook
Williams, special chapters on the countries

Topics worthy of special attention are:

a. Art and culture. Plan at least two programs
on Latin American music, literature, and art.
Students may give readings, sing songs, and
tell of the work of various leaders in culture.
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Posters may be made by copying and enlarging

woodcuts on the cover of the Bulletin of the
Pan American Union, or from the many illus
trations of this magazine.

Williams, Chap. 32
El Eco, newspaper for American students in S£anish,

Doubleday, Doran, and Company, $1.50 for 16 issues.
Pan American Union Bulletins:

"Archaeology as a Reason for Visiting the Americas,"
Vol. 72, #2, pp. 63-69, F~bruary, 1938 '

"The Art of the Americas in Dallas," Vol. 71, #8,
pp. 618-622, August, 1937 "

"Brazilian Historians," Vol. 72, #8, pp. 456-462,
August, 1938

tfBrazilian Painting in New York," Vol. 73, 119, pp.
500-506, September, 1939 '

"Carnival in Brazil," (music), Vol. 73, #11, pp.
649-651, November, 1939

"Folk Dances in Mexico," Vol. 73, #2, pp. 76-99,
February, 1939

"Folk Dances in Spanish America," Vol. 73, #11,
pp. 652-658

"Gabriela Mistral at the Pan American Union,"
(poetess), Vol. 73, #4, pp. 189-203

"Heredia, Bard of Niagra," (poem given), Vol. 73,
#6, pp. 349-352, June, 1939

"The Inca Garcilaso de la Vega," Vol. 73, #4, pp.
206-215, April, 1939 .

tfA Landscape Artist Looks at Montevideo,tf Vol. 72,
#6, pp. 317-322, June, 1938

"National Committees on Intellectual Cooperation,"
Vol. 73, #4, pp. 245-46

"Native Rhythms in Venezuela," Vol. 72, #11, pp.
646-649

"Ouro Petro," Vol. 72, #11, pp. 623-631
"Peruvian Adoration of the Magi," Vol. 72, #12,

p. 723, December, 1938 '
"The Profi ts of Cultural Exchange, f1 Vol. 73, #9,

pp. 498-499, September, 1939
"San Agustin, Colombia," Vol. 73, #8, pp. 439-445,

August, 1939
"Three Brazilian Landscapes by Frans Post," Vol. 73,

#5, pp. 271-275, May, 1939
Perry Pictures Company, Malden, Mass., has sixteen

pictures of South America available in the two
cent size.
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Stephens, Story of Portugal, Chap. XII, Portuguese

poet, Camoens
Pan American Union Pamphlet, Sources for Latin Amer

ican Music
Gruening, pp. 638-653
Hague, Eleanor, Spanish American Folk Songs, G. E.

Stechert and Company, 31 East lOth Street, New York,
$3.50 (95 songs)

Phonograph records listed in Appendix III
Pan American Union Pamphlet, Contributions to the

Intellectual Life of the We~tern Hemisphere,-rEgo
1940

b. Education. Read to decide where you would
prefer to go to school and under what cir
cumstances. What do you think of the in
terest of the student in Latin America in
current affairs?

Aikman, Chap. V
Duggan, Latin America, pp. 15-21
~__~_, The Two Americas, pp. 56-81
Gruening, pp. 515-533
Inman, Chap. 14, :2P. 261-79, "Students"
Shepherd, Chap. 16
Tannenbaum, Chap. VI
Warshaw, J., The New Latin America, Chap. XI

c. Social legislation. Decide what is meant by
social legislation. Give illustration of
such legislation in the United States. Ex
amine the social legislation of Latin America
and form opinions as to its quality and ex
tent.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 137, 187, 189, 202, 222
Aikman, pp. 170, 172, 176, 184, 186, 189-90 (Labor)

-Carr, South American Primer, pp. 48, 50, 98, 146, 148
Gruening, pp. 623-631
Hanson, S. G., Utopia in Uruguay, pp. 122-146; 147-

183
Strode, pp. 169-173
Sweet, pp. 325-327
Tannenbaum, Chap. VII
Pan American Union Bulletins: ,

nArgentine Housing Co.rnmi.ssion,n Vol. 70, #10, pp.
760-765, October, 1936

"Child Welfare in Latin America," Vol. 73, #6, pp.
336-348, June, 1939
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"Civil and Political Status of Women in Peru "
Vol. 72, #8, pp. 462-464, August, 1938 '

"Cooperative Movement in Ecuador," VoL 72, t'l8,
p. 495, August, 1938

"Labor Legislation in Ecuador," Vol. 71, #1, pp.
69-70, January, 1937

"Minimum Wage Legislation in Latin America,1t Vol.
72, #6, pp. 323-331, June and July, 1938

"People's Restaurants in Peru," Vol. 70, #10, pp.
827-828, October, 1936 .

"Power Problem in Uruguay," Vol. 70, #11, pp. 843
846, November, 1936

"Ten Years of CompUlsory Sickness, Disability, and
Old Age Insurance in Chile," Vol. 70, #11, pp.
863-869, November, 1936

Pan Americ~n Union Pamphlet, Half a Century of Medical
and PubllC Health Progress

d. Transportation and travel

(1). Report on the, Panama Canal, its history
and operation including international
aspects.

Rippy, pp. 277-278
Robertson, see Index
Shepherd, Hispanic Nations, pp. 185-187; 220-221

(2). Illustrate the difficulties of road building.
Discover what the plans are for the Inter
American Highway. Quote interesting facts
about present conditions in regard to
waterways, railways, and airways. This
would be a good place for a report on
The Flowing Road, by Caspar Whitney.

Aikman, pp. 19, 21, 22, 221, 222, 223, 13, 87, 291,
324

James and Martin, see "Transportation" under names
of separate countries in the Index

Webster and Hussey, pp. 224-230
Shepherd, Latin America, pp. 179-189
Sweet, pp.~350
Pan American Union Bulletins:

"From Buenos Aires to Ne¥t.York On a Bicycle," Vol.
70, #10, pp. 777-785, October, 1936

"Flying Around Latin America," Vol. 73, #5, pp •
. 256-296 .
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"Highest Highway in the World," Vol. 73, 115, pp.

278- 285
"Inter-American Highway," Vol. 72, #12, pp. 700

713 .
"Third Pan American Highway Congress," Vol. 73,

#4, pp. 216-222 ,
Pan American Union Pamphlet, Development in Inter

American Transportation and Communication

e. Write a list on the blackboard of the "strong
men" of the 30's and.of the present time.
Identify each by country and date.

Jones, p. 431

Report: "Gomez, Tyrant of the Andes," Readers
Digest, May, 1937

4. The psychology of the Latin Americans. This im
portant topic can best be handled probably by
means of reports from the following writers:

Aikman, Chap. VIII
Chapman, pp. 11-15
Inman, Chap. I

The class may summarize and draw conclusions as
to the best way to meet people with such char
acteristics. Find similarities among people
in this country.

Plan a trip to some part of Latin America. De
cide what you want to see, and how much time
you will spend. Estimate the cost.

Reid,W. A., Seeing South America (Pan American
Union), esp. pp. 14-29

- Pan American Union Bulletins:
"Bogota," Vol. 72, #8, pp. 437-450 .
"Earthquake in Chile," Vol. 73, #3, pp. 172- 175
"History and Travel in the Americas," Vol. 72,

#2, pp. 88-96 .
"Impressions of Argentina," Vol. 73, It5, pp. 260-

270 # 6itA Letter from Michoacan," Vol. 72, . 7, pp. 39 -
404-

"Ski Fields of Chile," Vol. 72, if2, pp. 81-87
"Sport Without Latitude," Vol. 72, #2, pp. 97

108
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70, #11, pp. 851-859

"

"Trip Through Ecuador," Vol.
Books of travel:

Adamic, House in Antigua
Bowman and Dickinson, Westward from Rio
Conrad, Nostromo ---- ---
Davis, Three Gringos in Venezuela and Central

America -- ---
Fleming, Brazilian Adventure
Franck, Vagabonding Down the Andes
Halliburton, Book of--wona:er5'
HUdson, Far Away and Long Ago
~~ , Green Mansions
Jackson, Mexican Interlude
~~__~, Notes on a Drum
Niles, Peruvian-Pageanr
Strode, South·~ Thunderbird
Thompson, Land of Tomorrow

PUblications-or-the Pan American Union, including
pamphlets on separate countries, Ports and Harbors
of South America, and Pleasure and Healt'ilResorts
In Latin America. ---

6. Opportunities in Latin America. The intense na
tionalistic spirit which now prevails will un
doubtedly operate against immigration and in
vestment of the former type. Too many references
on this topic are now out of date.

Romantic ideas of adventure and of quick wealth
should be curbed by a knowledge of the hardships
presented by nature in distances, climate, sur-'
face of land, and insect life. A study of im
migration laws, financial restrictions, and land
ownership should. prove cautionary. Some of the
following may be interesting and helpful:

A Half Century of Economic Progress, Pan American
Union, 17 pp. .

-Lee, Thomas F., Latin American Problems, (1932)
Normano, J. F., Brazil .
Peck, Annie, Industrial and Commercial South America

(1922)
Pan American Union Bulletins:

"Colombian Immigration and Colonization Conunittee,"
Vol. 73, #9, pp. 539-540

"Latest Amendments to the Colombian Constitution,"
Vol. 70, #11, pp. 895~897

Messages of the Presidents of
Argentina, Vol. 72, #8, pp. 475-477
Chile, Vol. 72, #8, PP. 477-482
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CUba, Vol. 72, #8, PQ. 483-485
Venezuela, Vol. 72, #8, pp. 486-488
Gua~eI?-ala,Vol. 73, 119, pp. 537-538
Dom1n1can ~epub11c, Vol. 72, #7, pp. 422-

425
Mexico, Vol. 70, #11, pp. 898-904

New Constitution of Venezuela, Vol. 71, 1/1+,
pp. 888-894

New Legislation in Venezuela, Vol. 71, HI, pp.
62-6~

South American Handbook
Statesman's Yearbook

7· Outlook for the future. Reports from:

Aikman, Chap. XIX
Beals, Chap. XII
Jones, Tom, Chap. 32
Normano, The Struggle for South America, Chap. V
Whitaker, Chap. VIII
Current issues of Time, American Observer, Bulletin

of Pan American unron, and the Hispanic American
Historical Review (~uarterlYY-

Other periodicals are:
Commercial Pan America, a Monthly Review of Commerce

and Finance, $1.00 per year, Pan American Union
The Hemisphere, published by the Hemisphere Cor

poration, 154 Nassau Street, New York City. Six
pages mimeographed. Gives news and trends of
Latin America and Canada. A weekly confidential
report. $5.00 per year

Inter-American Information Service, news bulletin,
12 issues for $1.00. Hotel McAlpin, New York City

The New West Coast Leader, (recommended by Colombus
--ribrary, Pan American Union) $3.00 a year from

Bretano's, New York. Published in English, weekly,
in Lima, Peru. (Also from Joshua B. Powers, Inc.,
220 East 42nd Street, New York City)

Pan American News, $3.00, bi-weekly. Foreign Policy
Association.

Culminating activities for Unit Five. For unification

of the materials covered, the following suggestions are made:

1. At the close of the study of this unit let

each row organize as a committee for a general review to present
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a symposium on the topic, "Latin America Today." The fol- .

lowing topics may be used:

a. Mexico's problems

b. Latin American contributions to culture

c. Fascist penetration

d. Economic possibilities

e. Needs of Latin America

2. Check objectives and word list.

General References

Aikman, Duncan, All American Front
Beals, Carleton, The Coming Struggle for Latin

America
Carr, South American Primer
Chapman, pp. 177-389
Chase, Stuart, The New Western Front, Chapter XII
Forbes, Rosita,~g~Republicsin Search of a

Future
Hanson, S. G., Utopia in Uruguay
Jones, Chap. 23
Lee, Thomas F., Latin American Problems (no index)
Magruder, National Governments, Chap. V (West Indies);
, VI, (Central America); VII (Mexico); VIII (South

America)
Moore, pp. 727-732
Normano, J. F., The Struggle for South America,

Chap. III
, Brazil

-~P-e-c~k-,~Annie, Industrial and Commercial South America
Tannenbaum, Frank, Whither Latin America?
Whitaker, Americas to the South (no index, no table

of contents) -----
Whitbeck, Economic Geography of South America

Art:
Theatre~ Monthly, August, 1938. A whole issue

devoted to the arts in Mexico.

"
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parts, matching and choice.

Test on Unit Five. The test on Unit Five has two------

I. Argentina's Nobel Prize
winner in 1936

V. Inventor of the idea of
"intervention to prevent
intervention"

II. Arrangement which made
possible our inter
vention in Cuban af
fairs, revoked in 1934

IV. Name of serfdom in Latin
America

VI. Indian president of Mexico

III. "He made Mexico modern."

Immigration and economic opportunity:
Davis, Horace B., and Marian R. Davis, "Scale of

Living of the Working Classes in Sao Paulo,
Brazil," Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 44, #1,
pp. 245-253

Hunnicut, B. H., "Study in Brazilian Cotton CUlture,"
Pan American Union BUlletin, May 1938, Vol. 72,
~ pp. 300-3 07

Klassen, Peter, "The Mennonite Colony of Brazil,"
Mennonite Quarterly Review, Vol. 11, #2, pp. 107
118

Maurette, F., and E. Siewers, "Immigration and
Settlement in Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay,"
International Labor Review, Vol. 35, #2, pp.
215-247; #3, pp. 352-383 (1936)

Owens, Eugene D., "Legal Restrictions on Employment
of Aliens in Latin America," Monthly Labor Review,
Vol. 45, #1, pp. 114-124

1. Porfirio Diaz

2. Juarez

5. Carranza

6. Saavedra Lamas

Matching

DIRECTIONS: Place Roman numerals in front of numbers of
the names which match the description.

- 3. peonage---

4. Theodore Roosevelt



2. The Central American state in which the United
States is most interested is:

3. An island in the West Indies in whose affairs the
United States has intervened is:

a. Panama
b. Costa Rica
c. Honduras
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X. "The poor-house of the
United States"

IX. Dictator of the Dominican
Republic

VII. Mediation at Niagara
Falls, Canada

VIII. President of Mexico at
time of Villa's raids
and Pershing's expe
dition

Choice

7. Trujillo

8. ABC countries

9. Platt Amendment

_____10. Virgin Islands

DIRECTIONS: Draw a circle around the letters preceding
the best answers.

1. The intervention of Napoleon III in Mexico during
our Civil War established as emperor:

a. Juarez
b,; Maximilian
c. Santa Ana

a. Haiti
b. Nicaragua
c. Martinique

4. The effect of the World War I upon the Latin
American countries was to:

a. Make them dependent upon the Monroe Doctrine
b. Prevent their joining the League of Nations
c. Increase their self-esteem

5. Among the characteristic features of the new
cQnstitutions of the Latin American repUblics, since 1917
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are four tendencies:

a. Argentina
b. Bolivia
c. Colombia
d. Chile
e. Brazil
f. Cuba

Abolition of peonage
Leaning toward pUblic ownership and regu
businesses
Encouragement of foreign landholding
Separation of Church and State
Laws to protect labor

a. Machado
b. Ramon Grau San Martin
c. Batista

11. A Chilean leader of the present day is:

a. Iturbide
b. Balmaceda
c. Alessandri

- 10. The leader in Cuba at present is:

9. The ABC countries are:

a. Diego Rivera
b. Gabriela Mistral
c. Sarmiento

8. A famous painter of Mexico is:

a. Vargas
b. Terra
c. Alvear

7. The present ruler of Brazil is:

143

a.
b.

lation of some
c.
d.
e.

6. For most of the time between 1912 and 1930,
Argentina was controlled by:

a. Irigoyen
b. Uriburu
c. Justo

I

,I

'i!1
t
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12. The present president of Argentina is:

a. Justo
b. Terra
c. Ortiz

13. "Cosach tf was:

a. The 1934 constitution of Uruguay
b. A state in Brazil
c. A nitrate monopoly in Chile

14· One of the United States owned Virgin Islandsis:

a. Barbados
b. Curacao
c. St. Thomas

15. A recent candidate for president of Mexico in
the 1940 election was:

a. Cardenas
b. Calles
c. Comacho

VII. UNIT SIX. PAN AMERICANISM AND

THE MONROE DOCTRINE

Overview. Some sentences in Mr. Monroe's message

to Congress in 1823 rivalled the shot heard round the world

in 1775. Russian aggression in the Northwest and the threat

of the European anti-democratic movement had called forth

the Monroe Doctrine, "America for Americans." England might

claim responsibility for the pronouncement; continental

Europe might despise it; but the Latin Americans do not

seem to have been overwhelmingly interested. They admired

u~ and were grateful to us, but the doctrine had not really
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taken shape. That was not to happen until after 1860. Re~

.peated applications and interpretations of the Doctrine under

various presidents and secretaries of state have revealed

its safe flexibility as a statement of policy. Never a part
5

of international law, says Webster, it has yet affected in-

ternational relations because of our willingness to enforce

it.

The Pan American movement is but little younger than

the Monroe Doctrine. Bolivar cherished a dream of a New

World League and called a Congress at Panama for June and

JUly, 1826. Several Hispan-American Congresses followed.

But it was not till 1889 that the United States and her

southern neighbors joined in a new movement, Pan Americanism.

Though the project has been much ridiculed, the Pan Ameri-

can Union being called a "body without a soul," nevertheless,

it is likely to become a powerful feature of life in this

hemisphere. One of the great checks to Pan Americanism

has been suspicion directed against the United States, ad

mittedly the most powerful member of the group, and also
-

admittedly, in the past, somewhat willing to exercise that

power. Nevertheless, there is a reality in the Pan American

5
Hutton Webster and R. D. Dennis, History of Latin

America (Chicago: D. C. Heath and Company, 1936 , p. 256.

'f
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movement which must be respected. It has been pointed out '

that Pan American nations accept certain principles which

Europeans do not recognize. There are six of these funda

mental ideals:

1. That democracy is the best form of govern-

mente

2. That legal means are to be preferred to war

in settlement of controversy.

3. That territorial integrity of the American

nations should be maintained.

4. That Europe should not intervene in strictly

American affairs.

5. That common problems and common interests

are best guarded by cooperation.

6. That action must be preceded by universal

approval in conference where the poorest and smallest equals
6

the largest and richest state.

The greatest advance of recent years has been the

growth toward a mUltilateral, rather than a unilateral,

Monroe Doctrine. The idea was first proposed by the Bra

zilian ambassador, Rebello, in 1826. As anti-Americanism

6
Tom Jones, Introduction to Hispanic American

History (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1939), p. 411.
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became more and more powerful, following what the Latin

i~erican states considered encroachments upon their power

by the Colossus of the North, realization of need for change

finally dawned on this country. The Good Neighbor policy,

the tact and sincerity of Secretary Hull at Montevideo in

1933, and withdrawal of armed forces have helped improve

our position among the still distrustful countries to the

south. Being of vastly different racial stocks, historical

origins, and basic economy, a degree of hostility is not

surprising. What is surprising is the general inertia of

many citizens in our country in regard to that hostility.

Without being too optimistic, it can probably be

said that important strides have been taken since 1938 in

improving relations with the neighboring republics. The

changed policy of the United States at Montevideo in 1933

has been praised as the origin of better feeling. High

tribute is due Mr. Hull for his friendly, unassuming manner

in meeting the representatives of the other countries. Not

the slightest tinge of arrogance could have been discovered

by the most critical observer. In fact, it has remained

for the southernmost state of Argentina to reveal ambitions

in a manner not far from arrogant. Argentina's ties, like

those of most Latin American countries, link her commer-

cially and culturally with Europe rather than with the

U~ited States. It is only obvious that. agricultural
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products of Latin American countries can find a readier

market in Europe than in this country. The choice of Buenos

Aires for the Inter-American Conference on Peace gave Argen

tina some measure of prestige. Clearly revealed at this

conference was the new attitude of North Americans, with

the acceptance of the principle of non-intervention. Two

other advances made through the conference were: the tacit

acceptance of the Monroe Doctrine in the decision for com

mon action if any state should be threatened by a non

western power; and the establishment of the principle of

consultation through the foreign offices of the states.

The Eighth International Conference of American

States opened on December 9, 1938. Argentina revealed

openly her ambitions for leadership and her indifference

to the United States. First of all she gave wide pub

licity to a book by Dr. Carlos Saavedra Lamas which pointed

out that hemispheric solidarity would be dominated by the

United States. Then at the Conference Argentina submitted

a plan of her own, in opposition to Mr. Hull's proposals.

Mr. Hull was willing to yield on some points in order to

achieve his main objectives. The same obstructionist

attitude was evident at the second Conference of American

Foreign Ministers at Havana, July, 1940, to which Argentina

sent a delegate other than her foreign minister. The
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problem of European possessions in this hemisphere was

~inally settled by the decision recorded in the Declaration

of Havana. By this arrangement any American republic can

act at once without calling a meeting of all twenty-one

countries if it feels its safety is menaced by threats to

any possessions of Britain, France, Holland, or Denmark.

It can at once take charge of that region, but not annex

it. A meeting must then be called to which as many states

as wish may respond. Those who attend the conference will

elect a commission of members from separate countries to

administer the territory for the duration of the crisis.

If in time the former owner is incapable of its control,

the region will be prepared for independence and self-
,

government. Argentina's objections, that there was no

such danger, and that in such case independence should

be immediate, were overcome by ~romising her the future

right of annexation of the disputed Falkland Islands.

The problem of combating trade pressure from the totali

tarian countries is yet to be settled, but all countries

agreed to take measures to counteract Fifth Column ac

tivities. The accomplishments so far look hopeful. The

Monroe Doctrine is upheld by all the Americas.

In 1940, there was created the Office of the Co

ordinator of Commercial and Cultural Relations between

the American Republics. It is now known as the Office
I
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of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs. The head

of this agency is Nelson Aldrich Rockefeller. Much of the

work of this office is done in collaboration with the ex

ecutive departments, especially the Departments of State,

Commerce, and Agriculture. As Coordinator, Mr. Rockefeller

has become a member of the Board of Economic Warfare. The

office conducts what it calls psychological warfare through

its four divisions of Press, Radio, Motion Pictures, and

Social Science and Education. By means of scholarships,

fellowships, essay contests, and publications, Mr. Rocke

feller's efforts seek to establish Pan Americanism as a

reality.

It may be that one day there will be a soul within

the body of the Pan American Union.

Objectives for Unit Six. Listed below are the ob-'

jectives of the unit:

1. To realize that the Monroe Doctrine has at

times been the object of suspicion on the part of Latin

Ameriea.

2. To see that in recent years a multilateral

Monroe Doctrine is probably to be preferred to a unilateral

one.

3. To learn that Pan Latinism and Pan Hispanism

have been rivals of Pan Americanism.



canism were made at the Montevideo and Lima Conferences.

Foreign Ministers in 1940.

intervention
Montevideo Conference
,Lima Conference
Buenos Aires Conference
Panama Conference
Havana Conference
Saavedra Lamas
obstructionist
Falkland Islands
Anti-Americanism
Pan-Latinism
Declaration of Lima
Declaration of American

Principles

Discover why some writers consider the Monroe
Doctrine much less important in the 1820's than
it was later. Debate the topic.

Monroe Doctrine
Pan Americanism
James G. Blaine
Henry Clay
Hi span-Americanism
Pan American Union
unilateral
multilateral
Good Neighbor policy
Drago Doctrine
Roosevelt Corollary
First Venezuela Case
Second Venezuelan Case

Aikman, pp. 343-344
Duggan, Two Americas, pp. 141-143
Williams, pp. 128-129

Williams, pp. 338-340

Word list for Unit Six. A knowledge of the following

4. To realize that great advances in Pan Ameri·

2.

1. Contrast the attitude of Spain with that of England
and France toward their emancipated colonies.

5. To learn that important steps toward hemi

spheric solidarity were made at the Havana Conference of

Assimilative guide for Unit Six. Following are the

activities suggested for use with this unit:

A. The Monroe Doctrine

words is desirable:

"
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3. Review the origin and contents of the Doctrine

in terms of present day events.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 250-253
Aikman, p. 158
Carr, pp. 156-157
Chapman, pp. 88, 124, 134-137; 142-143
Inman, pp. 124-125
James and Martin, pp. 447-453
Jones, pp. 289; 409-411
Nearing and Freeman, Dollar DiPlomac~l pp. 235-237
Rippy, pp. 46-53; 54; 58; 115-121; 1 ~-140; 144-150;

230-233; 249-250 .
Robertson, pp. 550-551
Sweet, pp. 193-194
Williams, p. 343
Pan American Union Pamphlet
Any American history

4. Read to discover why Henry Clay was so much ad
mired by the South Americans. Deliver a speech
such as he made.

Inman, pp. 102-103
Rippy, pp. 43, 57, 70-71; 86-87
Pan American Union BUlletin, Vol. 61, #6, "Latin

America's Homage to Henry Clay on the Occasion
of the One Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of
his Birth," pp. 539-546, June, 1927.

5· Assume that you are Jose Silvestre Rebello and
advance his arguments for a multilateral Monroe
Doctrine.

Aikman, pp. 127-129
Chapman, pp. 141, 160-161; 346
Williams, pp. 345-346

6. The class may conduct a symposium on the devel
opment ·of the Monroe Doctrine by application
·under

a. Adams

b. Grant

c. Cleveland
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d. Theodore Roosevelt

(1). Second Venezuelan controversy

(2). The Drago Doctrine

e. The Lima Conference

Aikman, pp. 257-258; 262-263
Carr, pp. 157-158
Chapman, pp. 145-149; 151, 153; 156-157; 159, 162,

127, 240-241; 180, 207-209;199; 269, 271, 277;
293-295

James and Martin, pp. 490-493; 449-461
Jones, pp. 553 ff.
Nearing and Freeman, pp. 248, 265, 267, 247, 261
Rippy, Chap. IX, XI, pp. 113-121; 264-265
Robertson, pp. 245, 552, 553, 431 ff., 441 ff.;

463-465; 472, 475; 560-564
Shepherd, Latin America, ~p. 101-103
Sweet, pp. 199-200; 286-2~7
Williams, Chap. 33

7. Find out why the Olney dictum offended the
Hispanic-American countries.

Inman, p. 120
Primer of Pan Americanism, p. 10, #7
General references on the Monroe Doctrine

B. Anti-Americanism, Its Cause and Possible Remedies.
(According to Duggan, Latin America, pp. 44-62;
The Two Americas, pp. 239-269)

1. This material is very important and should be
reported clearly. It will give the class a
good opportunity to practice taking class
notes.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 240-242; 256-257
Aikman, Chap. 19~ pp. 7; 128-129; 264-266; 304-312
Carr, pp. 150-150; 158-161; 164-169
Chapman, pp. 134, 137, 154, 254, 128
Herring, HUbert, "Making Friends with Latin America,"

Harpers Magazine, September, 1939
James and Martin, pp. 461-465
Normano, Struggle for South America, pp. 165-166
Primer of Pan Americanism, Lesson VI
Rip~y, La'tTilAmerica in World Politics, pp. 283

2~9
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f. Total number of various Inter-American Con
gresses, and types of these.

Agenda of the first Pan American Conference
1889-1890

Leaders of the movement, Simon Bolivar, Henry
Clay, and James G. Blaine. Motives and
ideals of each.

Seven later Congresses, date, place, and
result of each.

c.

e.

d.

Duggan, Two Americas, pn. 231-239
James and Martin, pp.465-M;7; 473-475; 476-477
Jones, Tom, p. 411
Normano, Struggle for South America, pp. 113-114
Primer of Pan Americanism, pp. 13, #4; 14, #6
Rippy, Chap. XII; pp. 134, 136
Shepherd, Latin America, p •. l05
Williams, Chap. 33

1. Explain how Pan Americanism differs from Pan
Hispanism and Pan-Latini sm.

2. Prepare a statement for a newspaper as to the
meaning of Pan Americanism.

Webster and Hussey, p. 257
Primer of Pan Americanism, Lesson #2
Shepherd, Latin America, pp. 105-106

3. Plan a Pan American Conference, in which each
student may represent one of the twenty-one
republics. Let the program of the Conference
review the history of the Pan American movement,
covering the following topics:

a. Origin of the movement

b. Panama Congress of 1826

Robertson, pp. 554-556
Pan American Union Bulletin, Vol. 72, #2, "Why the

United States Business Man Should Visit the Other
Americas," pp. 70-76

Warshaw, J., The New Latin America, Chap. XIV

C. Pan Americanism
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g. The origin, nature, and services of the Pan

American Union.

Webster and Hussey, pp. 189, 257-262
Aikman, pp. 7; 9-10; 122, 318
Chapman, pp. 139-141
Inman, pp. 316-320
James and Martin, pp. 467-472
Primer of Pan Americanism, Lesson VII, VIII
Shepherd, Hispanic Nations, PP. 148-151; Cha2. XII
Strode, South ~ Thunderbird, pp. 287-291; 365-379
Sweet, pp. 379-383 .
Williams, Chap. 33 .

h. Changed policy of the United States since 1925,
leading to the Good Neighbor policy.

(1). Meaning of term'

(2). Evidences of its operation

(3). Buenos Aires Conference of 1936

(4). Lima Conference

(5). Panama Conference and hemispheric
solidarity, October, 1939

(6). The "eight pillars of an enduring
peace. 1t

Two posters available from Pan American Union:

The Declaration of Lima
The Declaration of American Principles

Aikman, see Index under "Good Neighbor"; pp. 8-11
-Chapman, pp. 157-159; 165, 194, 202-203; 254 and

footnote; 258, 272
Inman, pp. 320-325; Chap. XVIII
Inter-American Highlights, Pan American Union, pp.

49, 51, 52, 53, 54
Pan American Union Bulletins:

"k Continent Makes a Pledge," Vol. 71, #8, pp.
623-637

"First American Conference of National Committees
on Intellectual Cooperation," Vol. 73, #5, pp.
251-255
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"First Pan American Low Cost Housing Congress,"
Vol. 73, #9, pp. 531-532

"Lima," Vol. 72, #12, pp. 67G-685
"Lima Conference,fT Vol. 73, #3, pp. 121-126
"Meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the

American Republics (Panama, October, 1939),"
Vol. 73, #11, pp. 609-620

"P~n American Cooperation in Agriculture," Vol. 73,
#3, pp. 137-150

"Pan American Day," Vol. 73, #8, pp. 480-485
"Peace Machinery of the American Continent," Vol.

73, #3, pp. 151-159
"Practical Pan Americanism,fT Vol. 73, #3, pp. 137-

15°
"President Roosevelt in South America," Vol. 71,

#1, pp. 1-37
"Status of Treaties Signed at the International

Conferences of American States,ll Vol. 72, #12,
pp. 714-717

i. The second Conference of American Foreign
Ministers

(1). Multilateral support of the Monroe
Doctrine

(2). Economic program

(3). Common front against Fifth Column
Activities

Report: American Observer, August 5, 1940,
pp. 1 and 3

Culminating activities for Unit Six. For unification

of the material covered, the following activities are sug-

gested:

1. Write an article which could be used in the

school paper in which you review the material presented in

this unit. Check with the objectives, word list, and your

class notes to be sure you have presented the main facts.

2. Prepare a talk to be given in your home
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room in which you cover this material and relate it to the

present problem of hemispheric solidarity.

3. Interview three people on the topic of this

unit, using eight questions you have worked out with your

teacher's assistance. Present to the class the result of

your "poll of public opinion."

General References

Cleven, pp. 612-634
James and Martin, pp. 449-472
Rippy, pp. 338-515
Williams, Chap. 33 .
Casey, ttThe Creation and Development of the Pan

American Union," Hispanic American Historical
Review, November, 1933

Clark, J. R., Memorandum on the Monroe Doctrine,
G. P. Office, Washington, 1930, 40¢

Inter-American Highlights 1890-1940, Pan American
Union, 55 pp.

International Law and International Peace in the
Americas, 18~194Q, Pan American Union,~l pp.

Latane, The United states and Latin America,
Doubleday, 1920 .

The ~ American Conferences, 1890-1940, Pan Ameri
can Union, 7 pp.

'Pan American Union, 1890-1940, Pan American Union,
18 pp.

A Primer of Pan Americanism, by Sister Mary st.
- Patrick McConville, Ph. D., Pan American Union,

1937
To Serve the Americas, Pan American Union Pamphlet,
-11 pp. -
Pan American Union Bulletin:

"Bolivia and Paraguay Make Peace," VoL 72, #8,
pp. 450-455 f'

"Building Commercial Peace," Vol. 72, it7, pp. 387
393

"All Aboard:" Vol. 73, #7, pp. 387 -412
"First Inter-American Radio Conference," Vol. 72,

#6, pp. 350-355
"Material Available for Pan American Day," Vol. 72,
' #9, pp. 135-136
"Pan American Chronology," Vol. 72, #2, pp. 113

122
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"Pan American Coffee Bureau Banquet," Vol. 72, t¥6, '

pp. 345-349
"Recent Publications of the Pan American Union,"

Vol. 72, #12, pp. 735-736
"T~nth Pan American Sanitary Conference," Vol. 72,

7112, pp. 688-694
"United States Social Service Mission to Venezuela,"

Vol. 73, #9, pp. 521-525
"Visit of General Rafael L. Trujillo to Washington,"

Vol. 73, #9, pp. 506-509

Test QQ Unit Six. The test on Unit Six is of two

parts, completion and true-false.

Completion Test

DIRECTIONS: Check correct response. More than one sug
gested answer may be right. Draw a circle around letters.

1. The Triple Alliance was formed in Europe in order
to

a. check democracy in Europe
b. fight Russia
c. restore the Spanish monarchy

2. The Monroe Doctrine states that

a. the United States is no longer to be con
sidered a field for colonization

b. the United States will not interfere with
colonies already established

c. the Western Hemisphere is no longer to be
considered a field for colonization

d. the United States will not tolerate European
interference with countries whose indepen
dence has been recognized

3. The Monroe Doctrine is a statement contained in

a. a law passed by Congress
b. international law created by the Hague
c. a presidential message to Congress

4. The Latin American countries in their attitude
toward the Monroe Doctrine
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a. at first were pleased
b. resented its enforcement by the United

States alone ,
c. came to fear Yankee imperialism
d. joined Theodore Roosevelt in enforcing

the Doctrine

5. The Monroe Doctrine was enlarged by the inter
pretations placed upon it by

a. George Washington
b. Olney
c. Thomas Jefferson
d. Theodore Roosevelt
e. Grover Cleveland

6. The Pan American Union has its headquarters in

a. Panama Ci ty
b. Washington, D. C.
c. Havana

7· The insistence that pUblic debt of a Latin Ameri
can state could not justify intervention nor occupation was
stated in

a. the Olney Doctrine
b. the Drago Doctrine
c. The Declaration of Lima

8. The Pan American Conference of 1933 was held in

a. Lima
b. Buenos Aires
c. Montevideo

9. Intervention in the Dominican Republic was au
thorized by

a. Theodore Roosevelt
b. Grover Cleveland
c. William McKinley

10. The Argentinian winner of the Nobel prize for
peace in 1936 was

a. Saavedra Lamas
b. Justo
c. Ortiz
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11. At the recent Havana Conference, Argentina was'
promised the possible annexation of

DIRECTIONS: Draw a circle around the word "Yes,Tf if you
agree; "No," if you disagree with the statement.

The movement to free the Philippines has
antagonized Latin America.

We have gone to war several times to enforce
the Monroe Doctrine.

The Ostend Manifesto justified a wish to secure
control of Puerto Rico.

Spain immediately recognized the independence
of her revolted colonies.

Secretary Olney expressed the theory that the
United States was the sovereign influence
on this continent.

2. The meeting at Havana during 1940 was the
second conference of foreign ministers
of the American states.

1. Our marines have been withdrawn from Latin
American countries.

Henry Clay encouraged the movement for inde
pendence in Latin America because of his
political rivalry with John Quincy Adams.

8. The first proposal to make the Monroe Doctrine
a multilateral arrangement came from a Bra
zilian.

9·

a. The Galopagos Islands
b. The Falkland Islands
c. the Corn Islands

12. The Monroe Doctrine became more nearly a multi-
lateral arrangement by the

a. Conference of 1826
b. Conference of Lima
c. Conference of Washington in 1889

True-False Test

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No 3.

Yes No 4·

Yes No 5.

Yes No 6.

Yes No 7·

Yes No

Yes No

l

"

~ i
,1

1
£1
:1

\j



Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

10.

11.

12.

13.

14·

15·

16.

17·

18.

19·

20.
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The Roosevelt Corollary may be expressed
in the words: "Intervention to prevent
intervention."

The Latin Americans have been influenced
more by France than by the United states
as far.as culture is concerned.

American moving pictures have given a true
picture of American life and culture.

Spain has encouraged the Pan American
movement.

France has furthered the Hispan-American
movement.

Realization that the problems of the Western
Hemisphere demand cooperation in their
solution is the chief feature of Pan Ameri
canism.

The First International Conference of Ameri
can States met in 1889.

James G. Blaine was interested in improvement
of commercial intercourse among American
states.

There have been eight international confer~

ences of American states.

The Havana Conference of 1940 was concerned
with the colonial possessions of European
powers.

Cultural relations were stressed at the
Buenos Aires Conference.



CHAPTER IV

MATERIALS

I. LIST OF MATERIALS

The celebration of Pan American Day on April 14

provides real opportunity for centralizing class work

and also for popularizing the Latin Americas. The Pan

American Union furnishes almost unlimited resources for

this event. The Bulletin usually carries a notice of the

readiness to supply classes with pamphlets and lists of

its sources. A letter to the Division of Intellectual

Cooperation will bring a cordial response. Description

of the ways in which many schools have prepared for Pan

American Day will offer suggestions to new classes. Year

by year the number of pamphlets is increasing. Some help

ful material is mentioned here, but the list is not at all

exhaustive:

Pan American Day, Three Significant Inter-
American Conferences

Sources for Latin American Music
Flags and Coats-of-Arms of the American Nations
Program Suggestions
Plays, such as Tit for Tat, Christ of the Andes
Pan America, a pageant
The Meaning of Pan American Day
The United States and Latin America
Relations of the United States with Latin Ameri-
.:.:.:::.=.=:~== - -- -ca
Ask Me Another (Quizzes on history, geography,

sports, artS;-literature,.et cetera, with answers "in the



to tell about it.

These are useful on occasions other than Pan Ameri-
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America

to the World---.;..:...;:;..;;;.,=
the book l1 )

Economic Gifts of America
Latin America a~a Glance
Life and Customs in Latin

back of

The Division of Intellectual Cooperation and the Pan

II. PAN AMERICAN LEAGUE

can Day. The preparation of posters, playlets, pageants,

costumes, et cetera, to show others what they have learned

always arouses the interest of students. Simulated radio

has learned something he didn't know before and is anxious

programs give opportunity for exercise of a variety of

student abilities. Even the poor student feels that he

American Union both have lists of materials useful for school.

While it is not all free, the prices are reasonable. Many

pUblications have been referred to in the course of study.

The Bulletin of the Pan American Union, issued monthly, is

a beautiful magazine at :~1.50 a year for the English edition.

- An organization of high school students was origi

nated in Miami,Florida, called the Pan American League.

Local chapters may be formed and a charter secured by pay

ment of $2.00. Mrs. Cordell Huli and Mrs. Sumner Welles

are honorary vice-presidents-.. The regional director for

the Central Area is Mrs. J. D. Young, Windermere West Hotel,



Chicago, Illinois. Students find the pin of the Pan Ameri-'

can League very attractive, dark blue enamel base, with the

two continents in gold. They are unusually inexpensive,

at fifteen cents and twenty-five cents, gold plated and gold
1

filled. Regional meetings are held annually in March or

April. The international meeting always occurs during the

Christmas holidays in Miami.

III. 1ffiPS

It has been the writer's experience that suitable

wall maps are difficult to secure. Missionary study maps

have been the most helpful. However, Rand, McNally and

Company now have three especially good ones, but none showing

the region from Mexico south, including the Caribbean. The

best of the Rand, McNally maps, available in folded form

or wall case style, are the following:

A Century of Exploration, 1480-1850, ~6=50,
folded form. An excellent and beautiful map. Indlspen
sable. Useful in American hi~tory and world history
classes, also.

South Jlinerica, showing political divisions,
relief, and railroads. Priced at $7.25, folded form,
and $8.75, spring roller. I

Caribbean Lands, folded form, $9.25. Very
large and clear. (Prices subject to change.)

Shepherd's Historical Atlas is an essential for
any history department. It is listed in the concluding bib
liography.

1
From B. J. Kesl Company, 10 South Wabash, Chicago,

Illinois.



Some teachers might be interested in the Wilgus'
Directed History Problems and Map Problems published by A.
'J. Nystrom and Company, Chicago. Those for Hispanic Ameri
can history are numbered DWH 1 through DWH 25. They are
in looseleaf form, punched for standard notebooks, and have
a map on one side, with directions and problems on the other.

The Division of Intellectual Cooperation furnishes

a list of sources for pictorial maps and for flags of the

nations. A useful set of flags can be bought for as little

as three dollars. The wood-shop of any school can make a

more serviceable base than one from a commercial source.

IV. BOOKS AJ1D PERIODICALS

The Handbook of Latin American Studies is an annual

catalogue of the best of the yearly publications on Latin

America. It is edited by the director of the Hispanic Foun

dation, Dr. Lewis Harute, of Harvard University. While this

is not an all-inclusive list, it includes the best or the

only writings on the separate topics. The Handbook itself

is very useful. Each section is edited by a specialist in

the field, introduced by an essay on the topic. Most of the

entriBs are annotated critically. This yearbook has been

published from 1935 on.

The Pan American Bookshelf helps keep the teacher

informed of useful publications, and is available through

the Pan American Union.

At one dollar a year, the Pan American Union's
.,
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monthly review of trade, Commercial ~ America, gives up-'

'to-date news. There is also pUblished the Foreign Trade

Series giving a general survey but not of such recent ma

terial as the former.

Those who find their public libraries limited in

books on Latin America may take advantage of the Inter

Library Service. This is an inter-library loan arrange

ment, a network of libraries of which the Pan American

Union is now a member. If the local library is not a

part of this organization, almost invariably the state

library can furnish the service. The Indiana State Teachers

College Library charges a fifty cent fee for membership,

but usually the only cost is for postage on books.

The Inter-American Bibliographical and Library As-



The New West Coast Leader was recommended at
the Columbus Memorial Library, among the Latin American

-periodicals in English. It is pUblished in Lima, weekly,
consists of twenty-four pages, much advertising, some so
cial notes, commercial news, moving picture reviews, and
two or three general articles. It is obtainable through
Bretano's, New York, or the Joshua Powers Agency.

America Actual, 611 Broadway, New York City,
$1.00 per year. Monthly magazine.

The Hemisphere, pUblished by the Hemisphere
Corporation, 154 Nassau Street, New York. This is a six
page mimeographed leaflet, edited by two young men recent
ly out of college. It contains a weekly confidential re
port of news and trends in Latin America and Canada. Very
good. $5.00 a year.

Hispania, Journal of the American Association
of Teachers of Spanish, Stanford University. It is sent
free to members of the organization, dues $2.00 per year~

Hispanic American Historical Review, ~uarterly,
Duke University, Durham, N. C., $4.00. Scholarly and very
satisfactory for the teacher.

Hispanic Review, ~uarterly devoted to research
in Hispanic languages and literature. University of Penn
sylvania Press, $4.00 a year.

Inter-American Information Service, News Bul
letin, twelve issues, $1.00. Hotel McAlpin, New York.
(April 20, 1940 issue on Guatemala) .

Inter-American ~uarterly, $1.50 a year, 1200
National Press BUilding, Viashington, D. C. January 1940
issue 128 pp. Very good. John B. McCulloch, editor.

The Pan-American, Magazine of the Americas. A
new undertaking, no advertising. $3.00 a year. First is
sue April-June, 1940. 40 pages. Famous Features Syndicate,
103 Park Avenue, New York.

Pan American News, biweekly, 03.00. Foreign
Policy Association, 1200 National Press Building, Washing
ton, D. C. John J. B. McCulloch, editor. Worth having.

As for the library selections to be made, the books

most highly recommended by the Hispanic Foundation are these,_

which are more fUlly identified in the concluding bibliog-

raphy:

Aikman, All American Front
Bowman, SOUth America

. I
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V. BIBLIOGRAPHY ON LATIN AMERICA
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Carr, South American Primer
Enock, Republics of Central and South America
Jones, Chester, Guatemala
Jones, Clarence, South America
Jones, Tom, Introduction to Hispanic American

Gruening, Mexico and Its Heritage
Moore, Historl of Latin America
Normano, Struggle for South America
Rippy, J. Fred, Historic Evolution of Hispanic
picture of economic, social, and political de

New York, 1932.
Tannenbaum, Whither Latin America
Whitaker, Americas to the South
Whitbeck, Economic Geographl of South America
Williams,People and Politics of South America

For schools offering a course in Latin America, the

History

America, a
velopment.

book by Williams is considered invaluable. Almost equally

necessary are those by Tom Jones, Gruening, Clarence Jones,

The bibliography of references on Latin America, which

and the three popular volumes by Aikman, Carr, and Whitaker,

respectively.

follows, contains a starred list. The ones most essential

*Adamic, Louis, House in Antigua. New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1937. 300 pp.
Biography and description. Includes some archaeology.

**Aikman, Duncan, The All American Front. New York: Double
day, Doran and Company, Inc., 1940. 340 pp. Index,
table of contents.
Recommended by Hispanic Foundation librarian as one

have ~ double star, the desirable ones a single star. The

annotations indicate books especially helpful to the teacher.

They can also serve as library references, of course.
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Bolton, H. E., The Spanish Borderlands. New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1919.

Harper andNew York:

Born, Esther, The New Architecture in Mexico. New York:
William Morrow and Company, 1937. 159 pp.
Illustrated. A valuable book on modern art in Mexico.
City planning discussed. Supplementary chapter on
painting and sculpture.

Bolitho, William, Twelve Against the Gods. New York:
Modern Age Books (Red Seal Edition), 1937.
25¢ (Copyright 1929). Third essay on Columbus.

of the best among the contemporary popular works.

-Angell, Hildegarde, Simon Bolivar. New York: W. W. Norton
and Company, Inc., 1930. 296 pp.
Indexed. Biography.

*Beals, Carleton, America South. New York: J. B. Lippincott,
1937· 559 pp.
Lively review of this hemisphere, its history, influ
ences, and international relations.

Blackwell, Alice Stone, Some Spanish American Poets (18th
century). Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1937. 559 pp.
$1.5°

_____=-_, The Coming Struggle for Latin America. New York:
J. B. Lippincott Company, 1938. 401 pp.
Not always reliable, but interesting, says the Hand
book of Latin American Studies.

Bourne, E. G., 9PE;in in America.
Brothers, 1 0. 3)0 pp.

Bowman, Heath, and Stirling Freeman, Westward from Rio.
Chicago: Willett, Clark, and Company, 1930:--351 pp.
Illustrated with excellent and numerous woodcuts. Very
popular with high school readers.

Bowman, Isaiah, South America, a Geographical Reader. Chicago:
Rand McNally, 1915. 75¢

, Possibilities of Settlement in Latin America. (Lim
-----:-i":""t-s of Land Settlements) -New York: Council on Foreign

Relations, 1938. pp. 293-337
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Brown, F. M., America's Yesterday. Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott, 1936. 319 pp.
Covers several fields in American archaeology.

Browning, Webster E., New Days in Latin America. New York:
ltissionary Education Movement of the United states and
Canada, 1925. 226pp.

*Bryce, James, South America, Observations and Impressions.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1912.~11 pp.
Good maps. Classic for library.

Cambridge Modern History, Vol. 1', pp. 693-699; Vol. X, pp.
812-826; Vol. XII, pp. 949-953.

**Carpenter, Frank G., South America. (Geographical Reader)
Chicago: American Book Company, 1927. 404 pp.
Excellent for its variety of information and attractive
to the poorer readers.

**Carr, Katherine, South American Primer. New York: Reynal
and Hitchcock, 1939. 208 pp.
Both Contents and Index. Written, says the author, to
provide the book she couldn't find when she looked for
one herself. Bibliography. Appendix of useful in
formation. One chapter on Spanish Empire, one on the
Chaco War. Should be in the library, probably in du
plicate.

Garcia Calderon, Francisco, Latin America, Its Rise and
Progress. New York: Charles Scribners Sons, 19~
400 pp.
Illustrated. Excellent for teacher reference.

Chamberlain, James F., and A. H. Chanberlain, South Ameri
ca, a Supplementary Geography. New York: Macmillan
Company, 1920. 189 pp.
For young readers.

Chamberlain, John, The American Stakes.

*Chapman, Charles E., Republican Hispanic America. New
York: Macmillan Company, 1937. 463 pp.
Two parts: Chap. I to X, History. Appendix, pages
177-392, National Histories. The book contains an es
say on authorities, pp .'''"393-445; a critical review of
bibliographies, documents, periodicals, and books (clas
sified) •



______~, The New Western Front. New York: Harcourt, Brace,
and Company, 1929. 196 pp.

Cheyney, E. P., European Background of American History.
New York: Harper and Brothe~s, 1904. 341 pp.
Volume in the American Nation S.eries.

Cleven? N. Andrew, Readings in Hispanic American Historl.
Ch~cago: Ginn and Company, 1927. 791 pp.
A teacher's copy for reference is quite desirable.
Good to have in classroom library. Sixty pages on
Ancient Peoples.

Doubleday, Doran
pp.
interests and an

Conrad, Joseph, Nostromo. New York:
and Company, 1904 and 1921. 566
A story involving English mining
Italian adventurer.

Codman, John, Ten Months· in Brazil. Boston: Lee and
Shepard, lEB7. 208 pp.
Mostly concerned with Confederate settlers.

Coester, A., The Literary History of Spanish America.
New York: Macmillan Company, 1928. $3.00
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*Chase, Stuart, Mexico, A studl of Two Americas. New York'
Macmillan Company, 1932. 33S-p~

An economist reviews Mexico's history and present day
life. Now in dollar edition.

Danga~x, W. J., How Latin America Affects Our Daill Lives.
New York: Institute for Public Service.
Referred to in complimentary terms by authorities.

Daniels, Margarette, Makers of South America. New York:
Missionary Education Movement of the United States
and Canada, 1916. 247 pp. 60¢

Davis, Richard Harding, Three Gringos in Venezuela and
Central America. New York: Harper and Brothers,
1896. 282 pp.

**Duggan Stephen P., Latin America. (World Affairs Book
H15)' New York: World Peace Foundation, 1936. 65 pp.

**Duggan, stephen P., The ~ Americas. New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1934. 277 pp.
Excellent. Indispensable as library reference.
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Eells, Mrs. E. D., South America's Storl. New York:

McBride, 1931. $4.00
Recommended for high school and older readers.

Enock, G. Reginald, Republics of Central and South Ameri
~. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1922.
Their resources, industries, society, and future.
Probably' out of date under present circumstances.

*Fairbanks, Harold W., South America. (A Problem Geography,
Volume II) San Francisco: Har~ Wagner PUblishing
Company, 1927. 274 pp.
Recommended for pictures and reading material for slow
pupils.

Ferris, Anita Brockway, Land of the Golden Man. New York:
Missionary Movement of the-United States-and Canada,
126 pp.

*Ficke, Arthur D., ~~s. Morton of Mexico. New York: Reynal
and Hitchcock, 1940. 310 pP7

*Fiske, John, Discoverl of America, 3 Vols. New York:
Houghton, Mifflin and CompanYA 1902. Vol. I, 384pp.;
Vol. II, 426 pp.; Vol. III, 402 pp.
A classic.

**Fleming" Peter, Brazilian Adventure. New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1934. 412 pp. ,
Popular with high school people. Travel.

*Forbe's, Rosita, Eight Republics in Search of a Future.
New York: Frederick A. Stokes, 1933. 340-pp.
Indexed.

*Franck, Harry A., Vagabonding Down the Andes. New York:
D. Appleton-Century Company, Inc., 1934.
NGt profound, but interesting. Others by same author
are similarly attractive to high school and older
readers.

Frank, Waldo, America Hispana. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1931. ·388 pp.
Has sections on the Andes, Pampa, Pacific, Forest Regions,
and the Central Sea.

Gann, Thomas, Glories of the Mayas. London: Duckworth, 1936.
279 pp.
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1 Gibbons, H. A., The New ~ap of South America. New York:
'J Century Company, 192 .

Gipson, Henry Clay, Look at Latin America. New York:
Cameron and BUlkley, 1936. 112 pp.
Picture book with fUll page cuts.

***Goetz, Delia, Neighbors to the South. New York: Har
court, Brace, and Company, 1941. 302 pp.

Goldberg, ~., Studies in Spanish Am~rican Literature. New
York: Brentano's, 1920. ~2.50

**Gruening, Dr. Ernest H., Mexico and Its Beri tage. New
York: D. Appleton Century Company, Inc., 1928.
Especially recommended by librarian at Ilispanic Founda
tion as a competent, thorough, fair piece of work.

Hague, E., Latin American Music, Past and Present. Santa
Ana, California: Fine Arts Press, 1934. 98 pp. ~3.50

**Halliburton, Richard, Book of Marvels, the Occident.
Indianapolis, Indiana:--The Bobbs-Merrill Company,
1937·

**Halliburton, Richard, New Worlds to Conguer. Indianapolis:
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1929.

Harding, Samuel B., New Medieval and Modern Histor~. Cin
cinnati: The American Book Company, 1925. 80 + 32 pp.

Hanson, S. G., Utopia in Uruguay. New York: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 193~ 262 pp.
Covers the economic history of Uruguay for practical
purposes.

*Haring, Clarence H., South America Looks at the United
States. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1928. 243 pp.
No index. Especially good because of Part II, "Sources
of Distrust," and Part III, "Respective Republics."

Harkness Collection, Library of Congress, Documents from
Early Peru: The Pizarros and the Almagros, 1531-1578.
Translated from Spanish. Washington, D. C.: Govern
ment Printing Office, 1932.

Harkness Collection, Library of Congress, Calendar of
Spanish Manuscripts Concerning Peru, 1531-1651.
Translated from Spanish. Both of interest to the
teacher.
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Herring,.Hubert, Good Neighbors. New Haven: Yale Uni

verslty Press, 1941.

Hewitt, Edgar L~, Ancient Life in Mexico and Central Ameri
~. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 19~
Written in popular style. $4.00

**Hoover, H. S., The Resources of Mexico. (pamphlet) Pri
vately published at 180 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois. 48 pp. 50 ¢
Good maps, illustrations, and statistics.

Hrdlicka, Ales, Early Man in South America. Washington,
D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1912. 405 pp.
(Ethnology Bulletin)

HUdson, Vi. H., Far Away and Long, Ago.
Biography. Argentina. A fascinating account of boy
hood, colored by a devotion to the study of nature.
Hudson was born in Buenos Aires in 1841.

____~~, Green Mansions. New York: Pocket Books, Inc.,
edition of 1939. 269 pp. 25¢
Van Wyck Brooks considers this one of the ten best
books of the twentieth century. Fiction. Beautiful
story in Venezuelan jungle setting.

HUlbert, Winifred, Latin American Backgrounds. New York:
Friendship Press, 1935. 209 pp.
Contains reading list, tables, and missionary agencies.
F~om missionary viewpoint.

Hume, M. A. S., Modern Spain. New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1900. 574 pp.
Covers the period 1788-1890.

____~_, The Spanish People. New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1901.
Excellent for European background.

Huxley, Aldous, Beyond the Mexigue Bay. New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1935. 295 pp.
Indexed but with no table of contents.

**Inman, Samuel Guy, Latin America, Its Place in World Life.
Chicago: Willett, Clark, and Company, 1937. 462 pp.
Written by a man thoroughly familiar with Latin America.
Essential for the library.
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*Jackson, Joseph H., Mexican Interlude. New York: The

Macmillan Company, 1936. 232 pp.
Travel and description.

* , Notes on a Drum. New York: The Macmillan Com-
pany, 1937. ~7b pp.
Travel in Guatemala.

**James, Herman C., and Percy A. Martin, The Republics of
Latin America. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1923:
533 pp.
College text. Reliable and complete. Essential for
library.

Jane, Cecil, Liberty and Despotism in Spanish America.
Oxford at Clarendon Press, 1929. 177 pp.
History and analysis. Excellent for the teacher.

Jones, Chester L., Guatemala, Past and Present. Minneap
olis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 1940.
420 pp.
A beautiful book, illustrated, dealing with political
development, economic and social life. Interesting
section, "If I Were Dictator." Hecommended for teachers
as giving material typical of all Central America.
(Hispanic Foundation Recommendation)

Jones, Clarence F., "Economic Transformation of South Ameri
ca," in Proceedings of Pan American Institute of Geo
graphical History, pp. 37E-389. 1938.
An analysis of economic trends of the last forty years.

, South America. New York: Henry Holt and Company,
~1~93~0~. 798 pp.

Geography, economics and industries; very good.

**Jones, Tom B., An Introduction to Hispanic American His
tory. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1939. 577 pp.
A college text. Highly recommended at Hispanic Foun
dation. Would be a desirable addition to any library.

Lee, Thomas F., Latin American Problems. New York: Brewer,
Warren, and Putnam, 1932. 339 pp. No Index.
The author, an engineer and banker, subtitles his book
Their Relation to Our Investors' Billions. Contains
surveys of indiVIdual countries. Two chapters deal with
invisible and visible imports and exports. Describes
ancient civilizations and forecasts the future.



Lockey, Joseph B., Pan Americanism, Its Beginnings. New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1920. 503 Pp.
Bibliography.

Lopez y Fuentes, Gregorio, They~ Reap. (Translated
. by Anita Brenner) Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Company,1937. 256 pp.
A worthwhile novel of Mexico.

*Magruder, Frank A., National Governments and International
Relations. Chicago: Allyn and Bacon, 1935. 632 pp.
Excellent for library. Five chapters on Latin America
written in his usual clear arid factual style.

*McGovern, William M., Jungle Paths and Inca Ruins. New
York: Century Company, 1927. 5~pp.
Travel and description.

Madden, John Thomas, and .Marcus Madler, and H. C. Sauvain,
America's Experience as a Creditor Nation. New York:
Prentice Hall Publishing-Company, 1938. 333 pp.
"Thorough, but perhaps optimistic," says the Handbook.

*May, Stella Burke, Men, Maidens, and MantillaE!.. New York:
Century, 1924. 352 pp.
Travel and description with special reference to the
women of Latin America.

*Means, Philip A., Ancient Civilizations of the Andes.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1931. 586 pp.
:~7. 50
Well illustrated. A beautiful book. Worth having
even if expensive.

Miller, Max, Mexico Around Me. New York: Reynal, 1937.
305 pp.
An excellent description.

*Moore, David Richard, A History of Latin America. New
York: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1938.

**Morris, Charles, Historical Tales, the Romance of Reality.
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1904.
Should be in all libraries.

*Moses, Bernard, The Establishment of Spanish Rule in
America. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, IB9IT.--328 pp.
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Myer, Walter, and Clay Coss, Making Democracy Work.

Washington, D. C.: Civic Education Servic~938.
86 pp. l51i
HelpfUl hints on club work and discussion methods.

Nash, Roy, The Conguest of Brazil. New York: Harcourt,
Brace, and Company, 1926. 438 pp.
The conquest referred to is the westward extension
of the frontier. An excellent book, very desirable
for teachers and useful for reference. Less diffi
cult than Normano's Brazil which goes well with this.

Nearing, Scott, and Joseph Freeman, Dollar Diplomacy: A
Study in American Imperialism. New York: B. W. Huebsch
and the Viking Press, 1925. 353 pp.

Niles, Blair, Black Haiti: A Biography of Africa's Eldeat
Daughter. New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1926. 352 pp.

**__~~_, Peruvian Pageant. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill,
1937. 311 pp.
Travel and research notes. Interesting for high school
and older readers.

Normano, John F., Brazil, A Study of Economic Types. Chapel
Hill, N. C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1935.
254 pp.
Analysis of the various types who have helped economic
development. Considers the chief fact of Brazilian
history the existence of the frontier. Calls for a
more thorough consideration of her economic problems.
Excellent for teacher.

, The Struggle for South America: Economy and
----~I~d-eology. New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1931.

294 pp. .
Carries a very friendly and timely analysis of the
"-imperialism" of the Uni ted States. Chapter IV is
entitled "An Experiment" and deals with Cuban affairs.
Teacher's book.

Pahlow, Edwin W., Man's Great Adventure. Chicago: Ginn
and Company, 1932. 854 pp.

Parkes, Henry B., A History of Mexico. Boston: Houghton,
Mifflin Company, 1938. 432- pp.
Well illustrated.
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Peck, Annie S., Industrial and Commercial South America.
New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, 1922. 509 pp.
Packed full of information. Valuable, but now out
of date. Contains helpful hints on pronunciations.

**Prescott, W. H., ~ Conguest of Mexico and the Conquest
of Peru. New York: The Modern Library.
PubIISIi'ed as a "giant" book at $1.25. Classic. In
dispensable.

**Reid, William A., Seeing South Am~rica. Washington, D.
C.: Pan American Union, 1935. 223 pp.
Supply at present, August, 1940, is marked exhausted,
as is likewise the excellent companion book, Ports
~ Harbors of South J\merica (1934). It is to be
hoped that reprints will be issued. The former is
an especially effective handbook of information.
257 each. Both should be in'any library, in duplicate
copies if possible•.Paper bound.

Richman, I. B., The Spanish Conquerors. New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1919. (Vol. II, Chronicles of Ameri
ca Series)

Rippy, J. Fred, American and the Strife of Europe. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1936. 264 pp. $2.00

, Latin America in )Vorld Politics._ New York: F.
---=S-.-=Crofts a nd Company, 1931. 301 pp.

A college text with an infinite amount of material.
A necessity for the teacher and desirable for the
library.

*Robertson, William S.t History of the Latin American
Nations. New York· D. Appleton-Century Company,
Inc., 1922. 617 pp.
College text. Good for library reference work.

Royal Institute of International Affairs, The Republics
of South America, a Report ~ Members. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1937. 374 pp.
Probably the best of its kind, but suited for advanced
readers only.

Sanchez, G. I., Mexico, ~ Revolution ~ Education. New
York: Viking Press, 1936.

Scroggs, William Oscar, Filibuste~s and F~nanciers: the
story of William Walker and hJ.s AssocJ.ates. New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1916. 408 pp.
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Good reading for those who want more information on
people behind the scenes.

Shepherd, William R., The Hispanic Nations of the New
World (Vol. 50 of the Chronicles of America Series.)
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1919.
Very interesting for teacher and library.

**Shepherd, William R., Latin America. New York: Henry
Holt and Company, 1914. 256 pp.
One of the Home University SerLes. Several copies
essential for the library.

**__~ , Historical Atlas. New York:
Company, 1929. 216 pp.
Indispensable for any library.

**South American Handbook, 1940 'edi tion, Davies, Howell,
editor. New York: H. W. Wilson Company, (agents),
950/972 University Avenue. 691 pp.
Should be valuable at all times. Contains material
on possibilities for employment in South America,
and a wealth of information of all kinds.

Southworth, Gertrude Van Duyn, Our South American Neighbors.
Syracuse, New York: Iroquois PUblishing Company, 1924.
206 pp.
Good reading for young people.

Speer, Robert E., South American Problems. New York:
Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions, 1912.
270 PP. 75¢

Statesman's Yearbook, M. Epstein, editor. London: Mac
millan and Company, Ltd., st. Martin's street, 1940.
1488 pp.

*Stephens, H. Morse, The Story of Portugal. New York:
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1895. 448 pp.
Desirable for library reference on colonial period.

**strode, Hudson, South £l Thunderbird. New York: Random
House, 1938. 388 pp.
Interesting and popular account of an airplane trip.
Good reading for high school and. older people.

**Sweet, William Warren, A History of Latin America. New
York: The Abington Press, 1929. 404 pp. Glossary.
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This college text is very popular with high school
students because of its high informational content
and its interesting writing. Several copies essen
tial for the library. $3.00

Tannenbaum, Frank, Whither Latin America? New York: Thomas
Y. Crowell Company" 1934. 185 pp.
Every teacher should be familiar with this book. Rec
ommended at Hispanic Foundation.

Thompson, Edgar T., editor, Race Relations and the Race
Problem. Durham, N. C.:--nlikeUniversity presS~39.
In the index under Brazil are found ten page references
which give information on the lack of race conscious
ness in Brazil.

**Thompson, R. W., Land of Tomorrow. New York: D. Appleton
Century Company, Inc:7 1937.' 459 pp.
Good for all readers. Recommended because it makes clear
the fact that insect life is a problem in these regions.
Narrative of a trip through Argentina and Bolivia, with
discussion of economic, social, and political conditions.
Worth owning.

Thompson, Wallace, Greater America, Interpretation of
Latin America in Relation to Anglo-Saxon America. New
York: E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1932. 275 pp.

Ugarte, Manuel, Destiny of a Continent. New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1925.
Translated from the Spanish. Latin viewpoint. Es
sential for the teacher.

Verill, A. Hyatt, Foods That Latin America Gave the World.
Boston: L. C. Page and Company. 289 pp.

* , Old Civilizations of the New World. Indianapolis:
--~B~O~b~bs-Merrill, 1929. 393 pp. $5.00

Music.

Warshaw, J., ~ New Latin America. New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell Company, 1922. 415 pp.
Useful information in Appendix. Chapters on the posi
tion of women; on opportunities in Latin America; and
one entitled "As Latin Ameri.Qans See Us."

**Webster, Hutton, and Roland D. Hussey, History of Latin
America, Revised. Chicago: D. C. Heath and Company,
1936. 278 pp.
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The only high school textbook on the subject published'
in this country.

*Whitaker, John T., Americas to the South. New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1939. ~oo PP.
An excellent book, recommended at the Hispanic Foun
dation, but with no table of contents, index, or chap
ter headings. Very hard to use for that reason. The
chapters deal respectively with the following topics:

I. International relations
II. Peru

III. Bolivia
IV. Chile

V. Argentina
VI. Brazil

VII. Mexico
VIII. World responsibility of the people of the

United States.

Whitbeck, R. H., Economtc Geography of South America. New
York: McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., 1931. 430 pp.
Statistical tables.

*Whitney, Caspar, The Flowing Road. Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott, 1913. 319 pp.

Vvho's 1iJho in Latin America. Stanford Universi ty, Califor
nia:- From 1935 on.

Wilcox, M., and G. E. Rines, Encyclopedia of Latin America.
1917·

Wilgus, A. Curtis, Modern Hispanic America. Washington,
D. C.: George Washington University Press, 1933.
630 pp.
Good for teacher's use.

, "List of Government Publications Concerning His
--p-an-ic America," Hispanic American Historical Review,

Vol. 16, pp. 419-424.

, South American Dictators. Washington, D. C.:
----=G-e-orge Washington University Press, 1937.

An account of the caudillos of the first century of
independence.

**Williams, Mary Wilhelmina, The People and Politics of
South America. Chicago: Ginn and Company, 1938.
414 pp. .
Recommended at the Hispanic Foundation by the reference
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librarian as the best all around college text. Abso
lutely an essential for the teacher as it is almost
encyclopedic and also interestingly written.

Wirth, Fremont P., Development of America. Cincinnati:
American Book Company, 1937. 772 pp.

Ybarra, T. H., Bolivar, the Passionate Warrior. New York:
Ives Washburn, PUblisher, 1929. 365 pp.
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APPENDIX A

Following is a summary of activities to increase

Interviews
Letters
Maps
Models
Movies and slides
Museum constructions
News letters
Notebooks
Original writing
Pageants
Problems
Puppets
Radio
Reading
Reports
Scrap books
Student government
Work books

Cartoon drawing
Chart making
Collecting
Committee reports
Committee research
Community enterprise
Congresses
Current event interests
Debates
Diaries
Discussion
Dramatization
Drawing
Exhibits
Field trips
Folk literature and music
Forums
Graphs

Pupil activities as listed in Social Learning, by

Donnal V. Smith, pages 90-91:

ability to learn as given in Chapters X-XIII, in Crawford's
1

The Technique of Study, pages 201-278.

Chapter X. Using the Library

Get acquainted with the different departments of

the library, the call numbers used, and the regulations.

Get accurate and definite references. Use prepared book

lists and bibliographies in textbooks. Take notes on ma

terials studied, to help organize your ideas.

Charles C. Crawford, The Technique of Study (New
York: Houghton Mifflin Compan~1928), pp. 201-278.

t.



Chapter XI. Preparing papers

Select a suitable subject and set up your ob

jectives as thoroughly as possible before you begin. Re

vise your plan as your reading progresses.

Make plenty of provision for writing. "A paper

that contains real meat will not need bombast to make its

merits evident." Inability to write is due not so much to

lack of command of the English language as to lack of ideas.

There is great difference between "having to say something

and having something to .say."

Take notes in a form adaptable to use, such as

short units, on one side of the paper, so that they can be

spread out on the table in some order. Sometimes large

sheets may be ruled off in columns for grouping of notes.

Always include your own comments as you read.

Make sure your paper gives evidence of wide

reading.

Be careful to maintain an objective attitude.

Include an outline or table of contents.

Include a bibliography.

Be sure of your sources. ~uote authorities,

'rather than for good grades. Review in the way you are
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to be tested. Have the review involve new learning, and

-direct the review to the places where you are weakest.

Do some original thinking. Establish coherence and conti

nuity. Condense what you know. Outline the course. Solve

problems involving the material treated in the course. Use

chapter exercises and questions as guides when they are

available.

Employ group reviewing with discretion. Some

review should be drill. Consult new sources.

Chapter XIII. Taking Tests

Find out what kind of test to expect.

Be patient with the shortcomings of our present

marking system.

Use tests as instruments of new learning.

Do not resist or oppose tests or examinations.

This hostility exists because of mental laziness.

Follow directions to the letter.

Make your paper objective and clear. Do not as

sume that the teacher knows what you mean. Use good English.

Be sure you understand the meaning of the questions. Make

some kind of answer to each question. Answer in order of

difficulty, keeping the time factor in mind. Do honest work.

Find out what you missed in a test or wherein you

failed. Insist upon a class discussion of each test. Find

out your relative standing in the class group.
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Give yourself tests of your own.

Avail yourself of opportunities to take person

ality, character, and interest tests.

React to each day's class as if it were a test.

"It costs you little to be couteous, polite, cooperative, and

positive in your attitude in a class--in fact you yourself

are happier when you react that way."

Treat each piece of written work as it if were

a test.

Take every opportunity to assist in grading or

correcting papers of other students. This will give you

a broader outlook and greater understanding.

Master List of study-Activities as given by Howard

E. Wilson in the Historical Outlook, Volume 20, pages 218

224, summarized from the article entitled, "'Things to do'

in the Social Science Classroom."

I. Visual activities

1. Read written materials analytically

2. Read written materials to locate information

3. Read written materials for pleasure and gen-

eral impression

4. Read aloud

5. Interpret maps

6. Interpret charts, diagrams, graphs, et cetera

7. Observe pictures analytically
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8. Observe pictures for pleasure and general .

. impression

9. Observe models and relics

10. View actual or reconstructed scenes

II. Listening activities

11. Listen during formal presentation of ma-

terials

12. Listen during conversational discussions

13. Listen during personal interview

14. Listen to poetry

15. Listen to music

III. Oral activities

16. Answer a question

17. Ask a question

18. Take part in an individual interview

or conference

19. Engage in group discussion, formal or

informal

20. Conduct a meeting

21. Give a special report or floor talk

22. Engage in debate

23. Take part in a dramatization

24· Engage in singing

25· Engage in "reciting" or the "interpretation

,of the printed page"
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IV. Writing activities

26. Copy material

27. Complete statement

28. Make a list; i. e., of books read, words

which are new in a lesson, the functions of the Supreme

Court, et cetera.

29. Classify items

30. Write a single sentence

31. Write a summary or precis

32. Make an outline

33. Write an advertisement or slogan

34. Write a theme

35. Work a problem

V. Drawing activities

36. Draw a picture

a. Representation of actual objects

b. Symbolic representation of events,

objects or ideas.

37. Draw a diagram or chart

38. Draw a graph, line, bar, circle, or

picture

39. Draw a map, geographical, phsiographical,

historical, statistical, or pictorial

VI. Manual activities
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40. Construct a model

41. Perform an experiment

VII. General activities

42. Collect materials

43. Maintain a bulletin board

44. Hold an exhibit

45. Make a survey

46. Take a field trip

47. Plan a project

48. Partioipate in school or community

projects

VIII. Purely meditative activities

49. Memorize

50. Recall (essential for study and for in-

telligent behavior)

51. Compare

52. Evaluate

53. Analyze

54. Synthesize

55. Apply
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STUDENT SELF-RATING LIST

Grade from A to F

1. Average daily preparation

2. Outside reading of references

3. Ability to work with others

4. courtesy in class

5. Participation

6. Willingness to cooperate

7. Notebook

8. Test average

9. General mastery, i. e., ac
quisition of new facts,
ideas, appreciations

10. Use of written and spoken
English

Estimate of grade deserved
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.APPENDIX C

2
SOURCES FOR LATIN MJERICAN ~IDSIC

SHEET IvIDSIC

Three O'Clock in the Morning, by Robledo of Argentina, in
English, at 40¢ from Leo Feist, Inc., 56 Cooper Square,
New York.

~ ~, ~ by Perez Freiere of Chile, in Spanish and English,
at 50¢ from Carl Fischer, Inc., Cooper Square, New York,
or the Willis Music Company, 137 West 4th Street, Cin
cinnati, Ohio.

La Paloma, by Yradier of CUba, in English, at 10¢ from Morris
-- Music Company, 1023 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Estrellita, by Ponce of Mexico, in English, at 10¢ from
Morris Music Company, 1023 Arch street, Philadelphia.

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

Carminito Tango of Argentina, by Filiberto and Penaloza,
Columbia

Three O'Clock in the Morning, Vals, by Robledo, Victor

~ ~,~, a Cancion Criolla, by Perez Freiere, Victor

Aguellos Ojos Verdez, a rumba, by Menendez, Victor

La Paloma, Victor

Se Frie la Comparsa, bolero, by Lecuona, Victor

Recuerdos de Chemborazo, by Paredes Herrera of Ecuador,
Columbia

2
From Pan American Union pamphlet of this title .



Estrellita, by Ponce, Victor (Mexico)

. Sobre las Olas, by Rosas, Victor (Mexico)

El Condor Pasa, by Robles of Peru, Columbia

Alma Llanera, by Gutierrez of Venezuela, Columbia

Bolivar, by Brandt of Venezuela, Columbia
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Spanish American Folk Songs, by Eleanor Hague. Includes
95 songs. Price $3.50. G. E. Stechert and Company,
31 East lOth street, New York.

SONGS

197 .

Excerpts from the national anthems of the twenty-one re
publics arranged for a six piece orchestra, at 50¢,
Pan American Union. Piano arrangements only, 25¢.

Piano Arrangement of ~ National Anthems of the Twenty
One Republics with Vfords in the Original Language of
Each Country, by Dr. Ernesto Murillo of Colombia. The
Clayton F. Summy Company, 429 South Wabash, Chicago.
*il.OO.
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